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Geoffrey Wadsworth

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and remember what peace
there may be in silence.

Roy Vella

As far as possible without surrender be on good terms with all
persons.

3

Roy Vella

Speak your truth quietly and clearly; and listen to others, even the dull
and the ignorant; they too have their story.

4
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Geoffrey Wadsworth

Avoid loud and aggressive persons, they are vexations to the spirit.

If you compare yourself with
others you may become vain or
bitter; for always there will be
greater and lesser persons than
yourself.

Roy Vella
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Geoffrey Wadsworth

Enjoy your achievements as well as your plans.
Keep interested in your own career, however humble; it is a real
possession in the changing fortunes of time.
Exercise caution in your business affairs; for the world is full of
trickery.
But let this not blind you to what virtue there is; many persons strive
for high ideals; and everywhere life is full of heroism.
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Be yourself. Especially do not
feign affection.
Neither be cynical about love;
for in the face of all aridity
and disenchantment it is as
perennial as the grass.

Roy Vella
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Take kindly the counsel of
the years, gracefully surrendering the things of
youth.

Roy Vella
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Roy Vella

Nurture strength of spirit to shield you in sudden misfortune.
But do not distress yourself with imaginings.
Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness.

Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself.

Denis Goodwin

You are a child of the universe no less than the trees and stars; you
have a right to be here.
And whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe is
unfolding as it should.
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Therefore be at peace with
God, whatever you conceive
Him to be.

Roy Vella
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And whatever your labors and aspirations, in the noisy confusion of
life keep peace in your soul.
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Geoffrey Wadsworth

With all its sham, drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a beautiful
world. Be cheerful. Strive to be happy.

Go placidly amid the noise and the haste, and remember what
peace there may be in silence. As far as possible without surrender be on good terms with all persons. Speak your truth quietly
and clearly; and listen to others, even the dull and ignorant; they
too have their story. Avoid loud and aggressive persons, they are
vexations to the spirit. If you compare yourself with others you
may become vain and bitter; for always there will be greater and
lesser persons than yourself. Enjoy your achievements as well as
your plans. Keep interested in your own career, however humble;
it is a real possession in the changing fortunes of time. Exercise
caution in your business affairs; for the world is full of trickery. But
let this not blind you to what virtue there is; many persons strive
for high ideals; and everywhere life is full of heroism. Be yourself.
Especially do not feign affection. Neither by cynical about love; for
in the face of aridity and disenchantment it is as perennial as the
grass. Take kindly the counsel of the years, gracefully surrendering the things of youth. Nuture strength of spirit to shield you in
sudden misfortune. But do not distress yourself with imaginings.
Many fears are born of fatigue and loneliness. Beyond a wholesome discipline, be gentle with yourself. You are a child of the
universe no less than the tress and stars; you have a right to be
here. And whether or not it is clear to you, no doubt the universe is
unfolding as it should. Therefore be at peace with God, whatever
you conceive Him to be. And whatever your labors and aspirations, in the noise confusion of life keep peace with your soul. With
all its sham, drudgery and broken dreams, it is still a beautiful
world. Be cheerful. Strive to be happy.
Desiderata -Max Ehrmann
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Michael Casey

Learn as if you were following
someone whom you could not catch,
as though it were someone you
were frightened of losing.
-Confucius

INTRODUCTION: The goal of the Purple Patcher is to capture the
essence of Holy Cross. By having professors speak freely and openly
about what Holy Cross is and what it means to get a Holy Cross education, we, as the Purple Patcher, will be able to give you, Holy Cross,
something of that essence. Let me introduce who is speaking: Prof.
Vannicelli from the Political Science Department, Prof. Makarushka from
the Religious Studies Department, Prof. Lawler from English, Fr. Kuzniewski from History, Prof. Crunkleton from Special Studies, and Prof.
Freeman from Psychology.
What we hope to accomplish today is twofold. First, we would like to
define the purpose of a Holy Cross education. The 1989 catalogue
defines it in this way: "Holy Cross is a piace to learn, and not a place to
seek job training. The fundamental purpose of the College is not to train
accountants, nurses, teachers or engineers, but to inform the mind, to
foster clear thought and expression as a goal achieved by a balanced
study of the arts and sciences.
"A distinguishing and all-important characteristic of education at Holy
Cross is the emphasis placed upon the service of faith and the promotion
of justice. As a Jesuit college, the cultivation of intellectual, social, religious and ethical refinement is not an end in itself. Rather, it has as its
purpose the advancement of the Kingdom of God in His people. In the
concrete, this means educating young people to be truly concerned
about human welfare, about making our economies more just, and about
placing men and women in public office who are honest and honorable. It
has as its purpose the education of men and women who in their family
life will be examples of Catholic ideals and practice, leaders in their
parishes and in their communities."
We would like to know if the professors agree, or if they would like to offer an alternative definition of the purpose of a Holy Cross education.
Secondly, after identifying its purpose, is Holy Cross achieving it? The
Student Life Report provides numerous statistics which indicate serious
problems in achieving our stated goals. These statistics include: nearly
two-thirds of the students spend less than fifteen hours a week studying;
60% feel that students are intolerant of people from other backgrounds
and life styles; 70% of the students believe there is an alcohol problem at
Holy Cross, 71% of the students believe that they have no input in the
school policy making; and nearly 50% say that casual sex is a problem.
Again, in light of these statistics, are we achieving our purpose at Holy
Cross?
LAWLER: My first reaction is that I really don't know if there is a kind of
essence to a Holy Cross education. Sometimes, I think there are out there
however many educations as there are people in the senior class. If it is
650, there may be 650 different experiences. I suppose my inclination
would be to wish that there were certain great texts that every student
had to read which would give a kind of common experience and essence
to a Holy Cross education. We can't agree any longer on what the great
texts are, but at least as one sort of beginning point, I would hope that
one characteristic of a Holy Cross education would be to have a person
develop a conscience that was not simply a reference to their own time,
but was a reflection of conscience as developed over the centuries so that
one wasn't just participating in one's brief span of life, but was looking
before and after and transcending the limits of your particular little town
or particular country. It is not exactly a canon, but I wish that at least we
could be sure that Holy Cross students have seriously engaged a mind
that was no longer living so that they have a reference point beyond
themselves. At least we could be sure that people graduating from here
weren't totally lost in the present moment without a place of perspective
to work from. Maybe that is the best we can do.
KUZNIEWSKI: We are in the middle of this evaluation right now; and,
what happens when you engage in evaluation is that the attention gets
focused on the problems. It is not to deny that Holy Cross has its share of

problems with the challenges that are connected to them. But I think one
of the dangers in this ten-year evaluation doing is that we might let the
problems seem to be more important than they are. We are getting a
number of things right. The statement in the catalogue isn't, I don't think,
a flawless description of what Holy Cross is doing today. But it is a
statement of a goal or something to strive for. I think it is as good as
anything we might come up with.
LAWLER: Well, we are in the midst of advising, so we have all these
stories. Sometimes it is very encouraging and sometimes it is discouraging. I was a bit discouraged today because I had one student, and I am
not in any way knocking the particular student, who didn't know the
difference between the Old Testament and the New Testament. She
didn't know what book to put Jesus in. That was a discouraging story. On
the other hand, here is an encouraging story about the second semester
of a senior year. I had a student in yesterday who I know quite well, and he
is an economics/accounting major and an athlete who is quite engaged
in his particular athletic program. Gradually he got more and more involved in academics. He came in and I asked him what he wanted to take.
He said, "Well, I've got one course definitely." I asked him what it was
and he responded, "The Hegel seminar with Prof. Lawrence." So I sat
back and with that said he can take whatever he wants and I know there
will be no drop-off in his senior year. That is probably again what I mean
about 650 different experiences. But I am sure that first student is going
to encounter the Old Testament before she leaves and I know the second
student is all set. The other interesting thing is that his career plan is to be
a sports writer. And to me that was just a perfect reflection of what a
liberal arts education might do. Here's someone who wants to be a sports
writer, yet in some curious way, he is preparing himself for that intensely
by reading Hegel. That is encouraging.
VANNICELLI: On the one hand, yes, Holy Cross is a wonderful place. On
the other, there is a fundamental problem. But, let's start blaming the
students first. If the purpose of a college education, and I am not speaking
about Holy Cross right now, but in general terms, is that you go to class,
you do well, you learn a series of theories, concepts and invaluable
information— if the purpose of college is essentially to be an intellectual
factory— then I think we are doing a very good job. But if we take a more
idealistic way of measuring the college experience, then it seems to me
there is a fundamental problem at Holy Cross and the problem is largely
with you, the students. It seems to me that you should come to Holy
Cross not just in order to get a diploma, but because you are young
scholars, because you are in the privileged position of being in a college
situation which will allow you to grow intellectually and to become indeed
young scholars even if only for four years. To use the stereotype, and it
seems to me a stereotype is already wrong, but there is always an
element of truth in the stereotype, it seems to me that when nearly twothirds of the students spend less than fifteen hours a week studying, that
is a fundamental problem. I don't see why you should come to college to
extend your adolescence by four years. I occasionally think this place is
not a college but a parking lot. Hence, the concept of your homework.
You study fifteen hours a week. There are millions of young people your
age who don't have the privileged opportunity to go to college and who
have to work eight or nine hours a day. Your job is to be a young scholar.
Your job is not to come to an exalted summer camp and study fifteen
hours a week, in order to get decent grades. Secondly, the average
student rarely goes to an extracurricular activity. I am not referring to East
Street activities, but I am referring to cultural activities. Then, instead of
you coming to Holy Cross, let's do it by correspondence. I'll send you the
videotapes of my courses and you send me the exams. The fact that, as
the Student Life Report states, that so many students never go to a
cultural activity is even more lamentable than the fact that you only study
fifteen hours a week. There is such a dichotomy between the classroom

and the college at large at Holy Cross. I often wonder what the students
do between the classrooms and the dorms. The third controversial point I
wanted to make is that occasionally I strongly suspect that we are losing
our pedagogical and ethical task of educating citizens. Educated citizens
not only have certain values, but also act upon those values, living up to
certain ideals and principles perhaps just living up to the principle of
commitment for the sake of commitment.
MAKARUSHKA: It seems to me that Holy Cross is certainly a place
where we learn how to learn, which in my point of view has something to
do with relating the intellectual life to living a virtuous life as human beings.
It seems to be incumbent upon those of us who are teachers to help
students to make that connection. Being virtuous has something to do
with living an intellectual life, whether one is trained as an accountant,
nurse, teacher or engineer. One way to begin addressing the problem of
defining Holy Cross' purpose is to begin addressing the polarization that
occurs when one alienates public discourse from private behavior. So one
of the tasks that I could see, one of the ways in which a Holy Cross liberal
arts education ought to function is to begin to overcome this binomial
understanding of my private experience, my private life, my private
choices, which have nothing to do with the larger community. I think it's
useful to think of oneself as part of a community where our behavior has
an impact on the larger community.
FREEMAN: I want to respond to some of what Prof. Vannicelli had to say.
I think that some of the problems that exist on this campus are certainly a
function of individual motivation, but there are problems here of peer
culture as well. The other thing I wanted to say is that these problems are
part of our problems as a faculty also. We need to devise ways to change
not only peer culture but faculty culture and the entire structure of the
Holy Cross community in such a way that we might be able to create an
atmosphere in which students want to study more than fifteen hours a
week for the intrinsic value of doing that. I concur up to a point about who
is responsible-perhaps there are some students who are responsible, but I
would like to distribute responsibility among the various spheres of the
Holy Cross community. Also, as a member of the Student Life Committee, it is surprising to find this fifteen-hour thing as the centerpiece of the
report. It is something we talked about in the context of a much broader
set of issues and in a distinct sense we saw that particular piece of data as
an effect of a much broader social, cultural problem.
CRUNKLETON: I agree with you. A big part of the challenge for us as a
faculty is figuring out a better way to assist in creating that intellectual
atmosphere on campus. There are a number of plans afoot, including first
year programs and senior capstone seminars. Two years ago we had a
senior capstone seminar; those students worked very hard and really
loved it. And right before graduation, they kept trying to get back together even though class was over because they wanted to keep talking about
the material. So, I think there are people here who want to do that kind of
work. They are marginalized; they are treated— what is the polite word—
as nerds. They are called brown-nosers (these incredible terms we use to
distinguish ourselves from people we admire!). But my experience with
most students is that they seem to think it is only them who have these
private desires to go home and read a book or to talk about a problematic
movie. These people are here; that sort of students are here but in some
ways we need to do a better job of helping them find each other and
come together to create the kind of critical mass we typically associate
with undergraduate liberal arts colleges. One of the things we are trying to
do is to encourage people to be intellectually excellent. In part, we fail
because you don't demand it. It's as if you went out and bought this
fabulous sports car and drove it around at thirty miles an hour forever.
The other part of what we are trying to teach is that intellectual excellence
is not enough. If, somehow, moral behavior is not connected to the life of

the mind, then there is no point in doing this. German universities were
some of the finest universities in the world, yet Germany gave us the
Holocaust. What is the relationship between athleticism of the intellect
and moral behavior? And, if you say, to be moral by definition means to
be Catholic, as a Protestant, I would say I'm not so sure about that. Our
desire to want to tell you what moral behavior is and prescribe it for you is
in conflict with our desire to promote intellectual excellence and to promote your coming to understand what are truly moral choices for you. So,
we have our own tensions as an institution.
One other point, somewhat following up on what Prof. Vannicelli was
saying, people are very casual about this gift they have been given. And
we take it for granted as a faculty in terms of how we teach you when we
talk about the teaching of the disciplines. The fact of the matter is that the
challenges you face as citizens, not only as citizens of the United States,
but as citizens of the world, are challenges that are not the intellectual
property of one discipline. How are we going to deal with AIDS? How are
we going to deal with world hunger? What are we going to do about the
destruction of the environment? These are intellectual questions of the
first magnitude and how are we teaching you about them? That is a
question for us.
LAWLER: One thing I worry about in the emphasis about social concerns
at Holy Cross is that there is also another ancient tradition in learning, that
its purpose is to teach you how to die. And I think that there is something
very private and lonesome in all our lives where we have to be by
ourselves. One of the things that is reflected in the Student Life report is
that you have a lot of trouble being by yourselves. Montaigne has a
wonderful essay, I think its his one on education. He has a metaphor of
what he calls the back shop and he compares living to having a shop on a
busy street. In front of your shop is where you do your transactions with
the world. But at the end of the day you have to go into the back of the
shop by yourself and in that back shop you are alone. I am afraid that,
with our emphasis on social justice, which I totally believe in and realize
how important it is for the deep formation of the self, I would still find a
some of you, faced for instance with moving to a city like New York for
your first job, maybe living in not a very nice place, who can't go home at
night and be alone with the books you have read, the music that you have
come to know, or perhaps the great plays and films you want to go out
and see. I hope that in our emphasis on social justice we don't put you on
a guilt trip where you feel that you totally have to give and pour it out and
that there is not something deep for yourself. Because finally we are
alone. We have to confront our mortality. A friend, my thesis advisor who I
cared for very much, died of cancer about ten years after I finished
graduate school. He was sick for a long time. I was embarrassed, as we
are with someone with terminal sickness, to ask how he felt. One time, he
broached the thing, and said, really, the first thing he confronted when he
learned he was going to die within five years was that his reading got more
selective. I would hope that when you get to that ultimate moment of
being by yourself, that you have that reading list and you know what is on
top. Don't let us in our reference to social justice deprive you of enriching
that private place. After all, Newman in the idea of an education says that
"One characteristic of an educated person is that they are never alone."
There is a lot of loneliness in the world and I think to help other people you
have to be able to deal with your own loneliness.
KUZNIEWSKI: One of the common threads that I see going through the
comments people are making is the question of whether or not we are
doing the best possible job of providing you with a model of integrity to
use when you are reading a book, when you are with your friends, when
you play a sport, when you go to church; or when you are with your
family. Somehow these should all come together and radiate out of a
common center, so that the lives of our students, ideally are not composed of fragments that never touch each other. I think that's the kind of
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situation that breeds the tension and disarray we can see in the issues in
the Student Life report. What I am trying to get at is how do we foster that
spirit of integrity? One of the ways I think it happens is by learning to
notice each other better, and that means not limiting student-teacher
contact to classes and office visits. The point is there need to be more
opportunities for informal contact. Integrity ultimately, does not get
taught in the classroom as effectively as it is communicated by observing
integrity in action. One of the things that means is learning to disagree. If
this school were to foster integrity in these ways, we would need to think
about structuring concretely to the extent that the admittedly limited
resources of the college will allow us.
VANNICELLI: I believe there are certain structural reforms that are
necessary to create a more congenial atmosphere at Holy Cross, an
atmosphere more conducive to an intellectual dialogue. Secondly, certainly there are necessary curriculum reforms which will make sure that
there is more intellectual growth. And thirdly, we professors should engage in a collective self-criticism and perhaps we should be a little more
challenging and inspiring with our work. However, having made those
three qualifications, there are some fundamental problems with you students. First of all, I would argue that if you compare Holy Cross with
comparable institutions the Holy Cross faculty is far more committed,
available and accessible than you can imagine. It seems to me that there
is a fundamental danger in certain assumptions being pushed around,
namely that my task as a professor is to challenge you, to make you
interested in the subject matter. It is also your duty to be self-challenged.
Let us go on with the identikit of the average Holy Cross student. Whenever he or she goes to see a professor, it is only to talk about the technical
aspects of the course. How do I prepare myself for the exam, how did I do
on the midterm? Why don't you go to a professor for a change and say
listen, let's not talk about the blue book, let's talk about the book I read
last night. The second point is that the average Holy Cross student does
not read. Reading is not homework. The simple fact that we use the high
schoolish expression "homework" underscores the unconscious dichotomy between the average Holy Cross student and the mythical student.
Third, if I were the dictator of a college, before giving you the diploma I
would ask you to give me your intellectual identikit. What books and ideas
have influenced you? Perhaps we should just throw everything out the
window. Throw those bloody syllabi out the window, and just read, read,
read. It seems to me that the mark of an educated individual is that at
some point in your life, whether it's when you are 20 for 35 or facing a
tragic watershed in your existence, is that you have an intellectual identikit. The definition of an educated individual is not the thirty-two courses
which are often the result of authoritarian distribution requirements. Paradoxically, we have to have a dichotomy, but it is a positive dichotomy.
The dichotomy should be that you take thirty-two courses because they
provide you certain skills and certain theories. But that's all that we can
do. It is up to you to fill in the gaps, to define yourself as a young scholar.
We can help define you as a young student and we can be receptive
enough to help you find yourself as a young scholar, but it is ultimately
your task.
LAWLER: One point I would like to beat up the students on is selling your
books. My father taught me early on that a book worth reading is a book
worth owning.
VANNICELLI: I agree. As you know, some of us professors have a huge
amount of books, some of which we have never touched again. You think
we keep them just to impress you. No. We keep those books because at
some point they were part of our growth. You know, we travel with the
luggage of books in the itinerary of life. In many ways, those books are
part of us, little momentos, souvenirs which have no longer any relevance

and yet it seems to me that if we are in the business of educating
ourselves, we have to have that luggage.
CRUNKLETON: This is an important point about the functions of a
college. Colleges exist in part to transmit culture to you, to the people
who come to it to learn about culture. But also one of the functions of
institutions of higher education is to stand against the culture and criticize
it, and to hold up a standard of accountability for the culture. So if the
ideals of American culture are, by the time you are thirty years old to have
a $500,000 house, a BMW, pretty children and an attractive spouse,(and
I would hate to say they are), then I would say the ideals of academic
culture are very different. One of the ideals of academic culture is that the
point of life is not to get rich. The point of life is to know how to live, to
know how to die, and to somehow deal with that. You come to college
because you have deep itches you want to scratch, deep questions you
want to ask. There are none of you, I think, who have been in a session
late at night in the dorm where you haven't asked some of these questions and talked about them. And you don't have "answers." Homework
is about answers. Learning is about questions, asking yourself questions,
and learning how to keep doing that. And so when we ask you to do that,
we're asking you to think that something in life is more important than
making money. We are asking you to think— horror of horrors at Holy
Cross— that something is more important than being nice. And so we are
existing as a critic and in so far as you participate in the life of the mind
when you are at college, you are learning to do that for yourself, too.
MAKARUSHKA: It seems to me that one of the very important challenges of a liberal arts education is the possibility to raise questions and
to read against the grain. In other words, to question authority. And to put
a theological spin on that, it seems useful to remember that doubt is the
condition of faith, that without doubt there is no faith. And so, with the
four years you have here, one of the ways of living the virtuous life in this
academic community is to discover that there are others among you who
have similar questions, similar doubts, similar issues that you want to raise
in small communities which reflect the question of the larger community.
FREEMAN: I would second that as well. When you began, Prof. Lawler,
you posed a kind of opposition between solitude and social justice. What I
was thinking is that there may be ways of linking together those issues by,
for example, reading on social justice, whether for or against the grain. It
is interesting to think about the idea that solitude and reading texts can
be ends in themselves rather than a means to some other end. To be able
to experience these things not in a utilitarian sense, not as a means to
some other end, is a radical and subversive thing to do at this particular
point in historical time. So, I would encourage you to entertain a willingness to be subversive, and that doesn't mean necessarily to destroy and
overthrow. But, in fact, to be willing to do things against the grain, as Prof.
Makarushka suggested, seems to me in a profound sense to be exactly
what we mean by social justice. Social justice, on the one hand, I suppose
has to do with the upholding and perpetuation of tradition. But social
justice also has to do with the capacity to transform traditions and to
create new ones where it seems appropriate.
LAWLER: This connection between solitude and activism is fruitful to
pursue because one way to come to a sense of human dignity is after
being alone and reading or listening to a great symphony and feeling
elevated. There is a sort of intuition there, that brings you back to an even
deeper kind of commitment.
MODERATOR: Do you think students here are truly socially concerned?
To quote the Student Life report, "Students know about social justice,
they are committed to it. They have difficulty living it."

CRUNKLETON: I think that is probably not unique to students. There is
something profoundly human about that. However, a phenomenal percentage of students do things like SPUD, and one out of five alumni go to
JVC or the Peace Corps. But, there is a difference between doing charity
and seeking justice. There is a difference between going and helping
someone because you feel sorry for them, sort of the "little brown baby"
syndrome, and taking on the systemic conditions in the world that promote that injustice. I had a student two years ago who was extremely
active in SPUD, and yet he had been instrumental in trashing a fellow
student who was gay in Kimball one day, and he saw no inconsistency in
that. But I think for all of us, it's hard to clean up our own act. It's easier to
put evil and sin and meanness in a foreign place, but it's very hard to talk
about it in our own areas. And that's a recurring problem of Christianity;
it's part of the missionary complex that both does good and undermines
good at the same time.
MAKARUSHKA: The problem the Student Life report addresses about
tolerating differences raises the question of how tolerant we as a community are of that which is other than ourselves. I think those are profoundly
religious issues and profoundly human issues that extend far beyond the
parameters of campus. The real challenge of how to be a human being, is
how to be comfortable amidst that which is not me.
FREEMAN: It is important to realize that this is not a piece of data that
says 60% of the students are intolerant. It says that 60% of the students
feel that other students are intolerant. There are, in addition to whatever
problems with difference do exist here, strange mythic perceptions in this
place as well. And one of the things we learned is if you look at political
beliefs, religious beliefs, concerns about social consciousness, etc., there
is actually a fair amount of diversity here. And so I just want us to be
conscious of the fact that the perception of the Holy Cross student may
be somewhat mythical.
VANNICELLI: I agree completely with what has been said this far on the
issue of social justice. We have gone back to the initial question on the
essence of a Holy Cross education. The way I see it, the essence of a Holy
Cross education in particular and liberal arts colleges in general is that
ideas do have consequences and that all of us learn how to internalize this
principle. It is too simple to say well, I do SPUD, therefore I fulfill the
extracurricular activity called social justice. That is a very simple way of
doing that. In the final analysis, we have to be more realistic. The test of
the principle that ideas do have consequences starts with ourselves and
with the realization that you and I are privileged individuals. For, quite
frankly, even if you spend time on SPUD but then you don't live up to your
duty of doing your best in class, and of taking advantage of intellectual
opportunities, that is an expression of hypocrisy. Because then doing
SPUD is essentially a way of fulfilling a distribution requirement of sorts,
called social justice. I occasionally think you are doing it because it looks
good on your application for law school. Social justice starts with ourselves. All of us have to live up to our principles and all of us have to make
sure our ideas do have consequences. You are here first and foremost
because you want to get an excellent education and it is your duty to do
the best you can to accomplish this. In addition to that, because of a
certain legacy of the college, because of a certain ethos we all share,
perhaps you should stress other factors. But the moment when you don't
do your best as a young scholar, the moment you cut classes, that is a
way of violating the categorical imperative that ideas do have consequences. You and us, we made a social contract. You come to Holy Cross
and we provide you with as much education as we can and we will be
responsive to your needs. It's a social contract. If you don't come to
class, you are violating the social contract. Secondly, you are violating
your values. Millions of people out there don't have the option in the

morning to decide, do I go to work or not. And just because we are
privileged, do you think we have that option? Just because we come from
a privileged socio-economic or intellectual background, does that give us
the additional privilege of deciding whether or not we will live up to our
duties and to the social contract between you and us? But then a privilege
leads to a privilege and therefore you become not part of an elite but an
elitist group of society because you build up on each privilege and it
becomes a vicious circle, a spiral of the privileges ending up in the Bonfire
of the Vanities and things of that sort. Duties have to start with the
fundamental reason why you and I are here, namely because we have a
social contract and the rules of the contract are intellectual on the one
hand and ethical on the other.
KUZNIEWSKI: I have to agree with you. In fact I couldn't agree more
strongly. The moments I feel the most depressed about life and my life in
particular tend to be connected with a fear that I am being used by a
certain element of society to teach the children of the wealthy and
privileged how to keep their place in society. If that is all I am doing here, I
am a big fool. And it that's what some people are asking of me, they are
using me. I am here for something very different. If Prof. Vannicelli is
correct, that ideas have consequences, then the application I would make
of that principle is that from those to whom much is given, much is
expected. You are given an incredible advantage in this education, use it,
for God's sake. And for your own and for the sake of your sisters and
brothers, use it. Don't waste it. Do everything you can with this education
and go out and make a difference. You are not here simply because this is
a good place to come to learn how to be rich. If that's all that is going on, I
repeat, you are using us. And we are not taking comparatively low paying
jobs for that. The satisfaction that comes out of our lives is that many of
you do go on and live lives that really do have significance beyond
yourselves. And that accomplishment becomes the hope and the proudest boast this college can make.
FREEMAN: One thing that I did in a couple of classes during Social
Concerns week was to ask a couple of very complex questions. The first
one was a question of origin. And that was, Where do you suppose that
social concerns come from? And I actually got a wide variety of answers,
some of which included the idea of assuaging guilt, and somehow making
up for the privilege that exists. That was revealing in itself, and useful for
students to think about. The second question that I asked was a question
of function. And that is an even more complex question— Why even be
socially concerned? And it seems to me that is a question that all of us,
faculty, students, administrators, etc., may need to think about a little
more. This question proved to be an extraordinarily difficult one to answer, because, ultimately, it comes down to a question of faith in the
broadest sense. These questions are actually foundational and can help
to orient us toward the end of making sure that we don't go through the
motions of social justice without it being real. It seems to me that social
justice requires first and foremost a consciousness of social justice and
what it might conceivably be about.
STUDENT QUESTION: How can we create ways for the students and
faculty to join together in pursuit of these ideals?
VANNICELLI: We could approach the problem by engaging in structural
changes. But I think the most important component is individuals. It
comes down to individuals and values and to attitudes. It seems to me
you students can start changing things. Call our bluff. Today we have
been engaging in pedagogical pursuits. I intentionally or unintentionally
have been accusing you of every crime on earth. Call our bluff.
CRUNKLETON: Things happen here at Holy Cross all the time that
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people don't talk about in any sustained, intellectual, seriously probing
way. When something terrible happens here, when people kill themselves,
when people are raped, when people are harmed or injustice occurs here
in our own community, we could get together and talk about that. If
students are upset about something that occurs, they could ask faculty to
meet with them to talk about it. They could ask for a reading list, they
could ask for a debate. If you find there are intellectual subjects you are
interested in, you can convene an ad hoc meeting right then and there to
talk about that topic. You can start a reading group with other students.
FREEMAN: I think there are some compelling reasons on this campus for
why students may often feel a sense of impotence and powerlessness and
I wouldn't want to pin that solely on students. I think there are reasons in
terms of the structure of this place that make it difficult to feel empowered. And in fact, after a recent meeting, talking about the student life
report and various changes that we would like to see happen at Holy
Cross, a number of people remained in a sense apathetic. Is it really going
to happen? Should I really work for it? We are not in a position to be able
to assure you at this point that monumental changes at this place are
about to happen. But I think that what is absolutely critical, and this is in
line with what Professors Vannicelli and Crunkleton said, is that you must
look within yourself for a sense of power. Again, even while acknowledging that there may be difficulty in doing that at this place, it is absolutely
essential if these changes are going to happen, for students to be an
integral part. I also think it's important for you to be future-looking enough
to be able to acquire that power that will possibly bring about the
changes and make them reality rather than just fantasies, which they
could be if nobody acted.

STUDENT QUESTION: Following up on Professor Crunkleton's analogy
of a Holy Cross education to a sports car, I think a lot of the problem here
is that people think they are driving a Ford.
CRUNKLETON: I won't say a lot of people think that, but a lot of people
feel that. It's not a justifiable thought; it's an understandable feeling.

People are continually saying to themselves, "well, I'm not at Harvard."
There is a long history of inferiority about Catholic higher education. I
think also it's very easy to teach people in such a way as to make them
despise themselves for being learners. One of the biggest problems that I
encounter with students is a sense of inferiority. Students will come and
they will say, "I should have known this" and I will say, "why should you
have known this? You have to learn it first. You have to work first." No
one comes to campus—if I can use an athletic analogy— being able to
run a four-minute mile without doing a lot of training. What we are asking
you to do is undergo that training, that intellectual rigor. But, one of the
things we know about students and one of the things we know about
alumni is that they are very well prepared for what they do. And they size
up well in competition against people from other places. So the evidence
that we have is that our students are very good.
KUZNIEWSKI: I think it is also important for us to realize how far Holy
Cross has come in terms of its historical development in such a short
period of time. The difference between what Holy Cross was like in 1960
when Rev. Raymond Swords became president and the way it is now is
really overwhelming. I think that we as a community, students, faculty,
and administrators really have not caught up yet in our own perceptions
of what we have accomplished here. We are all better than we give
ourselves credit for being. Rather than being a school that lives on its
reputation from the past, Holy Cross must realize that the best part of our
reputation is ahead of us. Holy Cross is a good place. Maybe we all need
to remind ourselves more often.
MAKARUSHKA: One of my continuing frustrations is with students, who
start answering a question by saying, "I don't know if this is right." I've
now made this a standard joke because it becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy. If you don't think you are capable of thinking, you will not want to
think. And so, I would encourage all of you as remarkably capable young
men and women that you can think, and taking responsibility for the fact
that you can think is awesome.
VANNICELLI: You people are better than you think you are. That is
essentially the message we have been giving you all evening.
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To every thing there is a
season, and a time to every
purpose under heaven . . .
A time to weep, and a time to
laugh; a time to mourn, and a
time to dance . . . A time to get,
and a time to lose, a time to
keep, and a time to cast away.
-Ecclesiastes
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Where did the time go? A familiar question to all of us . . . Whether
spoken by a frantic freshman in the last seconds of his/her first college
exam... or a weary sophomore the morning of his/her 100th exam.. . or
a forgetful junior the morning after a crazed night at Maguires . . . or was it
Bluffs . . . Crack House???
Or even if spoken by unbelieving seniors
contemplating the end of 'the best years of their lives.' In a flash of a
second, the blink of an eye, it's over. Where did the time go?
While the world was crashing over the threshold of a new decade
amidst triumphant cheers in Berlin and the all too familiar chaos of
Nicaragua, Lebanon, Panama . . . our community up on Mount Saint
James passed the same threshold but silently, peacefully, unshaken by
the tumultuous world around us but not unaffected. The year 1989-1990
was not earth shattering at Holy Cross but the tremors of change and
awakening were felt . .
Our year began with the usual optimism and excitement of a new
school year. 704 freshmen entered our gates loaded with expectations
and all their worldly possessions! Does time ever really pass at Holy
Cross? . . . same beautifully landscaped award winning campus, same
exuberant Purple Key smiles, same first day jitters. And yet there was a
hint of something new. Holy Cross veterans were greeted with a new
security system complete with outdoor dorm phones and card access
dorm entrances. After the novelty of the new system wore off, students
began to question the effectiveness of the system riddled by frequent
breakdowns. For many, the new security system was a detriment to
interdorm socializing. As a compromise, the Dean of Students Office and
the SGA committee on Security devised a list of access hours that would
give students some freedom of movement while protecting the system
from abuse.
An even more striking change occurred in the creation of new suites in
Carlin and Alumni. Yes, the old quad dorms got a facelift. It was farewell
to cracked paint, nail infested walls and on a sadder note, farewell to hall
Sports. It was hello to fully furnished sitting rooms, carpetless rubberized
flooring and the 'other' quad. Although there was some nostalgia for the
good ol' quad days, most students were very satisfied with the improved
living conditions.
This year students also encountered a new and improved Dinand
Library. Yes, the Mecca of Holy Cross social life was revamped. The most
striking change was the computerization of Dinand. The old wooden
catalogues were relegated to a back corner of the basement (I know,
brings a tear to the eye!) and replaced with computer terminals. The new
System makes finding pertinent material considerably faster than manual
research. Also, the catalog can now be accessed through any Vax terminal on campus and eventually will be expanded to every building on
campus including the dorms. Secondly, upon entering the hallowed halls,
one senses something ominous about Dinand, one hears. . . one hears. .
SILENCE . . Could it be possible that there's actually QUIET in the
library?? The building that previously had been one overwhelming Blue
!Room?? Have we entered the Twilight Zone?? No, unsuspecting student,
only the Quiet Zone. In an attempt to create an environment conducive to study and research, the library was patrolled by student monitors
for a two week period. After this, library officials and concerned students
hoped that more boisterous students would keep the volume down.
Despite the physical campus alterations, our year began in that traditional Holy Cross way . . . it was a gathering of some of the most
Promising collegiate minds . . . it was the touching scene of old friends
embracing after a long summer apart. It was Easy Street. Not rain, not
Worcester police, not even the effectiveness of our own H.C. Security
could stop it. This year, Easy Street was an attempt at organized fun. In
an effort to de-emphasize the role of alcohol as an integral part of the
merriment, the SGA and the CCBofD planned various activities such as a
Hart picnic, an outdoor movie and a band on "Mulledy Beach." Unfortunately many of the plans went awry when, in typical Worcester fashion,
the heavens opened and drenched the revelers. Although Easy Street
was a disappointment for many, some students were still able to enjoy a
Wet but worthwhile evening.
As veterans slid back into the scheme of things at Holy Cross, our first
Year students experienced a rough initiation into college life. First, a
combiration of factors led to the greatest number ever of freshmen

triples. Due to a high admission yield and the loss of space caused by the
new suites, 246 first year students were assigned to triples. But the
cramped quarters did little to dim the spirits of our freshmen. Before the
end of September, over a dozen of them were taken to the hospital for
alcohol poisoning.
Our first year students however; were not the only ones involved in
'scandalous' behavior. September was also the month of the now infamous 'Caro Bash' —a Friday night roundup that resulted in the arrest of
18 Holy Cross students for disorderly conduct. The incident proved to be
a showdown between Worcester police and N.C. students, the police
claiming that 300-400 students were in attendance at the Caro Bash, the
students claiming that they were indiscriminately arrested. In order to deal
with the conflict, a joint meeting of students, residents and Worcester
Police was held. Although no major agreements were made, the forum
proved to be a much needed opportunity for all sides to vent their
opinions. The meeting was moderated by S.G.A. chairperson, Frank
Morrissey, who, along with his Vice-Chair, Tom Sullivan, and all the
student participants of the association, worked hard throughout the year
to live up to the Morrissey-Sullivan campaign slogan of putting the "S"
back into the S.G.A.
But the news from the hill was not solely concerned with the students of
Holy Cross. Our faculty celebrated some milestones of their own. Congratulations go out to Professors Virginia Raguin of Visual Arts, Royce
Singleton Jr., of the Sociology Department, and John Mayer of the
English Department who were granted full professorship. Professor David
O'Brien of the History Department received the Worcester Consortium
Award, an award given by peers in recognition of contributions to teaching, scholarship, or creative endeavors. Classics chair, Professor William
J. Ziobro, became head of the international American Philological Association, the principal academic society for the study of classics in North
America. Amidst these accolades though, were some sadder notes.
Professor Irena Makarushka of the Religious Studies Department was
released by the Administration. Despite letters of defense from students
incensed by the move, the decision stood. Professor Callahan will also be
leaving the Cross but for the throes of retirement. After 33 years of
estimable work in the English Department, Callahan leaves us more
enlightened and more inspired for having known him.
Students received some accolades of their own. Christopher Picone
and Jeanne O'Brien were awarded the Thomas J. Watson Fellowship.
This allows them to travel abroad after graduation and pursue independent study. Mr. Picone will examine the relationship between liberation
theology and the environmental movement. Ms. O'Brien will study midwifery in England, Malta and Mexico.
Bridging the gap between faculty and students, once again, the native
teaching assistants hired by the language department have proven themselves to be a valuable asset. This year, Berta Herrero and Ana-Maria
Fraile of Spain, Claudia Raabe and Rolf Ackermann of Germany, Florence
Saliou and Hubert Longepe of France and Paola Crivellaro of Italy
brought a little cross-cultural diversity to Holy Cross. In addition to teaching practicum sessions, the T.A.'s also attend classes and actively participate in student life at Holy Cross. This year we also have Wenchao He, a
visiting professor and Changshan Ma, a visiting research fellow from the
People's Republic of China.
The addition of all these people to our community is only one of the
many ways that the administration and faculty has tried to internationalize
the College. Holy Cross now has active French, German, Spanish, and
Russian Clubs. The clubs work to heighten our awareness of these cultures through various events culminating during Language Week when
lectures, films and informal get togethers are combined to improve cross
cultural awareness.
The Cross and Scroll headed by Joe Williams, also internationalized
Holy Cross Society by bringing us Orville Schell, a noted authority on
China. His reflections on the explosion of pro-democracy sentiment in
Tianeman Square made us acutely aware that we are living through a
"dividing line in Chinese history." But our attention was not limited to the
Far East. The "Europe and the World, 1992" Lecture Series caused us to
reflect on the ramifications of the relaxing of internal barriers among
European Economic Community countries. An entertaining debate between two of Holy Cross' most colorful professors, Maurizio Vanicelli and
William Green, kicked off a series that featured a host of EEC experts:
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Carol Cosgrove, Ph.D., Pierre Laurent and Lawrence G. Franko. The
series culminated with a lively panel discussion featuring our very own
European Teaching Assistants.
The internationalization of the Holy Cross student was complete with
the birth of the International Film Series. The brainchild of professors
Selma Botman, Judith Chubb, Claudia Ross and Jorge Vales, the IFS
Sponsored four films covering four geographical areas that are of increasing concern today. The films, representing China, Russia, Latin America
and the Middle East depicted the diversity of these regions while challenging students politically and intellectually.
While it seemed that much emphasis was given to the world at large,
national problems and issues were not neglected by the Holy Cross
community. In fact, it seemed that Holy Cross began to awaken from its
apathetic slumber and instead of hitting the snooze and rolling over again,
we actually yawned a bit and took a bleary-eyed look at the society and
environment in which we live. Social Awareness groups sprung rapidly
from the consciences of our peers; and although The Crusadists gave us
The Top Ten Reasons Why It's Cool to Be Socially Aware," we knew
that something good was happening, we knew that Holy Cross students
were starting to take notice. While Sr. Thea Bowman urged us to be
aware of each other through her prayer and song, The Student Life
Report, through its harsh reality, forced us to be aware of ourselves. And
finally, the death of Michael Harrington reminded us even more acutely
that there still is "The Other America" out there.
New Holy Cross groups were born to deal with some of the most
Pressing problems in our society today while veteran groups kept fighting
for their causes. The Hunger Action Coalition, co-chaired by Laura LaRaia '91 and Greg Phalen '90, tackled the heart wrenching issue of world
hunger through such events as sponsorship of a foster child and an
Oxfam fast. The Student Coalition on Homelessness and Housing
(SCHOHAH), under the direction of Maura PoliceIli '91, continued its
battle to end the housing shortage that plagues our country. Many members of the coalition attended the Housing Now! rally in Washington D.C.
in support of this cause. The dual problems of hunger and homelessness
were addressed at the Third Annual Leadership Conference of the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and Homelessness at which six
Holy Cross students were participants. Tricia Matthews, Lazarus
Uaandja, Anne Caldwell, Tim DiDomenico, Phil Metres and Sean Loftus
attended a battery of lectures and discussions on these topics. Other
tudents directed their energies into saving our dying planet. Chris Keyes
90, Christian Newman '91, Amy Breau '91, Katherine Sisk '93 and Chris
Picone '90 mobilized support and initiated the Green Earth Restoration
Project. This movement, along with the Wilderness Outing Club (under
the direction of Kevin Gahagan), began the ambitious recycling project at
Holy Cross and sponsored various events for Earth Day 1990 —all
intended to make students aware that the rest of the world is not as
beautifully landscaped and preserved as Mount Saint James.
Another new group on campus was our own chapter of the Teach for
American program. Brought to Holy Cross by Jennifer Moran '90 and
Christina Quigley '91 the Peace Corps-like organization attempts to recruit seniors to teach in needy rural and urban schools. On the first
National Teach for America Day thirty fifth graders from the area were in
the hands of fifty Holy Cross students who instructed them on a variety of
topics including Juggling, Creative Writing and Colonial Toy Making.
It seemed that 1990 was the year of awareness at Holy Cross. Born
from the truism that recognition of a problem is the first step towards
solution of the problem, new groups emerged with the intent of making
the chasms between people known. The Central American Awareness
Group headed by James Walter '90 and Tim DiDomenico '90 sought to
call. attention to the turmoil in Nicaragua, El Salvador, etc . . . Ironically,
their controversial chalk etchings that mysteriously appeared around
campus caused a heated debate not about the US role in El Salvador
(which was the intent) but rather about the right of protesters to employ
vandalism. The Nuclear Awareness and Disarmament Group, initiated by
!Catherine Graney '92 attempts to educate others concerning the ultimate
issue of nuclear weapons. The fledgling group intends to do this through
lectures, newsletters and films.
The Asian Awareness Society organized by Mike Gonzalez will attempt
to bridge the gap between the Asian minority at Holy Cross (less than 2%
of H.C. students are Asian) and the student body at large. As well as

functioning as a support group for many of our Asian students, the
organization also hopes to discuss topics such as discrimination and
stereotyping. SHARE (Students for Heightened Awareness in Rape Education) was founded to make the Holy Cross community aware of the
reality of sexual assault and the possible reasons for its existence. Founded by Kathy Delay and Sara Pasqualoni the group hopes to stress that
rape is not a 'woman' problem but rather a cultural problem that needs to
be considered by both men and women.
In addition to these new awareness groups is the Black Student Union
(BSU), an organization that has been fighting its battle with awareness for
years now. The BSU brings black history and culture to campus in an
effort to lower the barriers of prejudice that separate all peoples. Each
year the spirit of Marting Luther King, Jr. is kept alive with a candlelight
march and memorial service. This year freezing rain dimmed the candles
but not the spirits. When the small group of marchers entered the St.
Joseph Chapel singing "We Shall Overcome", everyone knew that not
even Worcester's woeful weather could prevent the moving memorial of
King that was to follow. The BSU, headed by Matt Harmon also brought
us "African-American Experience Week" during which a multitude of
diverse cultural events were offered— a soul food dinner, films, lectures
and a cabaret. One of the highlights of the week was a lecture given by
social activist and comedian Dick Gregory. His effective blend of stark
reality and entertaining anecdotes left the audience wondering whether to
laugh or cry. It is awareness weeks like this one and organizations like the
BSU, SHARE, NAAD . . . that work to rid people of their prejudicial
ignorances—step one of a long and difficult journey. More power to you.
Amnesty International, under the direction of Patricia Matthews, continued its work for the release of political prisoners. Their efforts included
mass mailings of protest cards and various lectures to keep students
abreast of events. Other organizations had more local concerns. Under
the auspices of SPUD (Student Program for Urban Development), groups
like YARC (Youth Association for Retarded Citizens), Dismas House and
the Mustard Seed focused on community problems such as child care,
soup kitchens and elderly companionship.
The traditional trips to Appalachia continued during the 1989-1990
year. Sponsored by the Chaplain's Office students packed up and
trekked to the hills on a journey of social assistance. Whether through
building houses or by visiting the elderly, the message of hope and caring
was carried to other parts of the country by our peers. And so, in these
numerous and various ways, our students rallied for what they believe to
be the basic human rights of food and shelter.
The efforts of these groups and movements has done much to raise the
level of awareness that Holy Cross has for the Worcester community.
Through these organizations students are able to put their talents and
gifts to work for others.
A discussion of social awareness would not be complete if we did not
mention the Committee for Campus Ministry. This far-reaching organization touches out to all aspects of social and religious awareness. Consisting of altar servers, Eucharistic ministers, musicians, singers, lectors,
ushers and lay presiders, CCM is undoubtedly the most expansive of Holy
Cross organizations. Aside from being an integral part of daily and weekend masses, CCM also organizes retreats, discussion groups and lay
services. Duke Storen manages this immense cadre in which students
attempt to mesh social justice, self-awareness and faith.
The culmination of social justice awareness undoubtedly occurs during
Social Concerns Week when students are urged to rethink their commitment to social justice. This year's theme, "Social Concerns: The World,
Worcester, and Holy Cross," expressed how the world's problems are our
problems. During the week, Fr. Brooks told us that we must know what it
means to be "men and women for others." A student panel told us that it
was O.K. to 'Be Different at Holy Cross,' and Professor Nickoloff told us
how we could embrace the philosophy of the "Church of the Poor." But
perhaps the most stirring advice came from actor and keynote speaker,
Mike Farrell: "In our society we have an extra obligation, responsibility, to
tap into our own value and search for a gift and then offer it . . . If nothing
else, I would urge you to do that."

Although the Holy Cross community is united in its concern for social
justice, there are other issues that have caused factious arguments. Most
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notably, sophomore David Traub made an ill-fated attempt to organize a
Pro-choice group on campus. Told that the creation of such a group
contradicted the values of a Catholic institution, Traub and his 35 or so,
pronounced advocates were denied recognition by the college. The rejection of a Pro-choice group on campus in light of the acceptance of a Prolife group seemed contradictory to some Holy Cross students. Some
questioned the right of Holy Cross to deny students the freedom to
assemble, the freedom to speak. Still others, hailed the decision to ban
the choice group as consistent with Catholic doctrine.
Meanwhile, Students for Life continued their crusade to present students with perspectives on the Pro-life movement. Moderated by chairpersons: Joe Donovan '91, Valerie Myers '91, and John Hoyas '90, the
group sponsored films, guest speakers and various fundraisers to raise
money for their cause. Of course, the pinnacle of the groups activities was
the attendance of the March for Life in Washington, D.C. Here students
rallied for what they considered to be a natural human right . . . life.
On a lighter note, controversies at Holy Cross weren't always so solemn. Some debates on campus may have been more heated, more
Pressing, more momentous, but few were as revealing as the debate over
the Quad Streak. In response to one too many injuries (an inflamed man
was just the last straw!!), the administration made the historic decision to
discontinue the time honored tradition of the Annual Quad Streak. Nevermore would students stopping by the quad on that first snowy evening be
treated to the spectacle of grown men and recently, grown women, taking
a few laps around the ol' quad in nothing else but baseball hats, hockey
masks and other Streak 'attire.' But, traditions die hard at Holy Cross.
This year there were still a few renegade streakers and curious spectators, but the event was a far cry from the campus wide snowball fights of
yesteryear.
One tradition that has remained as lively as ever are the pre, during and
Post football tailgates. If there is one thing that Holy Cross students learn
during their four years at Holy Cross, it's how to perfect the fine art of
tailgating. Just as in the case of Easy St., not rain, nor snow, nor even the
discontinuation of football scholarships could stop them. Without fail,
every home game is preceded by hours of loud music, abundant beverage and socializing. Even though the confiscation of kegs became a real
issue this season, alumni and students alike still managed to tailgate and
even see a little of the game . . . sometimes. When fans did manage to
make it inside the stadium they were treated to the music and antics of
the Crusader Good Time Marching Band. Under the leadership of Drum
Major, Sandy Hayes '90, and Band President Chris Agen '90, the Band
Performed popular tunes in addition to the old favorites like Mamie Reilly
and our alma mater.
But not all the outdoor fun occurred at Fitton Field. On October 22
hoards of Holy Cross students swarmed into Boston for the 25th Annual
Head of the Charles Regatta, the world's largest single-day rowing event.
Although Holy Cross was represented by only two boats from the men's
team our fans were not disappointed. After all, there's more to a Regatta
than a boat race — sun, beer and lots of 'spectators' made it a winning
day anyway.
Moving indoors, students were treated to a varied lineup of movies
made possible by the Film Series Committee under the direction of
Kristen Miller '90. There may not have been popcorn but there were some
great films. Kimball Cinema made us laugh with "Family Business," cry
with "Steel Magnolia's," and reflect with "Casualties of War." Disturbing
movies such as "Romero" brought home the turmoil of El Salvador.
Whatever the message, students were glad to find that Holy Cross was
bringing them first-rate entertainment right on campus.
The Pub/ Pizza Seller also provided some top notch entertainment in
the form of live bands and comedians. In fact, a crazy thing happened
one night in the Pub. Students (mature seniors even!), were spotted
?inging, dancing and even enjoying songs like "The Hokey Pokey" and
'Thank God I'm a Country Boy." John Denver in the Pub?? Has the
World gone mad?? Not, it's Just George. This comedian may have looked
like he should be pumping gas in New Jersey but don't let appearances
fool you—it takes a special talent to persuade oh so learned college
students to stand on tables and 'put their !*#as in.!'
But of course, the nadir of the comedy season was realized with the
Performance of the 1990 Crusadists. No other group can quite match the
Crusadists in hard hitting Holy Cross parody. This year the Crusadists had

the audience in good-natured hysterics at the expense of Fr. Boughton
(Boughtonman), The CCBofD (CCBofP), and all the students who frequent Maguires (What People Really Think At Maguires). The group
played to a full house every night proving that it's good to just take a
minute to sit back and have a good laugh . . . at yourself.
Live bands also faired well in the Pub/ Pizza Seller. After months of
monotonous D.J. entertainment, students welcomed the diversity and
vitality of live music. Acoustic guitarists Derryberry and Alagia impressed
audiences, while Max Creek rocked the house with a style somewhat alien
to mainstream Holy Cross students. But old and new fans alike crammed
the dance floor to hear tunes from groups like the Doors and Eric Clapton.
If Max Creek just wasn't diverse enough for you, try a traditional Irish
band. This group had students, Irish or not, tapping their toes and
stomping along to the lively beat.
Our own students proved that Holy Cross is just teeming with musical
talent. Groups such as Ephesus, Armadillos in Their Trousers, and Identity Crisis rocked the house not only in the Pizza Seller but also at B.D.B.'s,
the Sadie's and other campus-wide events. In fact, Earth Day 1990 would
not have been complete without the Earth Jam that coupled good music
with environmental awareness.
Many of the events in the Pub/ Pizza Seller were made possible by one
of campus' most active organizations - - - the CCBofD. Aside from
providing entertainment in the Hogan basement, the CCBofD also sponsored Livingston Taylor, A Caribbean Cruise Dance and other events
designed to get students out of the stacks and onto the social scene. But,
the highlight of CCBofD activities is that weekend that everyone waits for
with baited breath . . . it's the one weekend where it's O.K. to forget about
that exam or blow off that paper . . . because it's Spring Weekend.
Miraculously, this year we were blessed with sun for all the festivities from
the Hart Center picnic to Wheeler Beach. It was truly "A Weekend You
Can Believe In." The weekend nights were just as exceptional and filled
with Fieldhouse fun. Friday night all you needed was a little talent and a lot
of guts to be an active part of the Annual Spring Weekend Lip Synch. This
year's winners however, proved that they were big on courage and talent.
Bravo for "The Rhythm Nation."
Saturday night, the lip synchers forfeited the stage to the real thing—
Ziggy Marley. Marley and the Melody Makers had the Fieldhouse swinging
and swaying to that hypnotic reggae beat. For many this was just the
zenith of an already superlative Spring Weekend brought to us by the
CCBofD. The organization, headed by Camille Mechley '90, continually
demonstrates that Holy Cross students are not all work and no play—
Nol
Really???
This year, Holy Cross students were also treated to a more mellow
music scene. The new and improved Side Door Cafe was the stage for a
varied group of musicians. Regulars like Chris Butler and Joe Giglio
entertained informally and even a couple of the Armadillos turned in their
amplified instruments for a quiet night of acoustic guitar and piano. In this
way, Bob Allard "91 and Bob Ouellette '90 proved that their talent was
not only synthesizer deep. Yolanda Williams'90 was also a regular at The
Side Door. Her powerful and moving voice lent itself to a variety of tunes
ranging from Miles Davis to Stevie Wonder.
Music was also supplied by our very own radio station WCHC. Headed
by station manager Anthony Salcito CHC is home to nearly 150 student
DJ's. The progressive station plays a diverse blend of rap, jazz, reggae
and classical music to please all musical tastes. This year the sound
quality of that music was greatly improved with the modernization of
WCHC; over the Christmas break Santa brought a nice present for Holy
Cross in the form of a new compact disk system. In addition to playing
great music WCHC also publishes its own magazine, Checkpoint which
received national recognition in Pulse magazine.
Parents' Weekend was an opportunity for parents and students to
experience Holy Cross together. First, parents were treated to a concert
of the College Choir, along with the Saint James Chamber Orchestra. The
concert was not only a tribute to Leonard Bernstein but also the premiere
of senior, Robert Ouellette's original piece entitled "Psalm 23."
Saturday proved to be one of those perfect, crisp Autumn football
days. After sharing our tradition of pre-game tailgating with our parents
we all enjoyed a chilly but victorious game against Colgate. Later in the
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afternoon, a special Parents' Weekend Liturgy was celebrated in St.
Joseph Memorial Chapel. The mass was enhanced by the musical contributions of our Folk Group and our Sohola which is under the tutelage of
James Christie. The evenings brought a special dance in the fieldhouse
one night and high stakes on the other. Casino Night in the Hogan
Ballroom gave parents and students the opportunity to try their luck at a
little Blackjack and Roulette. Although no one went home a millionaire,
we were all the richer for having shared our life here at Holy Cross, if only
for a weekend, with our friends and families. The weekend was made
Possible by the Purple Key Society of Holy Cross. Under the direction of
John Faggiano '90, the organization works throughout the year to foster a
sense of comraderie and school spirit at the College. Their unflagging
efforts during Freshman Orientation and Prospective Student's Day accomplish much in acclimating new students to life at Holy Cross.
Although our parents were happy to see all of us during the utopia of
Parent's Weekend, they may not have been quite as pleased to receive
news of a tuition hike. Do things ever really change at Holy Cross? . . .
Well, they do if you're the one paying the bills. Over the Christmas Break,
tudents and parents were treated to a little holiday surprise—a tuition
increase of $1,800. Over the past decade the price of attending Holy
Cross has more than doubled—by far. But, as we can all understand, the
hike is the only way to counter the rising costs of living, not to mention the
rising costs of computers, audio-visual equipment, etc . . .
The tuition raise, however, became a real issue when, upon arrival for
the second semester, students realized that there were just too many
students and too few classes. If you were a Political Science major or
even just interested in a Political Science class, it's very likely that you
found yourself searching for a class to fill your schedule. The major cause
of the Political Science class shortage seemed to be a surprisingly dramatic increase in the number of Political Science majors coupled with the
rise in interest of non-majors as well. Unfortunately, there was nothing to
be done to solve the problem for this semester but the department is
working on solutions for next year.
During the 1989-1990 academic year, the arts were alive and well at
Holy Cross. In the fall, the Alternate College Theater celebrated 25 years
of quality stage production. The fall production of the "Mikado" lived up
to this tradition of excellence. The Japanese operetta exhibited not only
diversity but also highlighted a strong and talented cast. Among them,
seniors: Pete Shea, Dan Slattery, Kristen Snyder, and Donna Schweinberger. The Spring Production of "Our Town" was just as remarkable.
Based on the award winning play by Thornton Wilder, the production was
a resounding success. For a few nights the Fenwick Pit was transformed
into Anytown, USA where Audiences sympathized and empathized with
the pettiness and provinciality familiar to small town life in America.
Ingratiated by a high caliber cast and a simple yet effective staging, "Our
Town" proved to be a great theater experience.
Fenwick Theater was also a thriving force throughout the year. The fall
Production, "Psycho Beach Party," was a rousing hit. This tongue in
Cheek parody of the Gidget and Beach Party movies of the 50's had
audiences in hysterics. The innovative staging and perfect casting did
much to enhance the performance. The Spring Production of "Noises
Ott" lived up to the precedent of quality set by "Psycho Beach." The
cast of this British sex farce amused audiences with the intricacies of the
Plot which involved a play within a play. But like all Holy Cross productions, the success was due to a concentrated effort of all participants and
a true devotion to excellence.
The art of dance was also very well represented as 1990 was the
Premiere year of the Holy Cross Dancers. Under the direction of Pr. Mary
Paul Hunter, the company presented nine distinctive and inspired pieces
running the gamut from classical to modern. The versatility of the companY is due to the diverse forms of the art that the performers are exposed
to through the dance program at Holy Cross. Although dance has previously taken a backseat to some of the other more pronounced arts at
Holy Cross, the dancers did well to introduce the community to the
underappreciated art of dance.
Finally, the Art Majors drew art at Holy Cross to a full circle with a
display of their 1990 works. After days and nights secluded up in the
heights of Fenwick toiling religiously over their masterpieces, the art
Majors presented us with a very impressive display. The exhibit was a
thought provoking blend-of various mediums from prints to sculpture to

photography. Some of the works were strikingly original, others disturbing
and still others simply and exquisitely esthetic.
Meanwhile, the Cantor Gallery was preparing for a show of its own
Here, works were accepted from both majors and non-majors giving all
students the opportunity to share their creations with the Holy Cross
community. The Student Art Show is a unique opportunity for students of
all disciplines to branch into art and live the diversity of a liberal arts
education.
But Holy Cross is more than an intellectual institute for higher learning.
Here students not only push their minds to the limit but also their bodies—their strength, their endurance, their will to avoid the Top Your Own
Sundae Bar. Some students choose the route of disciplined varsity and
junior varsity sports while others prefer the less structured demands of
intramural sports. Still others pursue the solitary challenge of running,
bicycling or weight-lifting. Even during Worcester's dreariest days one
can always spot a Holy Cross clad student testing his/her true grit against
College Hill. If huffing and sweating your way up Boyden Street isn't
exactly your idea of fun—not to worry—Holy Cross offers a couple of
alternatives. The Kempo Karate Club organized by Tony Bonnano '90
gives students the opportunity to learn the art of Chinese self defense. If
karate is a bit too foreign for you then how about a gruelling hour of feet
stomping, heart thumping aerobics. Despite the well justified complaints
about overcrowding and an inadequate aerobics room (the miniscule
space is plagued by poor ventilation and a non-resilient floor) students
keep coming back for more. Headed by Lisa Martins '90 and Kristen
Phaff '90, after Orgo aerobics remains as one of Holy Cross' biggest
challenges.
Exercise at Holy Cross is not limited to a mere exertion of the body.
Four times a year students have occasion to give the soul a workout
during the Spiritual Exercises of St. Ignatius. Held on the shores of
Narragansett, Rhode Island, this week long, silent retreat entices students
to reflect, pray and finally, during a retreat ending "Shared Homily" to
share thoughts of God, self and life at Holy Cross. Moderated by Fr. Joe
LaBran S.J. and Fr. Michael Ford, S.J., the Spiritual Exercises are to
many the true culmination of a Jesuit education.
However, one does not have to travel to the shores of Narragansett to
be enlightened. Our second semester speakers proved that a mind can
even be inspired, a soul stirred, within the sultry confines of the Hogan
Ballroom. The 1990 Jacob and Frances Hiatt Commemorative Service
speaker, Benjamin Ferencz, simultaneously unnerved and inspired his
audience with his lecture on the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials. Mr. Ferencz served as the Chief Prosecutor during the ordeal. Inspired by the
lessons of the Holocaust he became a devout peace advocate and later
authored A Common Sense Guide to World Peace. Mr. Ferencz told us
that the seemingly impossible quest for peace must not be abandoned.
"It can be done. It is being done. If you have no hope, if you surrender,
you're finished. All that is necessary for evil to triumph is for good men to
falter."
The Hanify Howland Lecture Committee chaired by Joe Sack, Laura
Laraia and Anne Murphy brought us an informative lecture on the U.S.
Constitution by Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia. The Hogan Ballroom was packed to capacity for Scalia's address, one that caused
listeners to reconsider the Constitution and its importance. Citing the
general ignorance of Americans toward th'e Constitution and its inception
Justice Scalia stated that, "The Constitution will endure in practice only
so long as it endures in the minds and understanding of the people."
The opportunity to have a Supreme Court Justice on campus was fully
appreciated by the Holy Cross community. Following Justice Scalia's
lecture a number of students were permitted to speak with him during a
series of informal lectures. Despite his understandable reserve in discussing crucial Court matters, the students, selected through application,
were impressed with the Justice's knowledgeable discussion and his
down-to-earth manner.
In contrast to the intellect and inspiration of Benjamin Ferencz and
Justice Scalia was the BJF Debate against Oxford. Despite the formal
entire, the debate was anything but distinguished. The debate resolution
concerning world destruction was basically thrown aside by the Benedict
Joseph Fenwick Society and the Oxford Student Union. Instead the two
teams engaged in a sometimes witty, sometimes insulting but always
entertaining show of oratorical skill. In the end the decision was over-
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whelmingly given to the BJF Debate Society who supported the proposition that the world was going to pot. Undoubtedly, the decision was
swayed ever so slightly by school spirit. Go Team!
Besides the oratorial tradition shown by the BJF Society, Holy Cross
also has a strong literary reputation which is continually upheld by the
various campus publications. The Agora, edited and published twice a
year by students, publishes essays, poetry and entertaining articles within
the framework of a "Journal of Commentary and Analysis." This year the
journal is edited by Sarah Phi!bin. The Purple, edited by Brian Donnelly
and Jeff Maser, is the campus literary magazine. It is a showcase for
student poetry, short stories, photography and artwork. Unique in the
flourish of campus publications is The Cross Product edited by Thomas
Clancy and Barbara Albani. This science magazine attempts to cross the
gap between the humanities, sciences and other disciplines.
However, the real heart of the Holy Cross written media lies with our
weekly (or not so weekly!) student newspaper, The Crusader. Guided by
the experience of senior Associate Editors Patti Holloran, Seana Dowling,
David Lennon, Karen Hoffman, Chris Connolly, Gary Sulentic and Siobhan Handley The Crusader attempts to keep students abreast of world,
national and campus news. Every Friday students rush to their PO Boxes
not solely because its the only day that you're assured to get campus mail
but also . . . to read what Vivian Washington had to say this week . . . to
muse over the ridiculous comments in 'For the Record' . . . to see if
anyone you know got their picture in 'For the Record' . . . to see who Mark
Dursin drew this week in his comic strip. . . to try your luck at deciphering
the Personals—'Pooh Bear did WHAT too Schnookums??!! . . . The Holy
Cross Crusader . . . all the news that's fit to print . . . and more.
The Fenwick Review is considered to have a slightly narrower approach
than other papers. Touted as a forum for conservatives the paper received mixed reviews during this, its first year of publication. Despite
jokes aimed at its conservative nature, The Fenwick Review was off to an
ambitious start. Mixed reviews were also doled out to the the Women's
Forum Journal. Edited by Christina Sadowski '90, the journal included
reflective and heart-felt essays and poems by men, women, students and
faculty. The controversy however was raised over a piece containing
some of the vulgar writings and drawings found on our bathroom walls at
Holy Cross. The editors argued that the drawings were important because
they illustrate the lack of respect given to women on campus while others
countered that the graffiti was not worth the attention. As an organization, the Women's Forum works to end practices that degrade women
(for example, the vulgar graffiti). Headed by Maria Bevacqua '90, the
group has as its goal the promotion of human dignity at Holy Cross. The
organization sponsors lectures designed to make men and women more
aware of interpersonal relationships and also addresses such issues as
health, sports and careers as they pertain to women.
The question of women's issues was ripe during the 1989-1990 academic year. The discussion seemed to explode after a controversial
cartoon appeared in the Editorial section of the Crusader depicting
Klinger from M*A*S*H as the guest speaker at a Feminist Liturgy. The
Feminist Liturgical Celebration Planning Committee was formed through
the efforts of Pr. Mary Ann Hinsdale's Feminist Theology class. In all, five
services were held including a memorial service for the churchwomen
killed in El Salvador in 1980. The cartoon mocking the Feminist Liturgies
(among other things such as Social Concerns and after Mass munchies)
was the impetus behind a lively debate concerning feminism, sexism and
anything else even closely related to women. Pr. Diane Bell of Special
Studies was a major actor in the debate. Her condemnation of the
cartoon drew a wide response from students. Some agreed with Pr. Bell
and spoke out against the cartoon and against the sexism and degradation of humanity existent at Holy Cross. Still others thought that there was
much ado about nothing. Students criticized not only Bell's comments
about the Crusader cartoon but also attacked her lecture on during Social
Concerns Week on misogyny. Some thought she was going too far . . .
others felt that she was right on the mark. The year closed without a
definitive resolution to the debate but it is evident that in the future,
women's issues will be a very crucial and very volatile part of the Holy
Cross scene. The debate will continue . . . its got to.
The 1989-1990 year saw the passing of some of Holy Cross' most
cherished individuals. In April, Professor Andrew P. Van Hook of the
Chemistry Department died after a long illness. Teaching at Holy Cross

for 32 years, Van Hook was one of the nation's lea ..y sugar chemists
internationally known for his study of the crystallization of sugar. Only a
few days later the Chemistry Department mourned yet another loss, that
of Professor George A. Vidulich. His sudden death was a shock to both
his peers and students who's respect he had easily won over the years.
After a long but courageous battle with cancer, Sr. Thea Bowman also
died this past year. Her faith, spirit and love in spite of her tragic illness
were an inspiration to the Holy Cross community during her numerous
visits. Her loss is, undoubtedly, greatly felt. Holy Cross mourned the death
of one of her alumni— Michael Harrington. A member of the class of
1947, Harrington was a prominent socialist and author whose work, The
Other America, stimulated President Kennedy's War on Poverty. A memorial held for Harrington paid tribute to his life and his ideals. His
principle that one must remain true to one's beliefs despite all costs is
ingrained in the consciences of all Holy Cross graduates and faculty who
are witnesses to his admirable work and message. For this, Michael
Harrington, we thank you.
Many crucial or entertaining moments marked the 1989-1990 academic year but if only one event is to be remembered it should be the mass,
march and vigil held for six Jesuits slain in El Salvador. On November 16,
1989 The Jesuit sponsored university in El Salvador was invaded and
bombed by about 25 men clad in uniforms. Six resident Jesuits were
brutally tortured and murdered by the intruders as well as the community
cook and fifteen year old daughter. The deaths in El Salvador have
continually mounted as fighting increases between the U.S. supported
Salvadoran military and the guerilla army and notably, the style in which
the six Jesuits were murdered was similar to that employed by the
Salvadoran military.
The Jesuits of Central America were crusading for social and political
change in a country where 60% of the wealth is held by 2% of the
population. Despite repeated threats, they continued their struggle
against political oppression and economic exploitation. The deaths in El
Salvador really hit home at Holy Cross. At a school were a social conscious is just beginning to find renewed strength, at an institution were the
Jesuit tradition is so vital, and at a college where human rights and human
dignity are so vociferously expressed, at a school like this, at our Holy
Cross we could not justify nor ignore the senseless violence anymore.
A memorial mass attended by the Jesuit community of Holy Cross and
nearly 600 students echoed the words of the slain El Salvadoran Archbishop Oscar A. Romero, "If they kill me, I will rise again in the Salvadoran
people. . . The Church of God, which is the people, will never perish." Fr.
William E. Reiser, S.J. concluded his stirring homily by admitting that the
"bullets which killed my brothers were supplied by my country." Immediately following the mass, the congregation marched in a candlelight
procession down to Kimball Hall where a vigil was held atop chalk
drawings of slain Salvadorans with the ominous message: "All Killed by
American Guns and Bullets." Appropriately, the vigil closed with the
song, "How Can We Keep From Singing?" Indeed this was a question
that many were posing to themselves. In the wake of such blatant violence we had to wonder what are we doing? How far will it go? When will it
end? As students of Holy Cross, if anything is instilled within us, let us
hope that it is the belief that only we have the answers to those questions
. . . only we can put an end to the violence and only we can make all
attempt at peace.
Where did the time go? A familiar question to all of us . . . Whether
spoken by a bemused first year student in the wake of his/her first
cataclysmic Cape Week . . . or a nervous sophomore contemplating the
adventures of next year's Junior Year Abroad. . . or a self-assured junior
anxiously awaiting life as a senior . . . Or even if spoken by graduating
seniors on the threshold of 'the real world.'
Where did the time go? A question with no answer. The best that we
can do is to remember the words of Dag Hammserskjold, "For all that has
been . . . Thanks. For all that is to come . . . Yes."
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Preferably read to the tune "We Didn't Start The Fire" by Billy Joel
Growing up "children of the Cold War" (not to be mistaken with "Children of the
Corn"), we have been given certain mental prisms through which we view our world.
These prisms categorized the world into two groups which could not come to terms
with their ideologies of how to run a government and therefore were perpetually in
conflict. However, as we read of changes in the newspaper over the past year, the
"Cold War" prism offered no explanation for the changes in world attitudes which
were occurring. Therefore, our initial response to what we read often was tainted by
skepticism, unbelief, and questions. So, to those of you with the benefit of hindsight
in the future who smile and paternally smirk at our incredulity, forgive us.

through Hungary. Hundreds of thousands of people protested in East German cities
and many risked their lives by illegally emigrating to the west. In October, 120,000
turned out to protest in the East German city of Leipzig. Three weeks later, 500,000
jammed the city demanding democracy and economic change, while 175,000 more
had fled to West Germany, legally and illegally. The events speak for themselves.
A peaceful revolution
OCTOBER 6, 1989 Soviet leader Gorbachev visits East Germany and says that
Germany's path will be decided "not in Moscow, but in Berlin."
OCTOBER 16, 1989 At least 120,000 demonstrators marched through the southern
city of Leipzig to press demands for democracy and economic change.

IRON CURTAIN EVAPORATES?

Hungary's decision to open its borders to the West in September prompted an
OCTOBER 18, 1989 Wall Street Journal: "The Berlin Wall still stands, but the man
exodus of East Germans to West Germany through Hungary. This sparked a series
who built it has fallen."
of changes which appeared to be the "domino theory" in reverse. Instead of a
Erich Hornecker, who supervised construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961, was
revolution of nations adopting communist rule, the communist governments were
removed by whom? as leader of East Germany after 18 years of rule.
being overthrown by the people. Even more surprisingly, Gorbachev responded by
saying that the Soviet Union has "no moral or political right" to interfere with moves
NOVEMBER 6, 1989 500,000 protest in Leipzig.
toward democracy in Poland, Hungary or elsewhere in Eastern Europe.
Change, once it began spread rapidly through Eastern Europe. On October 15,
NOVEMBER 7, 1989 East German cabinet resigns.
1989, dissident playwright Vaclav Havel fled an international meeting on human
Czechoslovakia
when police raided the conference. A month later,
rights in Prague
NOVEMBER 8, 1989 East German leader Krenz dismissed the 21 member ruling
Czechoslovakia opened its borders to the west. Before the end of the year Havel
and elected a new 11 member Politburo that added some new members who
was elected president of the nation and in February 1990 he became the first leader body
sympathetic to the restructuring movement.
are
more
from his country to address the United States Congress.
European
leaders accepted the inevitable will of the people,
While most Eastern
NOVEMBER 9, 1989 For the first time since the Berlin Wall was erected in 1961,
Romanian President Nicolae Ceaucescu refused to budge in his hard-line rule. In
Germany's Communist leaders agreed to open the boarders to the West and
East
November, he denounced the revolutionary changes in Eastern Europe. When anticitizens to travel freely.
allow
government protests arose in December, Ceaucescu sealed the country's borders
and declared a state of emergency. Thousands were believed to have been killed
NOVEMBER 10, 1990 100,000 East German's travel through the newly opened
and the U.S. said the crackdown was on "a terribly mistaken course". On Decemborders to visit the west.
ber 21, after demonstrators shouting down the Romanian leader as he spoke to an
official rally, Ceaucescu ordered tanks into the streets of the Romanian capital,
SOVIET DISUNION?
Bucharest.
Basically, it was a bad time to be a Communist Party leader.
NOVEMBER 13, 1989 Bulgaria's Communist Party leader Todor Zhivkov, Eastern
Europe's longest serving leader, quit after 35 years in power.
NOVEMBER 16, 1989 Moldavia's Communist Party chief ousted by the party's
Central Committee.
MARCH 12, 1990 Mongolia's Communist Party leader resigns.

"Considering the recent events in the Soviet Union . . . " become a cliche not
merely in the media, but on this campus. Students of Soviet history have to read the
papers every day to keep up with the revolutionary changes in this country which
might radically alter the thesis of a paper or exam. If the end of the '80s shocked us
with democracy breaking out in European nations behind the Iron Curtain, the 90s
inspired new thresholds of disbelief when these changes penetrated "the evil
empire" itself.
Fireman or frantic Father?

MAY 1, 1990 Soviet leader Gorbachev jeered by tens of thousands at annual May
Day rally.
But, that didn't mean it wasn't a great year for parties!
JANUARY 23, 1990 Yugoslavia's Communist Party voted to relinquish its monopoly
on power and to permit the establishment of a multiparty system.
APRIL 8, 1990 Nepal's King Berenda lifts a 29 year old ban on political parties.
APRIL 24, 1990 Zaire President Mobutu lifts a 20 year old ban on opposition
parties.
ONE GERMANY?
"Ich bin em n Berliner", President John F. Kennedy said over 20 years ago at the
Berlin Wall, declaring "I am a Berliner!". Although this phrase can also be interpreted "I am a jelly doughnut", everybody was a jelly doughnut on the day the Berlin
Wall came down.
East Germans had to wait too long for freedom and they had to struggle hard for
it. Hungary's decision to open its borders in September triggered massive change in
East Germany. Nearly 200,000 Germans from the east fled to the west, many
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Time's "Man of the Decade" and Soviet Premier Mikhail Gorbachev walked a
political tightrope being jiggled by both Soviet conservative hard-liners and progressive liberals in the Soviet leadership. The conservatives were upset when he agreed
not to intercede in changes in the Eastern nations, and the liberals protested for
more democracy and economic changes.
Gorbachev's problems were complicated by upstart republics desiring autonomy
from the Soviet Union. When Gorbachev arrived in the Soviet Republic of Lithuania
on January 11, 1990, 300,000 Lithuanians were on hand to greet him. However,
their presence was not out of respect for the man but in protest for independence
from the Soviet Union, which adopted the Lithuanian republic in 1940. While
Gorbachev struggled to squelch the fires of nationalist fervor in Lithuania, a rally of
150,000 erupted into violence in the Soviet republic of Azerbaijan. Here, dozens
were killed in clashes between the Shiite Muslim Azerbaijanis and Christian Armenians, forcing Gorbachev to send in Soviet troops, declaring a "state of
emergency."
Feeling like a frantic father, Gorbachev returned to the safe haven of Moscow, or
so he might have thought. Like a liberated wife, a coalition in the Soviet Union's
Central Committee demanded that Gorbachev put an end to the Communist party's
70 year monopoly on power. During the debate, Cable News Network reported that
Gorbachev would escape from his domestic disasters and resign his position as
Communist chief. However, rumors subsided and Gorbachev conceded to a multiparty system which the Central Committee agreed to adopt on February 7.

The future

Closer to home, disputes in Central America remain unsolved. A major topic of
discussion on campus (even at Kimball) were the bloody civil struggles in El
Salvador. In September, Salvadoran rebels offered to end the armed struggle
against the government and return to civilian life as a political party. However, when
peace talks with the government broke down, the rebels launched a massive
offensive in San Salvador and other cities. On November 12, 1989, El Salvador
rightist President Alfredo Christiani declared a "state of seige" reporting 127 killed
The Past
on the first day of fighting. By the weeks end, 700 had died, including six Jesuit
DECEMBER 7,1990 The Soviet Republic of Lithuania defies the Soviet constitution priests, a housekeeper, and her daughter, murdered in their home at a Roman
by abolishing the Communist party's monopoly on power and legalizing a multiparty Catholic university. A witness said government troops were involved, but President
System.
Christiani denied responsibility.
This incident raised an outcry in this country and on this campus over continued
DECEMBER 12, 1990 Gorbachev and Soviet lawmakers reject efforts to abolish the U.S. military aid to El Salvador. El Salvador's archbishop linked the military to the
Communist Party's monopoly on power, although hundreds in the 2,250 member killings. On January 14, President Christiani announced that nine military men were
Parliament supported debate on altering the party's status.
prime suspects in the murders.
Meanwhile, neighboring Nicaragua attempted to put an end to their civil war by
DECEMBER 20, 1990 Lithuania's Communist party fomally breaks off ties with the holding Democratic elections. The Nicaraguan people elected a new president,
Soviet Union for the first time since the Bolshevik revolution in 1917.
Violetto Chamorro, rejecting the Sandinista government which held power since
1979. Chamorro, the leader of a broad coalition of 14 parties known as UNO, beat
JANUARY 11, 1990 300,000 people demonstrate in Lithuania upon Gorbachev's Ortega by a 54%-41 % margin but shocked many by retaining Ortega's brother,
arrival in protest for independence from Moscow.
General Humberto Ortega, as head of the military.
Another governmental overhaul took place in Panama, but in a much more
JANUARY 13, 1990 A rally attended by 150,000 erupted into violence in the Soviet flamboyant fashion. When, a coup attempt by opposition forces in Panama failed to
Republic of Azerbaijan. Dozens were killed in clashes between Shiite Muslim Azer- overthrow President Manuel Noreiga in October, many in the U.S. criticized Bush for
baijanis and Christian Armenians.
not supporting the rebels. A Wall Street Journal/ NBS News poll published on
November 10 revealed that 51 )
`/0 disapproved of Bush's handling of the coup
JANUARY 30, 1990 CNN reports that Gorbachev is considering resigning as leader attempt, and that 59% approved of U.S. participation in forceful overthrows of
of the Communist Party.
foreign leaders, at least in some circumstances. Bush again was threatened with the
"wimp" image he thought he had shed during the 1988 presidential campaign.
FEBRUARY 7, 1990 Soviet Central Committee opened the door to a multiparty
Events in December increased tension between the two nations. On December
System by abolishing the Communist party's 70 year monopoly on power.
16, Panama's legislature declared itself in a "state of war" with the United States.
The next day Panamanian troops shot and killed a United States serviceman who
FEBRUARY 12, 1990 Soviet Union embraces the principle of private property.
they claimed fired shots at Noreiga's headquarters. The U.S. Southern Command
reported that the serviceman and three other soldiers were unarmed and had lost
FEBRUARY 26, 1990 Soviet Union begins removing troops from Czechoslovakia. their way in the Panamanian capital city.
"Operation Just Cause" was Bush's response, sending twenty four thousand
FEBRUARY 27, 1990 Supreme Soviet? approves Gorbachev's proposal for a more troops into Panama on December 20th. Bush declared that the mission's Primary
Powerful Soviet presidency. Gorbachev accuses critics of "cheap demagoguery". goal was to capture Noreiga, that "drug running Panamanian dictator" and bring
him to justice. This was accomplished two weeks later.
MARCH 6, 1990 Soviet legislatures pass legislation to permit citizens to own
Governmental chaos plagued Colombia's drug ridden country. As the country
businesses and hire employees.
attempts to hold democratic elections, illegal drug cartels have killed three presidential candidates in less than three years. Colombian officials have disagreed with
APRIL 18, 1990 Soviet Union cuts oil supplies to Lithuania.
the United States proposal to use military in the "drug war" against these illegal
cartels.
APRIL 22, 1990 Lithuania cuts gas supplies to Soviet bases in their country.
Soviet troops continue to leave Eastern European nations, and protests continue
to urge Gorbachev towards change. If he maintains control over the
situation while
satisfying the people over whom he governs, Gorbachev will have provided not only
a good model for a country, but also for a family.

MAY 4, 1990 Soviet Republic of Latvia proclaims independence from the Soviet
Union.
FREEDOM IN SOUTHERN AFRICA?
Freedom long overdue came for a man and a country in southern Africa this year.
Nelson Mandela, a black anti-apartheid activist was released after serving 27 years
in prison for plotting to overthrow the white-dominated South
African. Liberation
also came for Namibia, which celebrated independence after after 74 years of
African rule.

However, for all the people that exist in the world, there are at least that many
Prisms which limit us in coming to a complete understanding of life. In those areas of
the world in which people's prisms continue to place them in violent opposition with
each other, we pray for better understanding.
One country that refused to see the sign of the times was China. After the Beijing
massacre of Chinse students in Tianamen Square last summer, China attempted to
mend frayed relations with the rest of the world. Five hundred and seventy three
People who were arrested for participating in last year's protests were released in
January, but international human rights groups claimed that thousands remain in
captivity.

Events of this spring continue to encourage us to hope. For the first time in half a
century, the United States offered the USSR "most-favored nation" status, meaning that its goods can now enter the U.S. at the lowest tariff rates. President F.W.
deKlerk and Nelson Mandela are meeting for negotiations in South Africa. President
Bush has agreed in principle to limited further U.S. assistance to El Salvador to
specific progress toward human rights in that country. Pro-Iranian kidnapers in
Lebanon released Robert Polehill after 39 months in captivity on April 22. On April
30, Frank Reed from Walden, Massachusetts was released by Muslim militants April
30 in the Lebanese capital of Beirut. And on that same day, an estimated 200
million people in 140 nations on all seven continents celebrated the 20th anniversary of Earth Day by joining events dedicated to preserving the environment.
For those who read this in years to come, this chronicle of events may be
unenlightening history; a revolution is a revolution is a revolution, and change is
universal. But, for those of us spending the most idealistic years of our life in these
"revolutionary" times, these events serve as a firm affirmation of the human capacity for positive progress. The changes in the world do inspire us with a hope for
humanity which really allows us to say sincerely, like Miranda in The Tempest: "0
brave new world, that has such people in it!"
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- Thomas Carty

While Holy Cross students studied from August to May, the country
underwent a transition from the materialism of the eighties to what appears
to be a kinder and gentler society interested in education, the environment,
the fight against drugs, and a cure for aids.
In the fall of '89, President Bush presided over a meeting with the Governors from all 50 states—something noteworthy since the last time a President held a Governor's meeting happened in F.D.R.'s term. This time the
topic did not center on the Great Depression but on the educational system
in the United States. With most agreeing that America's schools are in
shambles and with Mr. Bush's promise to become the "Education President," the summit seemed a suitable point at which to attack American
mediocrity. The effects of the conference were not apparent in the short
term. However, educators were inspired to look to the future and begin
programs such as Teach For America and ones related to outcome based
education.
In addition to his committment to education, Mr. Bush, along with his drug
czar, William Bennett, vowed to fight the drugs which overwhelm America's
streets. Despite increases in money and troops for the war on drugs, the
United States remained the underdog in the combat. Centering the attack
on the nation's capitol, Mr. Bennett conceded defeat in his battle when
Washington D.C.'s mayor, Marion Barry was arrested on drug charges.
Disappointing results in the crusade created a national debate over the pros
and cons of legalizing drugs.
Crack was not the only concern on the national agenda. Americans
began to realize the importance of "thinking green." The ozone layer, the
greenhouse effect, South American rainforests, landfills, and styrofoam
were household topics of discussion in an age that was haunted by the
environmentals sins of modernity. In Congress, lawmakers discussed the
"Clean Air" act, which mandates levels of air quality. On April 22, the
magnitude of people's concerns was evident. Earth Day celebrated its
twentieth anniversary with thousands taking part in earth awareness
activities.
This past year Mother Nature showed her strength (and reason why she
has long been worshipped) by flexing her muscles and devastating the
United States. In September Hurricane Hugo swept through the Atlantic
seaboard leveling the city of Charleston. However, sophisticated meteorology allowed sufficient time for residential evacuation, thus minimizing the loss
of lives.
A month later, Mother Earth called unexpectantly upon San Francisco.
The Bay area, amid the excitement of a subway World Series between the
San Francisco Giants and the Oakland Athletics, was devastated by an
earthquake registering 6.9 on the Richter Scale. The tremor toppled the
double deckered 1-880 freeway along with other constructions in the area.
The quake was reportedly the third worst in the history of the country.
After a week delay, the Oakland Athletics overpowered the Giants in four
games to claim the title of World Champions.
The 1989 Major League Baseball season was not only plagued by natural
disasters. Pete Rose, Cincinnnati's favorite native son, was the center of
controversy due to his unsavory gambling habits. Acting on precedence set
by the 1919 "Black Sox" Scandal the late A. Bartlett Giamatti banned Rose
for life from the game that defined his life.
Despite the Giant's loss, San Francisco was able to boast of a world
championship. Joe Montana and his 49ers wolloped the Denver Broncos in
Super Bowl XXIV. The Broncos, however, did leave New Orleans with the
dubious honor of tying the most Super Bowl losses (which is four)— set by
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the Minnesota Vikings.
In another loss, three term New York Mayor, Edward Koch begrudgingly
handed over the Democratic nomination for mayor to David Dinkins, who
later defeated Rudolph Giulliani in the general election. Experts attribute
Koch's loss to his sloppy handling of the Bensonhurst murder of sixteen
year old Yusuf Hawkins. The homicide committed by a white gang sparked
racial unrest in the city.
Racial tension was not limited to New York. Boston's Stuart case made
national headlines late in the fall. After fatally shooting his pregnant wife
Carol in their car on the streets of Boston, Charles Stuart reported their car
was attacked by a black man with a gun. This set the Boston police on a
city-wide search for the killer. When it was learned that Stuart himself
committed the murder, the African-American population of the city expressed their outrage with the allegedly racist manner in which the police
sought the alledged black culprit.
Amid these setbacks in civil rights, Virginia became the first state to be
governed by an African-American. Douglas Wilder triumphed over J. Marshall Coleman in the close November election (6582 votes was the deciding
factor).
The Catholic Church despite its reputation for justice was not immune to
racial problems. In the Summer, Reverend George Stallings, a Catholic
Priest, broke away from the Church to form the African American Catholic
Congregation. Stallings contended that he offered an alternative way of
worship for black Americans, who felt smothered by the white dominated
hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church.
The Catholic Church was also criticized nationally for its outspoken pro
life hierarchy. New York's Cardinal John O'Connor lead the crusade against
Catholic politicians who did not cohere with the Church's teaching on
abortion. Catholic lawmakers were threatened with exclusion from the sacrement of Holy Communnion and even ex-communication if they publicly
supported abortion rights.
Yet, the Church must have been proud of its most popular musician.
Madonna continued her domination of the record charts with her Like A
Prayer album and her endorsement of the Vogue dance. In addition to
Madonna, American radiowaves were filled with the sounds ranging from the
adolescent New Kids on the Block to the mature Janet Jackson. Rap
became a form of expression for African-Americans to express the brutal
realities of the inner city. Performers such as Niggers With Attitudes
(N.W.A.) and Ice-I aroused outrage and concern in the country with their
angry, scary, and tough lyrics. Their songs along with others in rock and roll
fueled the fire of censorship movements. Yet, the defendants of rock and roll
used the First Amendment to counter such activists.
The First Amendment was also the defender of flag burners. The Supreme
Court ruled that the flag was a symbol and could indeed be destroyed. The
decision invoked many of Washington's finest politicians (1990 was an
election year) to introduce an amendment to the Constitution banning the
desecration of the Stars and Stripes. Yet, despite its popularity, the amendment failed to get the support of two-thirds of the House.
On a sadder note, the country cried at hearing the news of Ryan White's
death— a victim of AIDS. The HIV infection continued to ravage the U.S.
and the rest of the world with no cure or vaccine on the horizon.
Although the international events of 1989-1990 rewrote history and political philosophies, domestic issues signaled a change in the social climate for
the new decade. Events affecting race relations, the environment and education made social awareness vogue and Donald Trump passe.

Life can only be understood
backwards, but it must be lived
forwards.
-Soren Kierkegaard
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BEAVEN
A year in the life of the whole dorm from my perspective? In
five pages? Take a deep breath and hang on, kids. This may
not be pretty, may not be comprehensive, may not even be
proofred, but here we go:
First, a quick note to all non-Beavenites: Don't read this:
Trust me, you can find better ways to spend your precious time.
There's been a nasty rumor going around campus that we
Beavenites are boring, and I'm here to set the record straight.
The rumor's right. Sad but true, Beaven just isn't all that interesting. So unless you want to read about the new coat of paint
in the social room or some of the other of the year's highlights
you should flip ahead a few pages. Thank you
Good, we've lost all the fatnecks and B.P.'s. Anyone who is
still reading is either a Beavenite or another enlightened member of the Holy Cross community. Either way, you know the
truth about this place. So let's get to it.
The staff set the tone for the year before it even officially
began. Most observers hadn't given them much of a chance at
the dormwide volleyball tournament, but they plowed through
the competition emerged victorious (presumably, most observers hadn't been Beavenites). It was an all-around team effort,
but players agreed that the highlight was when Paul O'Brien
"spiked that girl from Lehy in the face."
We continued our winning ways at the Dorm Olympics three
weeks later. Beaven received medals in nearly every event, not
bad for "the little dorm". The other teams had us beat in
numbers, and on the whole were a lot less hungover, but we
made up for this with a lot of enthusiasm and aspirin. Sure, the
third place finish felt great, but don't you kinda think the day
was made when Nola got thrown in the pool twice?
Hey, while we're on the subject of wetness: It wasn't long into
the year that those characteristic Beaven waterfights began to
appear. It seems an innocent first floor resident was attacked
without provocation by devious members of his hall, and he fled
to safety on the third floor. After understanding the plight of this
individual, the women rallied to his aid. They ambushed the
agressors and ensured justice. They got more than their share
of retaliation in the coming weeks, but what's a few late-night
prank phone calls between friends?
House Council Wrap-Up, Part One: In some ways it wasn't all
that different from last year (i.e., Conti got elected again and
nobody ever wanted to do the munchies). But there were also
new faces. Dan was joined by Mrs. Chip O'Neil, as co-Head
Housecouncilor, as well Secretary Jeanette McMenamy, Beth
Hoye on publicity and Stephanie Philbin on R.I.C.H. committee.
As expected, the five of them accomplished a lot. Dan seemed
generally pleased with the semester, saying, "It was great, just
great, The Best
almost as good as 'Born to Run'. But for
once, Mr. Conti had good reason to rave.
Among other things, the administration organized an enormously successful and vicious Assassins game. The early favorite was last year's runner-up Paul "I've got to win once before I
graduate" O'Brien. By far the most experienced of the players,
he declared to anyone who would listen that this would be his
year. He was killed the second day. Special award for perseverence goes out to Chrissy Baur, who shot Kevin O'Scannlain no
fewer than three years, only to have the Scamster keep getting
off on technicalities. She gets ten out of ten for effort, but a big
zilch for ability, because the rules were ironclad and she never
did get the kill. John "Spook" Enright wound up the champion,
proving conclusively that skill isn't really a factor in the game.
One final, sad note on first semester politics: Just before
Christmas break, Mike Zoll informed us that he would not be
returning in January. While we were all sad to see our D.O.S.

buddy go, it was a little frustrating that he left before he told us
what "touch base" actually meant. Hello, Mike, wherever you
are.
House Council Wrap-Up, Part Two: Michelle Stemmle and
Marc Carioto-with Secretary Julie Robertson-assumed control
at the end of January, and immediately discovered that the
recipie for a successful semester contains only one ingredient:
hard work. Luckily for the dorm, they proved to be master
chefs. The first months of their administration saw the organization of several popular events. But the true highlight so far has
been H.P.R.A. Ted Ryan's brainstorm to serve ice cream in an
aluminum gutter at house council. The idea was that these
ravenous people would have to pack together to eat out of
what ammounted to a trough. Ted may have been trying to
imply something, but it's not going to be touched here.
The March ski trip to Mount Snow also proved enormously
successful, with thirty-five people making the trek. But even on
the slopes the Beaven innovative spirit was evident. The everunconventional Pete Cummings decided that only girly-men
stayed on the trail, and he set out to forge his own path through
the first fence he could find. Mr. Coordination then threw his
head at the ground, trying to slow down. He missed a huge
metal pole by inches, narrowly escaping death. But hey, Chip
and Snake got a good laugh out of it.
Laura Blimmel asked to be mentioned somewhere in here.
Now she is happy.
They're as much a part of the Beaven Community as the rest
of us, although they didn't actually live here—but who were
those guys always playing ping pong in the social room? I
assume they were Chinese T.A.'s or something, but jeez, when
did they ever teach? They were in there every day for hours at a
time. And it wasn't like they were really good players or anything. I mean, Cliffy used to beat them.
Another staple of the social room: those late-night martial
arts movies Minh and Hung were always showing. A Friday
night without one of those babies would have been like a Jane
Goodrich without a meeting she's late for. Or like a lunch
without a Shayism.
This is the quote of the year: "Safety."
But I kind of liked this one too: "I'm going to get a flashlight.
Don't go anywhere."—Some wiseass security guard to four
clowns stuck in a dumbwaiter, 10/ 15/89.
Beaven this year had an unusually high number of residents
involved in N.C. sports, including: Sara Naille (swimming),
Egetta Schumski, and Pete Cummings (track), Tom Ciaccio,
Joe Riley, Pete LaCamera, Malcolm Ennels (football), Marybeth
Sposito, Amy Campion, Jen Moore (crew), John Enright (tennis), About 15 women (rugby), The Corner O'Noise (Nintendo
& any intramural), Jill Nangle (cheerleading), Lance "Duke"
Brady and Matt Poska (men's hockey), Edith Wagner (women's hockey & women's lacrosse), Chip O'Neil (baseball), Lisa
Cascio (softball), Stacey Swelko (volleyball & softball), Kevin
O'Scannlain (squash, rugby & liberal-bashing), and most of the
first floor (Kevin O'Scannlain-bashing).
A special, serious word of thanks must go out to the R.A.s
and S.A.A.s who lived in Beaven this year. We all appreciate
the work you've done for us, and we hope you enjoyed your
Beaven experience as much as we did. (I'll be thinking about
each of you in the fall when I'm down at Autumn Chase. With
my keg.)
Anyway, that's how things this year seemed to me. But then
again, what do I know? After all, I'm in the library seven hours a
day, I have a 4.0, and I don't know anyone except my roommate. I guess I'm just an average Beavenite. Now if you'll
excuse me, I'm missing valuable study time. God, I love these
Saturday nights.
Patrick J. Murphy
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(this is what really makes it!) their own bathroom. Building on that
already solid foundation with touches and modifications dictated
by your own personal proclivities, the college dorm room begins
to have the feel of . . . off campus. Cooking facilities are limited,
but Kimball is a mere roll out the back door and, whatever my
opinions might be of that particular brand of cuisine, it not only far
exceed my own very limited capabilities, but it's also never my
turn to do the dishes.
The one thing off-campus residents say they miss most about
on-campus life is the convenience. Proximity to Hogan becomes a
factor when you are someone who likes to check his or her mail
ten times a day. And who wants a long walk home after typing a
paper in the computer room until three a.m.? It is clear that both
housing options have their pros and cons, and that what is a pro
to some is a con to others. All in all, I am more pleased about what
came to be than I am nostalgic about what might have been. In
fact, Alumni became more of a home than I ever intended. I did
not realize I had become even slightly attached to the room I
occupied during my senior year until the six juniors showed up
who would be living in it next year. They had just come from the
housing lottery and wanted to take a quick look around at what
they referred to as "their room." They were nice guys, but I
remember it bothered me a little when they commented on
changes they would make when they moved in. It was at that
moment that I really felt that my graduation was no longer some
abstract future date, but a reality that was approaching almost
too quickly.
I would miss the late-night College Square pizza deliveries.
Endless conversations about everything. Fire drills. Room parties.
Moving in. All night study sessions. Hall dinners. Forgetting my
I.D. Our housekeeper. The Alumni barbecue. The free dryer in the
laundry room. The primal screams of exam week. Stereos blaring,
echoing throughout the quad. I will take those memories with me,
making room for the juniors who will make their own. Alumni. I will
never forget it.

ALUMNI
Autumn Chase. Cambridge Street. Caro. The Duplex. These
names conjure up images of late-night keg parties and late rent
payment notices, first responses and last warnings, lots of freedom and lots of pasta. This lifestyle can be a hassle sometimes.
But it is an experience off-campus students would probably not
trade for anything in the world. It will be with fond regret that they
will say goodbye to the places they have come to call home. They
will walk away with the memories of unforgettable times, as well as
the certainty that they will never live in dumps like that again. I am
speaking only as a witness, however, not as someone who has
actually dealt with all these off-campus obstacles and has come
out smiling. I live on campus. In Alumni. Sounds like a place for
people who already graduated. I'm close, though I'm a senior.
That's right, a senior who lives on campus. So how did I end up
there?
As many college students do, I spent my junior year abroad. It's
not the vacation everyone thinks it is. Eating, sleeping and breathing a foreign language is not without its drawbacks. But, for the
most part, the year I spent in France has been the most rewarding
one of my life. What I did not expect was how much I would enjoy
having to take initiative and do things for myself. The Holy Cross
cocoon can be comforting, but it could not compare to life in the
city Hemmingway aptly dubbed "a moveable feast." So when the
time came for next year's housing decisions, I was at least certain
that I wanted the freedom and responsibility of my own apartment. However, circumstances demanded that I live on campus,
and it was with a dubious attitude that I returned to Holy Cross in
the fall of 1989. Three years earlier, I had vowed never to live in
Alumni, let alone as a senior. I had no idea how "suite" it would
be.
If you have to live on campus, this is the way to go. The Alumni
suites leave torpedo rooms and triples in the dust with three
bedrooms, a large living room, a study room, a storage closet and

Ron Carlivati
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MULLEDY

So, we look like every dorm and act like every other dorm. What
do we have here? Apparently this is where I come in. I'm a Student
Alcohol Advisor for Mulledy, and because we're oh so very huge,
we've got a whopping four S.A.A.'s. That's more than any other
dorm on campus, unless you go by cumulative weight, in which case
we're fifth biggest. Nevertheless, being an S.A.A. has provided me
with an opportunity to work first-hand with different people (you ever
see eloquence like this in The Old Man and the Sea?).
But honestly, we get all types. It's a myth that people at Holy
Cross are all the same. Consider our habits and attitudes toward
alcohol and drugs. I've talked with people who never drink, who
drink but wish they didn't, who used to drink quite a bit, or not much
at all, but don't anymore. Some people here think drinking is a moral
evil and some think it's the greatest things since Michelob Dry. Even
our title's a bit of a misnomer. We deal with all kinds of drugs beyond
alcohol. And we don't pretend that acid and coke only come in
batteries and vending machines.
But I've found that many people see the S.A.A. as kind of this
Bible-toting moralist-in-resident or some beer-blasting dorm Robocop. People often avoid the S.A.A. in the halls, as if I didn't get all my
shots or something. But this passes as the year goes on. I think most
people come to see us as we are: a bunch of free-loving dudes and
chix trying to spread about truth. Really. We do educational programs, show movies, and let people decide their own habits. Of
course, some of these things are about as well-attended as a Flock
of Seagulls concert, but who's counting?
I know we affect people, often in subtle ways. Maybe it's having a
drug-free wacko time and being a good example for others. Maybe
it's an emotional one-on-one that motivates the person to go seek
counseling, and I never hear about it. Maybe a seed is planted that is
the first step in a 20-year journey toward realization. That's what
makes a dorm different. It's got all kinds of different people, and
each of them have their own story. It's a mosaic or a quiltwork that I
don't think can ever be seen in its entirety until we're far beyond that
front porch. And I sometimes stare at one piece of the puzzle and
get frustrated with closemindedness and my own inability to do
anything about it. But it fits. And it's nice to know sometimes that for
some people "enabling" is not a drinking game and open discussion
on drugs and alcohol goes beyond "tastes great" and "less filling".

College is sometimes said to be like a porch, for it's that space in
life between home and the rest of the world.
Holy Cross residents consider their porch to be their dorm, and for
residents of Mulledy, it's a very big porch. Okay. So it's not Hemingway. But I couldn't find any other criteria to distinguish Mulledy from
the other dorms except for size. I mean, architecturally speaking,
Mulledy is just one in a line of factory-pressed Great Society compounds that strongly resembles its next-door neighbor—in this case,
Clark (or maybe Hanselman). So, in some kind of atavistic male
response, we talk about size. We are kind of the Pentagon of dorms.
We've got more people, hence more urinals and more Monet's
"Water Lilies" posters on the girl's floors than any other dorm on
campus. I know this smacks of the "my dad is bigger than your dad"
mindset that is perhaps ill-suited to this mecca of scholasticism, but
hey—it sure makes for great small talk on the weekends.
But we still come up with ways to distinguish ourselves from the
other dorms on campus. Some people point to the fact that we're
the last dorm on Easy Street, the farthest point from everything.
Granted, we are out in suburbia, but it's not as if you take a few
steps into our backyard woods and you come across banjo-picking
homeboys and extras from Deliverance. A few steps further and
supposedly you start finding a few Edsels, some Democratic presidential nominees, Earhardt, Hoffa, Morrison, Jefferson Airplane
(oops, I forgot). Actually, we're only a few steps from Clark, which is,
of course, a tiny Mulledy.
So, other people claim we're different because we drink a whole
real lot o' beer. Apparently, that's the theme of this year's dorm Tshirt. It's got Hobbes from "Calvin and Hobbes" waving around a
beer on the front and, in the time it takes you to turn to the back, he
appears to be passed out. When told that, yeah, all dorms drink and,
yes, all dorm T-shirts ingeniously conceptualize their residence spirit
alcoholically, Mulledyites respond the only way they can: that we're
the only dorm where cartoon characters drink. When told that Fred
Flintstone was sucking brewskies for some other dorm, we say,
"yeah, but he's not a cartoon tigernow, is he?". And besides, what
are our alternatives? "Last Dorm on the Left—Can't Miss It!" or
"Mulledy! We're the Only Dorm With Repeating Letters in Our Name
(Except for Wheeler)".
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HEALY
"Kinda' Hip, Kinda' Cool, Kinda' Now—Healy Let's Go For It."
With this motto, Healy participated in the 1989 Campus Olymics.
Unfortunately, being hip, cool, and now was not sufficient enough to
propel Healy towards capturing the first place victory we earned in
last year's Games. Instead, Healy, the "Dorm o' Nice Guys," finished last. The two Freshmen captains tried their hardest to stir up
enthusiasm and get their fellow Healyites to rally, however most
upperclassmen were either in bed nursing vicious hangovers or had
made prior commitments. Despite this lack of participation and
overall zestiness, Healy did place first in the eggs-hilirating and eggciting Egg Toss contest.(Okay, so we were ultimately disqualified for
not having a co-ed team in that event . . . who the 'egg cares.)
Well, enough of cracking these rotten egg jokes . . . Basically,
Healy House Council had a rough start First Semester, as seen by
how the other dorms overwhelmed us in the Olympics. The determined House Councilors have demonstrated great silence and have
made an outstanding recovery. Since the beginning of the academic
year, House Council has made a concerted effort to sponsor funfilled activities each week, such as going to see "Sheer Madness."
These activities have fostered dorm spirit made living in Healy even
more enjoyable, and have appealed to a greater number of
residents.
Healy House Council is run by a motely crew of individuals, including Chris Kalhorn and Kay Delahay (Head House Councilors), Dina
Jones (Publicity), and Brian "No, My Name Is Not Andrew" Paquette (Dorm Minutes). These stalwart dorm leaders boast of possessing the capability to attract a good sized crowd to their regularly
scheduled meetings. (Keep in mind that there are usually House
Council Munchies at these meetings, as in free food.)
A television game show motif can be traced in several of Healy's
House Council activities. The advertisements for these games, which
are strategically placed on the doors of the bathroom stalls, inevitably arouse the Healyites' insatiable appetites for some totally intense
competition with their doormmates. During these guaranteed crowdpleasers, Chris Kalhorn normally functions as the Master of Ceremonies while Healy's own Vanna-White-Wanna-Be, Kay Delahay usually smiles at his side.
Although the House Councilors could not convince Richard Dawson to fly in from L.A., when they said "Let's start the Dorm Feud,"
the crowd went wild. Each floor was represented by a team, all of
which "were out for blood," according to Brian Paquette. Actually,
the intense competition was for five delicious pizzas from the Hogan
Pizza Sellar (Healyites really dig free food). The First Floor Boys
proved to be rather insightful when they continually displayed their
mastery of what "the Survey says . . ." Even if the other floors did
not win, at least they found out what the Survey says are the most
popular beers and clothes on campus. According to the Survey, if
you wear anything with a J. Crew label while drinking Bud Lite, Bud,
Michelob, or Busch, then you must be hip.
Healy's rendition of "The Dating Game" also proved to be a barrel
of laughs, especially since the audience determined who goes out on
a date with whom. The prize, a dinner at a restaurant (more free
food), was won by Eric Mick and Colleen Deters and by a trio
consisting of Chris "Stud-Muffin" Kalhorn, Celest Pilotte, and
Deirdre Maher (three's company!).
One member of the audience claims, "The questions were made
to be as cheesy as possible, just like the show." The contestants'
answers were just as "cheesy" as the questions, especially Scott
Ellis'. For example, when asked, "If you could be any Kimball meal
which one would you be," Scott responded, "Scoop your own."
Accordingly, when asked, "What is your favorite toe," Scott replied,
"My big toe." Another amusing question asked the girls to look at

the contestant next to them and critique their appearance. Katie
Greabe looked at Celest Pilotte, who was wearing purple and white
crocheted slippers, and said, "Those definitely have to go." Apparently, the audience got a big chuckle out of that.
It is very appropriate that "The Roommate Game" occurred on
April Fool's Day, being that some of the contestants ended up
looking like fools. Cheeks were blushing when some contestants had
to reveal what their most embarassing moment at Holy Cross was.
Cheeks also turned red when Scott Ellis told the audience what part
of his body he was most conceited about (just leave his answer up to
your own imagination). Believe it or not, the prize for this game show
was not free food. Instead, Laurie Smith and Chrissy Boyle, a groovy
pair of roommates from the third floor, were the proud winners of
$25.00. They plan on using the prize money to add to their awesome
New Kids on the Block poster collection.
All in all, Healy House Council can be commended for quickly
breaking out of the rut they found themselves in at the beginning of
the year and for performing with much success as the year continued. Thanks to Healy House Council's perseverance, persistence,
tenacity, patience, stamina, indefatigability, determination, dedication. devotion, involvement, commitment, and stick-to-itiveness, the
Healyites were able to enjoy a year of fun and free food. How very
soothing!
Christina Boyle
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drawer and still have room left over for my shirts. All in all, after I had
finished settling in, things didn't seem so bad—cramped surely, but
not unduly uncomfortable.
Next came the conflict of personalities, however. My two roommates. Mike and Bob, were from Massachusetts and New Jersey
respectively. With me thrown in, that made it three freshmen from
different areas of the country with different backgrounds who were
living in a room not much bigger than a shoebox. Problems were
bound to arise. Don't get me wrong, we were not at each other's
throats; we didn't slug it out for ten rounds—things were just tense.
This arose from the little things all three of us did.
The first thing that irritated me was that Bob kept on rearranging
the room to find the maximum amount of space. Right as I was
getting accustomed to one set up, Bob changed the whole room
around. This made it hard for me to get acclimated to my dorm, but I
didn't say anything which perhaps I should have perhaps done. I
kept my annoyance to myself, and let the tension build. The next
thing I noticed came from Mike. Everyday he received about 20
phone calls, and he seemed never to be around when the calls came
in, and I always seemed to be taking a nap at this time. After several
days of this, it became quite frustrating as one can imagine. Again,
however, I said nothing. Yet, so as not to make the reader think I was
a suffering martyr, I must confess that I was far from the perfect
roommate, too. I snore rather loudly at times, and I'm sure that this
kept Bob and Mike up for more than a few nights. Plus, I am a heavy
sleeper. Because of this, I often sleep through my alarms. Usually
they have to ring for a few minutes before I hear them. This must
have angered them seeing that I had morning crew practice several
times a week and had to get up at 5:00am.
Well, things went on like this for the first month or so. Whenever I
called home, I complained to my parents. Whatever advice they
gave me (like talking about the problems with my roommates), I
didn't follow. By the time Columbus Day arrived, I was eager to get
home for my sister's wedding to escape. I think that this holiday was
needed for all of us to get away from each other to think things
through because when we came back, I, at least, found everything
not as irritating. Bob didn't change the room around as much; Mike
seemed to be more available when his friends called. I hoped that I,
too, improved. I would like to think that I did.
Now that I don't live in a triple anymore and can look back upon it
objectively, I feel the experience was well worth it. I learned things
that everyone must find out about eventually—that of getting along
with other people. Even though this lesson probably seems rather
cliched, it is still something worth learning. I hope there are freshman
triples on Wheeler next year so the new first year students can find
this, too.

WHEELER
When I first decided to attend Holy Cross, my friends back in
Minnesota were dumbfounded. "Why," they asked, "would you
want to go there? Do you want to become a priest?" When I gave no
suitable response to their questions, they provided useless advice on
how to deal with the "strange and uptight" Easterners. Luckily, I
followed none of it. To me, just to be on the East Coast was
enough—a welcome change from the dull, safe life of the Midwest I
had grown up with.
Yet, this contentment soured a bit when I learned I was going to
live in a triple in Wheeler dorm. Living with just one roommate would
be trial enough, I thought, seeing that I always had had my own room
at home and jealously guarded my privacy. Two roommates would
be next to impossible to deal with I decided. My despair worsened
when my sister, who lived in Wheeler her first two years, described
the cramped living conditions. "Oh Marty," she said, "those dorms
are really dinky. With three beds, three dressers, three desks, and all
of your clothes, you might just be able to breathe comfortably. But I
don't think so. At least the ceilings are high." This small asset of high
ceilings did not seem like much of the compensation compared to
the hell I thought I was going to have to endure.
Well, I tried to put these negative thoughts out of my mind and
concentrate on having a wonderful summer with my friends. Since I
worked at McDonald's, this was harder to do than I thought—I was
miserable most of the time. First June creeped by, then July. Finally
August arrived, and I prepared to leave. All this time my mother had
been stockpiling soap, shampoo, and toothpaste to monstrous proportions. I now own enough of these toiletry articles to last me well
into the next decade. By the time it was late August, I was pretty
much packed and ready to leave for school thanks to the help of my
mother. Yet, even though I had an awful summer, I was still hesitant
about going to school because of the triple situation, but what can
one do except hope for the best?
When I last arrived on campus, my worst fears seemed to be
justified. The room was as small as my sister described it, and my
two roomates, who came well before I did, had annexed the few
assets found in the room for themselves—leaving me the top bunk,
the smaller dresser, and the least amount of closet space for my
belongings. These last two points were especially irritating since my
mother had insisted that I overpack. I brought about 15 sweaters, 20
shirts, and a lot of pants. I didn't know how I was going to fit this all
into my room. Well, I tried to make the best out of a situation that I
thought was horrible. I learned how to stuff all of my sweaters on the
top shelf of the closet which would only normally hold half as much; I
found out how to squash all my pants, underwear, and socks in one
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themselves (and maintaining their three year immunization to Ma
Kimball's delicacies), seniors still gain the privacy benefits of apartment life, with the added bonus of continued maid service! Although
the suite layouts differ, with some offering singles and others large
storage/kitchen /study rooms, perhaps their single biggest asset is
the bathroom. No more waiting in shower lines—now you have
highly structured shower schedules, especially designed to allow the
maximum amount of sleep plus a friendly roommate wake-up service. No more carrying a bucket down the long hallway, or worrying
about whom one might run into on the way, depending on the hour
of the day. And the size of these porcelain palaces run the gamut
from that of a single bedroom to that of a freshman triple.
Beyond these material benefits, the more intangible advantages
include Carlin's prime location for Quad and Stein scoping. Anything
approaching warm weather conditions brings our hordes of Quad
residents and resident wanna-be's for whiffleball, frisbee, tanning,
and concentrated studying, all of whom are observed by an equal
amount of people inside going through the motions of working. One
whiffleball game previews the "talents" of last year's ISL playoff
finalists; a little later the Stein sprinklers surprise a reclining psychology class. And the amount of co-ed "checking out" is second only
to that following the fall arrival of freshmen meat sheets. Some
people from the upper regions of the dorm, however, are not content
merely to watch people go by; sometimes the urge to drop a water
balloon or two on an unsuspecting individual is just too strong to
resist.
The cold weather season witnesses a fair amount of action as well
from the Carlin windows, particularly on that fall/winter night of the
first snowfall, when the Quad's courageous men go for their midnight
run. On that night, those who choose not to brave the cold and flying
snowballs (or who for some reason are unable to make it), may take
a comfortable front row seat to the evening's madness.
In addition to the possibilities offered by the various Carlin views,
an even more appealing and exclusive aspect to the suites is the
"socializing potential." Like an apartment, the suites offer a private
area in which to take a quiet (or not) study break with particular
friends, while other roommates may continue with their studies in
other parts of the suite. No longer must such a gathering take place
in the privacy of the dorm hallway. With a holding capacity of over
sixty-five people, there is certainly room enough for a very large
study group, with or without books. And the time for such large
meetings are not dictated by the close constraints existing in other
dorms, in which 3:00 AM studies of Young MC are neither appreciated nor tolerated. In having such a large study, social, and living
environment, seniors achieve some of the freedom which, in seeking
it, prompted so many students of past years to move off-campus.

Senior suite life in Carlin is not begun in August, at the time of
arrival, but instead in those tumultuous days of spring preceding . . .
THE LOTTERY. Having decided that the allure of off-campus is
better suited to others (or perhaps, having been too slow/lazy to
pay the deposit on that Cambridge Street loft), current on-campus
seniors opt overwhelmingly for the now trendy suites.
With that settled, however, there is still the traumatic selection
circus to be overcome—the oh-so-delicate roommate dance. Those
seniors who have a "natural six" (or four or two) represent the
quiet/smug minority, next to the many odd-people out suffers.
These student groups do eventually arrive at a complete list of
names for the computer (via some questionable, some legitimate,
methods), which then leaves only the actual housing fest to
experience.
The 1989 Housing Night loomed with many questions still unanswered: Which was finally better, Carlin or Alumni? How was Peter
Simonds, et al, going to handle the simmering problems posed by
the all-male Alumni basement (and the subsequent effect on suite
availability to women)? And who was going to be Okie's neighbor?
One by one these questions were answered( 1) Carlin, 2) not terribly
well, and 3) six unsuspecting women); in specifically answering
number one, those individuals choosing Carlin suite life voiced their
preference for the Quad/Stein courtyard positioning, the closer
campus accessibility, and the overall more closeknit, friendly
atmosphere.
After the August arrival, the anti-climatic final Easy Street, and the
settling into the first semester routine, senior Carlin suite life begins
to take on a more definite form. On the negative side is the overall
reduced dorm interaction, an inevitable sidenote to the new total
suite construction. This effect is particularly apparent in the lack of
response to the normally popular Assassins and Roommate Game.
Hall sports, as well, seems largely a thing of the past, except for
maybe an occasional bicycle obstacle course and the ever popular
water bottle punt. However, all four floors did manage to pull together to uphold their fine sporting tradition by taking a commanding first
place in the Campus Olympics, with strong displays in basketball,
the water events, and spoon-and-string.
In most respects, though, the advantages to suite life far outweigh
any slight "inconveniences" attributable to the set-up. Some of the
more general aspects are abundantly clear: first, in the words of one
breakfast convert and new Quad resident, the close Kimball proximity is highly "conducive to increased food consumption," as opposed
to skipping any morning meals or otherwise resorting generally to
the more expensive order-out prospect. While not having to cook for
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From the opening House Council meeting, the enthusiasm in Clark
never waned. The meeting to elect the new house council officers
was well attended as the members of Clark dorm packed the study
room to listen to the candidates and cast their opinions. With Gina
Faro, Head RA, overlooking the results, the elections were swept by
four sophomores and one junior looking enthusiastically to lead
Clark Dorm throughout the year. Matt Cushing and Lisa Byrnes took
the positions of head house counselors, Kathy McGoldrick '91 as
RICH., Mike Sullivan on Publicity and myself, Dave LeVan, as
secretary. And after Lisa's withdrawal from school, the house council staff was set with Julie Sullivan '92 as the other head house
counselor.
House council began planning events immediately for entertainment to give needed breaks from the strenuous academics of Holy
Cross. Someone brought up the idea of a dorm mixer in the social
room, and the idea would soon become a reality. The date picked
was Friday the Thirteenth of October and the theme was appropriately "Don't Be Afraid of the Dark," given to us by our RA and
everyone's friend John O'Leary. A drinking room replaced the social
room, black lights replaced the ones which people usually study
from and Triple J DJ replaced the usual silence. By midnight, the
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CLARK
improvised dance floor was packed with people and continued to
stay that way until it ended at 2 a.m. becoming an amazing success.
The success of Clark and house council did not end there, however. Two weeks later house council was at it again sponsoring a
Halloween trick-or-treat for the S.P.U.D. kids from all the dorms.
Many residents of Clark volunteered their time to host the young
underprivileged kids and hand out candy sponsored by Clark dorm
and Spud.
That is simply not all for the enthusiasm in Clark dorm first semester. The third annual Dorm Olympics showed an incredible turnout in
a losing effort. The dorm was extremely tough in the egg toss and
the spoon exchange and we even won the cheer which simply
inspired the competitors, but the dorm just fell to Carlin in the end.
The second semester began more slowly with a lot of tedious work
on the part of house council for the Blind Date Ball which would fall
the weekend after spring break. There was controversy with our
fellow dorm Hanselman between a DJ and a band but Triple J DJ
won out over the Armadillos in a tough election.
The dorms decided upon Beer mugs and the song "Wonderful
Tonight" by Eric Clapton. The night began for many with dinner in
Hogan which consisted of Prime Rib or Stuffed Chicken excellently
done by the Hogan kitchen staff. The few who didn't find themselves
in Hogan for dinner went to a variety of dining places ranging from
Angeles to D'Angelo's.
The couples returned to their respective floors to become acquainted with their blind dates and make use of their beer mugs
before heading to the dance. RA's Chip and Sarah toured these halls
with complex director Mary Alice to insure a controlled fun-time on
BDB night. The fun moved from these halls to the Hogan Ballroom
where Triple J controlled the crowd until two a.m. Afterwards, the
social room was packed with couples eating a light breakfast of
donuts and croissants while watching the thrilling adventure movie
"Rambo: First Blood Part II."
While the BDB might have been the highlight of the second semester, there were many other small events that house council led in
addition to the regular weekly meetings, as well as after mass munchies which were faithfully traded off between the four floors.
The anticipation was great as many of the roommates of Clark
dorm assembled to participate on the dating game. The house
council members worked through a series of questions and after the
four preliminary rounds the finals were underway. When the final
smoke cleared, the pre-game favorite team of Dave LeVan '92 and
Chris Callanan '92 had been defeated and the roommate team of
Colleen Totten '92 and Jen Tripp '91 won the game and the monetary prize which they promptly donated to their favorite charity, the
local Dismas House.
In this year's Assassins, Matt Cushing '92 attempted to defend his
title from last year with tough competition from over half of the dorm
participating. The game was difficult with a series of kills ranging
from the Hart center to Cambridge Street but in the end, Cush lost to
the black-horse freshman from Nashua, New Hampshire, Lloyd
Dobbler.
House Council, in addition, organized, through intense work of Jeff
Matthews, a dorm ski trip to Mt. Snow. Two van loads of anxious
skiers left early one Saturday to face the snow and the fun for the
winter day in February.
I really can't finish this article, however, without thanking all those
who have helped greatly with Clark throughout the year: The House
Council staff who led the dorm week after week, the RA's who held
control and were friends as well, and everyone else who has contributed. Finally, I would like to thank Gina Faro for all her help this year
as Head RA.
Dave LeVan
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What through strength fails?
Boldness is certain to win
praise. In mighty
enterprises, it is enough to
have had the determination.
Sextus Aurelius Propertius

As the 1989 football season rolled around, some were wondering:
could this year's team keep the fire going? Were the Lambert Cups, the
Colonial League titles, the 10-1, 11-0, and 9-2 records a thing of the
past? Jeff Wiley, Holy Cross' most prolific passer, was gone and not even
the coaches were quite sure who might fill his shoes. The offensive line
returned only one previous starter while defensively, six out of eleven firststringers had graduated, including last year's leading tackler, Kansas City
Chief Rob McGovern. As September 9th and Villanova approached,
some were wondering . . .
The home season opened against the Wildcats and by day's end, at
least one question had an answer: quarterback Tom Ciaccio. "I just
wanted to go out and be confident," said Ciaccio. "I was hoping that I
wouldn't be too nervous. I just wanted to stay poised in there."
The understated sophomore sensation threw 449 yards for a school
record, hooking up with a talented crew of returning receivers (no question there) 31 times enroute to a 38-17 whipping of 'Nova. Now, that's
poise.
The Crusaders hit the road week two for what many felt would be the
biggest game of the season against defending Colonial League champion
Lafayette Leopards. After trailing 14-7 at the half, HC knotted the score
at 14 after Ciaccio lofted the ball to Michael Lewis in the left corner of the
end zone. Lafayette with their own 64 yard drive to take a 21-14 lead. But
Ciaccio again worked his magic, this time on a screen to Lewis, who cut
left under blocks by Bob Laliberte and Joe Foy, rambling 25 yards for the
score. Scott Kania missed a crucial extra point and the Purple trailed 2120.
Lafayette took over with 3:50 left, intent on running out the clock—not
to be, as Matt Fras stepped up for the interception 16 yards from the end
zone. Kania, who had already missed the extra point and a field goal, was
given one more chance. "I was just praying Scotty would get it in," said
Fras. Kania shortened his stride on the wet turf and slapped home a low,
looping knucklebalr, but it was good enough and the Crusaders walked
away with the tightest, most exciting win of the season, 23-21.
Week three found the Purple in Cambridge against Ivy rival Harvard.
Matt Fras picked up where he'd left off a week earlier, grabbing an
interception which led to a 7-0 lead. But Harvard proved formidable,
throwing two touchdowns to grab 14-7 lead before Kania nailed a field
goal, leaving the Crusaders behind at half 14-10. Not to worry, as Joe Foy
pointed out: "Kania's field goal gave us fire, and we thought we'd be able
to roll from there." After Harvard kicked a trey to stretch their lead to 1710, the Crusaders scored three quick and unanswered touchdowns,
mostly behind the ground game of fullback Joe Segreti, who chugged
ahead for 171 yards and two TD's on the way to a 31-17 victory.
Homecoming was next, but all Princeton wanted to do after the game
was go home, as Holy Cross made it ugly, storming away with a 46-0
blowout. "We had a goal to strive for perfection," said coach Mark
Duffner. "I think our football team took that to heart." Halftime aione had
the Crusaders up 29-0. "We couldn't keep up," said Princeton coach
Steve Tosches. "They were like racehorses and we were like trotters."
The big story of the day was senior cornerback Dave Murphy who, by
grabbing two interceptions in the third quarter, set a new Division I-AA
record of 26. The defense that had begun the season with less than half of
last year's starters held Princeton's passing game to seven completions
for a measly 57 yards. So much for rebuilding.
The Ivy sweep continued as the Crusaders headed to Dartmouth for
game five. Characteristically slow to start, HC found itself trailing their
lesser opponent 7-6 at intermission before Mark Gallagher's five grabs for
104 yards helped Holy Cross rebound in the second half for 27 points
while holding Dartmouth scoreless. Final tally: HC 33, Dartmouth 7.
Thoughts of an undefeated season came to an abrupt halt when a
battered and bruised Crusader squad fell to a well-executing group of
Army Cadets, 45-9. For the majority of the game HC was without five
starters, including captains Dave Murphy and Chris Maruca; and, unfortunately, HC was not able to slow down a wishbone offense that featured
Heisman candidate Mike Mayweather. "The guys were fighting their butts
off," said Murphy. "They just took it to us."

But teams that have thirteen-gane win streaks broken often start new
ones. "Our team had a theme this year of rebounding," said Duffner,
"and we rebounded . . . Big Time!" The Crusaders returned home to a
Parent's Weekend crowd and proceeded to squeeze the life out of Colgate, 31-6. The turning point in the game came midway through the
second quarter when Colgate was threatening to take away a 7-3 Holy
Cross lead. With a fourth-and-one only three yards from the end zone,
linebacker Craig Callahan stepped up inside and put a lick on Colgate's
quarterback that was heard all the way behind the Hart Center. The
Crusaders took over from their own two and drove 98 yards, with Tim
Donovan scoring on a reverse. Chris Maruca returned from his turf-toe to
bag 17 tackles, and the defense only gave up a pair of field goals.
The homestand continued in week eight against Ivy opponent Brown.
Dave Murphy had another big day, blocking two punts and running one
back for a touchdown, and strong safety Ernie Garlington ran back an
interception, as the Crusader defense-turned-offense netted 14 of 49
points in a 49-13 victory. Garlington's interception happened with time
running out in the third quarter. As Brown's quarterback dropped to
throw, Cory Vincent nailed him and the ball floated up and into the
anxious hands of Garlington. "I saw the ball pop in the air, and then it was
all end zone," said Garlington. "It was like a dream come true."
The dream of a 10-1 season continued at home the following week
against an overmatched Northeastern squad. Northeastern runs a wishbone—the kind of methodical offensive attack that doesn't play catch-up
ball very well. At halftime, Holy Cross held a not-too-slim 43-6 edge. The
coach of Northeastern put it well: "It's like walking around with your pants
down—you're exposed." Ciaccio, who didn't even play in the second
half, was 12-14 for 182 yards before backup Mark Roman displayed
laser-like accuracy, completing 8-9 for 122 yards of his own.
With their final home game in the bag, the Crusaders travelled to
Bethlehem, PA to slug it out with offensively lethal Lehigh. Against a team
that had been averaging 526 yards a game, best in Division I-AA, the
Purple defense held Lehigh to 307 total yards and only sixteen points.
Offensively, Ciaccio just kept getting better and better, connecting on 28
of 36 attempts to 11 different receivers for a season-high 78% completion rate. In the process, he threw for 256 yards and four touchdowns as
the Crusaders rounded up win number nine, 55-16.
Even after ten games with only one loss, a ranking of fourth in the
country and first in the Lambert Cup poll, the Crusaders still needed the
win against Bucknell in their final week to secure exclusively the Colonial
League title. After Bucknell scored on their first possession to go up 6-0,
Dave Murphy swooped in to deflect the extra point—his fourth block of
the season—and Holy Cross was on their way to a 35-6 win, a 10-1
record and another championship season. Tim Downing had one of eight
sacks on the day and collected 12 hits on the line to finish up his football
career with a bang. Offensively, Ciaccio went 24 for 38 for 326 yards and
four touchdowns, including a 13 yard toss to captain Randy Pedro for
Pedro's first—and the team's last—touchdown of the season.
Fullback combo Joe Segreti and Jerome Fuller ended the year with
1099 and 501 yards, respectively, the first 1000-500 yard rushing seasons since 1983. Tom Ciaccio finished at the top amongst the quarterback-rich Colonial League, completing over 63% of his passes for 2982
yards and 23 touchdowns. Dave Murphy's five interceptions on the year
led the squad and his career mark of 28 thefts set a school, New England
and Division I-AA record. Most importantly, Mark Duffner's squad recaptured the Colonial League title from Lafayette, and won Lambert Cup and
ECAC Team of the Year honors for the fourth straight year.
No one was asking any more questions, no one was wondering. The fire
that might have burned out, was blazing as strong as ever. Furthermore,
th the Class of 1990, the number four held a special value: 40 wins over
four seasons with only four losses. As the seniors pulled off their shoulder
pads and hung up their helmets, they could look back with pride on
having achieved the winningest football record of any graduating class
since the school's inception. It was a memory to last them a lifetime.
Gary Sulentic
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From the moment that the women's soccer season began, it was
Obvious that it would be a season of adjustments. On the first day, the
team had to deal with the loss of eight graduated team members, nine
new freshmen, and a new coach. All of these elements contributed to the
transitional type of year the team anticipated. The season would be filled
with changes.
The new coach, Mario Masson, stepped into this position with experience from Marion High School, Boston University, and the Massachusetts
State 17-and-under team. Masson's tough work ethic whipped the team
into shape immediately, and got them off to a great start in pre-season
Play. The Lady Crusaders swept through and undefeated preseason, 4-0,
with the greatest of ease.
The next adjustments came along in the form of injuries. Junior forward
Lee Hendrickson was unable to begin league play, as she twisted her
knee in the preseason, and later underwent knee surgery. Debbie Nowell,
a sophomore halfback, was also plagued by a serious heel injury that
occurred over the summer. She was able to play on and off in the
beginning of the season, but finally had to be permanently sidelined. Both
of these athletes were standouts as freshmen, and continued to be major
contributors to the team in the seasons that followed. Lee was one of the
leading scorers in her freshman and sophomore years. Debbie also had
several goals in her freshman year, and even in the few games played in
her sophomore year, she was the leading scorer. Some definite re-arranging had to be done in order to fill the positions of these two key players.
Led by tri-captains Fran Dion, Holly O'Sullivan, and Holly Ash, this
year's squad included five seniors: Lynn Colangione, Fran Dion, Holly
O'Sullivan, Sarah PoreII, and Jeanne O'Brien; four juniors: Janet CoveIla,
Holly Ash, Liz Beadreau, Lee Hendrickson; three sophomores: Colleen
Powers, Deana Desantis, and Debbie Nowell; and finally, nine freshmen:
Colleen McCullough, Shannon Carroll, Carol Fitzpatrick, Kim Claus, Barbara Cassidy, Karen Dominico, Holly Simms, arid Peggy Sullivan.
For any team, the victories and off-the-field fun times form the best
remembrances. Memories of this season most likely would include the
long road trips to Villanova and Colgate University. Plenty of entertainment and laughs were shared, and to top it off, both games ended
victoriously. Villanova was a 1-0 victory, thanks to the handy work of
Debbie Nowell, who put the ball in the net to deliver the first victory of the
season. Colgate was a game that allowed rookies Barbara Cassidy and
Holly Simms to shine on offense, as each scored to give the Lady
Crusaders another win over Colgate for the third season on a row. To
make the trip that much more complete, the fun continued at the Colangione residence with an Italian feast!
Harvard was another game to be remembered. After a tough losing
streak, the team answered with a terrific game against the Crimson. The
fans contributred significantly to the intensity of the game. All of the team
members were at their best right from the start, as shown by the quick

conversion of an assist by Holly Ash to Barbara Cassidy less than five
minutes into the game. The defensive talents of goalie Sarah PoreII,
Jeanne O'Brien, Carol Fitzpatrick, and Fran Dion were also key in containing the attacking Harvard offense. The entire team contributed to the
overall fine display of skill, as they maintained the intense flow of the
game. It was a total team effort.
Barbara Cassidy's hat trick against URI was just one noteworthy
achievement during this game. These goals moved Barbara solidly into
the high scoring position, where she remained for the rest of the season.
The defense was particularly strong this game, since the skilled passing
game of URI was unable to surpass the consistent efforts of the defenders. URI was a landmark victory for Holy Cross, because URI had snuck
away with the win for the past three years. The 1989 Holy Cross team was
able to do the job and put an end to URI's reign.
Aside from on-field experiences, the team has several fond recollections of off-the-field experiences such as the home-style hospitality of
both the Colangione and Beaudreau families. And who could forget the
ever-loyal presence of camera man and number one fan, Uncle George,
whose attendance at women's soccer games for the past four years has
been virtually flawless?
All will certainly remember the numerous van rides to away games,
especially to Keene State. Driving ace Jeanne O'Brien chauffered the
team on a scenic tour of Keene, New Hampshire—a three hour tour!
Having left Holy Cross at 1 P.M. for the 4 o'clock contest, the team rolled
in promptly at 4:05. A good laugh was shared by all. Speaking of laughs,
the 1989 freshman initiation could not have been better, and certainly
made a lonely stay on campus for Columbus Day weekend worth its
while. Another well-spent weekend, of course, was the time the team
layed a scrimmage for fun against a team of various male athletes. The
stakes were high, so both teams played with a great deal of seriousness.
The girls lost the match, but still had such a good time that they ran a
"victory lap" around Worcester. The day typified how the team has been
able to combine work and fun throughout their season.
Although the season finished with a 4-10-3 record, it is the attitude of
teammates such as Lynn Colangione that add so much to the joy of
playing. Lynn's positive reinforcement and organization of activities are
major factors that will be greatly missed next season. The leadership of
tri-captains Fran Dion and Holly O'Sullivan will be missed as well, but their
example will remain vivid since tri-captain Holly Ash will be returning
accompanied by newly elected captain, Colleen Powers.
Having overcome several adjustments this season, and still being able
to maintain high esteem, the outlook for next season is promising. The
seniors will be missed, but judging from the depth of this relatively young
team, the future is optimistic. Best of luck!
Katie Brannigan
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The 1989 Holy Cross men's soccer team had two things in mind at the
outset of the season: high hopes and nothing to lose. Under the guidance
of new head coach Lindsay Dean, the team competed brilliantly against
some excellent teams, and began the process of rebuilding as they
played their way to a 6-9-1 record.
The start was promising, as the team demolished local rival Nichols
College, 5-0. The goals in this game came from four different Crusaders,
so the previous season's anemic scoring looked to be just a memory.
Despite tough play, however, the team proceeded to drop the next five
contests by one or two goals each, leaving fans and coaches alike
wondering about "what ifs" and "could have beens".
The team concluded a road trip tournament with a win over Brooklyn,
and came home to tie a tough Providence College squad in a scrappy
overtime effort. The upswing continued as the Crusaders crushed Canisius College on Homecoming Day, 6-2, in a sparkling offensive effort. The
Canisius contest set the tone for the rest of the season, as Holy Cross
found themselves unable to win on the road and unable to lose at home,
rollercoastering through the remaining games. An embarrassing 2-1 loss
to Niagara was followed by superb execution in a 3-1 defeat of crosstown rival Assumption College. A soggy and disheartening loss to B.C. at
Chestnut Hill was answered with a handy 3-1 disposal of Bryant College.
An unsuccessful 4-1 trip down the road to W.P.I. was forgotten in the
wake of the season's climax, a 2-1 victory over the Black Knights of
Army, the first ever in the history of Holy Cross men's soccer. The season
ended on a sour note as the team would rather forget the 4-0 loss at
Siena.
On this team replete with young talent, the true stars were the lone four
seniors who, out of a squad of twenty-three men, had an important role to
fill on the team. Mike Brodeur was a reliable defensive player for the
squad, and shined especially in the 3-1 win over Bryant College. His solid
play in an exciting and often frenzied match helped keep the team
grounded in the win.
Tr -captain Dan DeBono was a huge contributor on defense, as his
rugged and fiercely aggressive style of play often intimidated opponents
into submission. DeBono's leadership on the field proved invaluable again

and again as the season continued, and younger, less experienced members of the squad saw more playing time. By watching Dan, fans could tell
that he is one of those players who truly loves to play the game of soccer.
Tim Gallivan, another tri-captain, was an exciting player to watch. His
command of the field and control over the pace of the game from the
sweeper position were truly unparalleled. Gallivan proved himself an
intelligent player as well, always thinking two or three plays head of
opponents. His strength and accuracy accounted for quite a few long
goals on corners and direct kicks. It is no surprise that for two consecutive
seasons Tim was selected for All-MAAC honors and as the Crusaders'
Most Valuable Player.
Another of this year's first-team All-MAAC finalists was Crusader captain Tim Brown. The goalkeeper was simply stellar in net, posting a 1.8
goals-against average in sixteen contests. Brown's best efforts came in
the hard-fought tie against Providence and the history-making victory
over Army, in which he faced a combined total of 57 shots on net.
Brown's agility and quickness, combined with his height and leaping
ability, made him one of Holy Cross' best netminders ever. He is the man
who will be most difficult to replace next season.
Rounding out the graduating seniors is midfielder/forward Sean Doherty, who chose to forego his extra year of eligibility and graduate with
his class. Sean was the team's playmaker, and often paired with Bill
Cervino or Sean Casey with a good deal of success. Doherty has quite a
repertoire of soccer moves, frequently leaving opponents in the dust
wondering what happened. Doherty's intensity on the field and his desire
to win are evident in his never-say-die approach to the game.
The Holy Cross men's soccer team is a success story in itself. Made up
of a number of players with unbridled, untested talent, the team had great
potential. A credit to first-year head coach Lindsay Dean and a remarkable example of what playing and living as a team can do, the soccer
team gave us their best. Success is built upon hard work and having
fun—and this team definitely achieved that.
Anne-Marie Perez
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The fate of the 1989 Women's Volleyball team was uncertain in early
September. Four standout players were lost to graduation and all of the
six returning players were hitters. However, under the guidance of first
year coach John Cody, the team experienced a very successful season.
Cody, hired after the high school recruiting season was over, did pull in
three women freshman, but he primarily had to "recruit from within:"
many of the team's newcomers were sophomores and juniors already at
Holy Cross. Cody's efforts resulted in a 14 member team loaded with
enthusiasm, energy and dedication for the game. Led by senior cocaptains Melissa Henrikson and Sheila Sullivan, the Lady Crusaders were
primed for a great year and a new beginning.
However, due to the wide range of talent and experience of team
members and the new, quicker style of play implemented by Cody, the
team started off slowly. After only two weeks of practice, the Lady
Crusaders travelled to Central Connecticut for their first weekend filled
With competitive matches. The team fared well, yet failed to reach the
final round. It was evident, though, that the team had enormous potential.
The first of the Lady Crusader's scant four home matches was against
Hartford-a team they had lost to the previous weekend. The Holy Cross
Women remained intense throughout, and came up with a satisfying
victory. The next big tournament was the National Catholic Championships held at Boston College. The outlook seemed promising beforehand,
but injuries to starters Isabelle Desnoyers and Sheila Sullivan affected
team play: the Lady Crusaders finished third. On a more positive note,
valuable playing experience was given to the younger members of the
Squad, and Maura Sullivan returned home with All-Tournament
accolades.
By mid season, the team's record stood at 8-13. However this was not
an accurate reflection of the exciting volleyball and close matches that
the team played. After three tough successive losses, the Lady Crusaders
regrouped and felt ready to face the stiff competition at Colgate University for the Colonial League Championships. In the first match against
Bucknell, Holy Cross quickly gained control and won 3-0. Fordham became the next 3-0 victims of the fired up Lady Crusaders. The semi-final

round pitted the Varsity women against the scrappy Lafayette team. Holy
Cross, continuing to play aggressive volleyball, won the match 3-2, but
encountered defeat against Colgate soon after. The team showed no
signs of discouragement, though, for they played exhilarating volleyball.
Also, Sheila Sullivan was named to the All Colonial League Team.
Next came arch rival Boston College. The Lady Crusaders were readyit was their last home match, and victory would avenge an earlier loss to
the Eagles. Before a packed fieldhouse, Holy Cross routed B.C. 15-0 in
the first game. Game two also went to the Lady Crusaders and after a loss
in the third game, Holy Cross closed out the fourth game 15-12 to win the
match 3-1.
The motivated and confident Crusaders then travelled to West Point for
the final tournament of the season-the MAAC Championships. After
breezing past St. Peter's and Niagara, the Lady Crusaders and the
conference rival Army, was perhaps the best match of the tournament.
Army won the first and third games 15-6 and 15-2, but Holy Cross
countered by winning the second game 15-9 and then dramatically battled back to win the fourth game 15-12. In the fifth decisive game, Army's
intensity prevailed and the Lady Crusaders finally fell. The last game of
the tournament, a win against Fairfield, put Holy Cross over the .500 mark
for the season. Sheila Sullivan was named for the second consecutive
year to the All MAAC first team, while juniors Jenny Wozniak and Shannon McMahon earned a spot on the second team.
Overall, the Lady Crusaders had an excellent season. The team had
more intensity problems in past seasons, but Coach Cody revitalized the
program with innovative play and disciplined workouts. The team played
as one cohesive unit and after starting off slowly, they remained determined and played at peak performance level when it counted most. In
fact, the Lady Crusaders won eight of their last 10 games. Holy Cross will
miss the two departing seniors, Melissa and Sheila, but a strong, experienced nucleus remains. With more home matches scheduled for next
year, and a continued positive attitude, the Lady Crusaders will definitely
be a strong force in the coming years.
—Sheila Sullivan
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The Holy Cross Women's Tennis team once again had a highly successful season. This year's squad finished with an impressive 6-2 record
and took second place MAAC honors. Led by Coach Oscar Najarian, the
Lady Crusaders made a positive contribution to the overall Holy Cross
Women's tennis record. Najarian and his teams' slate presently reads
127-44-1. Najarian, who has been head coach of the women's tennis
program for fourteen years, has produced winning teams every season
with the exception of one; furthermore, his record clearly demonstrates
that he is one of the college's most successful coaches. Najarian's 1989
roster, comprised of three seniors, two juniors, three sophomores, and
two freshmen, added a combination of youth and experience to the
team's success.
Senior Captain Brenda Flanagan easily adapted to her role as team
leader and model. Inspired by her sisters' past performances at Holy
Cross and encouraged by her parents, this Lady Crusader once again
occupied the top singles and doubles positions on the team. Flanagan
finished the season with a combined singles and doubles record of 11-5.
Her overall 61-22 record at Holy Cross is definitely envied by all. In
addition to her outstanding performance during league play, Flanagan
was a driving force during in-season tournament play. She captured the
#1 singles crown at the Colonial League Tournament held at Colgate
University and was the #1 singles runner-up at the MAAC's. She dominated the doubles scene with her partner Tracy Poirier, bringing home
their second consecutive MAAC championship title. Her dynamic forehand and devastating net game make her an exciting player to watch.
Two other seniors, Kelly Ann Lee and Linda McCall, also served as role
models on this H.C. team. Lee played #4 singles and #3 doubles for the
Lady Crusaders. She was #4 singles runner-up as well as a doubles
finalist at the MAAC Tournament. This season was Lee's first appearance
at a doubles position. She and her partner Laura Panzarino not only filled
the position, but also were a definite asset for Holy Cross and a threat to
opposing teams. Their doubles win over rival Central Connecticut led H.C.
to a 5-4 victory. Lee displayed her enthusiasm and dedication each
season and leaves Holy Cross with a winning record.
Linda McCall had one of her best seasons as a Lady Crusader this year.
She played the #5 singles position as well as the #2 doubles position
with Suzy Burke. Her excellent play this season helped her establish an
overall 49-20 record at Holy Cross. At the Colonial League Tournament,
McCall was a singles finalist, and at the MAAC's, she was both a singles
and doubles runner-up. She is known for her marathon matches and her
intense concentration throughout these matches. Her contributions to the
team over the past four years have been impressive.
Junior Suzy Burke, who was the 1988 team MVP, had an outstanding
season at the #2 singles and doubles positions. Her determination and
skill led her to a combined 11-5 record. Burke's excellent performance at
the MAAC's this season was definitely a highlight in her career at H.C.
thus far. For the past three years, Burke has captured first place singles
crowns at the MAAC Tournament, an amazing accomplishment. Playing
the #2 singles spot did not hamper her confidence, but made her an even
tougher player.
Junior Laura Panzarino played an important role in both her singles and
doubles play. Since her freshman year, Panzarino has significantly improved several areas of her aggressive game. An 11-4 record shows that
her hard work has been worthwhile. Coach Najarian is extremely optimistic concerning Panzarino's future success on the squad.
Sophomore Tracy Poirier successfully jumped three notches from the
#6 to the #3 singles position and remained at the #1 doubles spot. At
both positions, she demonstrated her skill. Poirier consistently exhibited
her strong desire to win and improve her game. She gained valuable
experience this season which will prove useful in her junior and senior
years.
Veteran Stephanie Govatsos along with newcomers Colleen Totten,
Kathleen Keville, and Sarah Mick dominated in extra team play. Each of
these athletes was very supportive, dedicated, and enthusiastic. Their
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frequent cheers as well as advice helped encourage and lead the team's
six singles players to victory. Najarian is confident that these four Lady
Crusaders will successfully fill and excel at the positions vacated by his
1989 seniors.
All of the players, especially the three seniors, will look back on this
season with fond memories and a sense of accomplishment. Each athlete
improved due to the tough competition, but most importantly, they benefited from the close team relationships. Brenda will reminisce on the
tournaments held at beautiful Forest Hills and West Point, and will not
soon forget her matches against Central Connecticut. Kelly will always
remember the eventful van rides, the encouragement and loyalty of her
friends and family, as well as her MAAC experiences. As Linda reflects on
her four years as a Lady Crusader, she will recall the support she felt from
her teammates, friends, and family. Like Brenda and Kelly, Linda feels
that this special support carried her through each match, especially the
one against UConn. Every player will cherish the dedication, companionship, and guidance of Oscar Najarian, who is not just a coach, but a good
friend.
Kelly Ann Lee
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With the outstanding accomplishments of the 1988 season in mind, the
1988 workien's field hockey team was ready for another successful season. Head coach Meg Galligan, now in her fifth season, emphasized a
winning attitude to the team, while assistant coach Sue Landau, in her
first year with the squad, was intent to help perpetuate the improvements.
Despite a season ending record of 4-11-3, the 1989 field hockey team
exhibited more potential than in past seasons. With 14 returning players
and 6 freshmen, the team had an exciting season opener against Bentley,
ending one-to-one in double overtime. The next three games, Brown,
Colgate, and Boston College, respectively, all ended in heartbreaking
second half losses. The competitive attitude displayed by the team in
these games led to the first season win against the University of Lowell, 10. The team, aware of their ability and potential, remained competitive
and looked to each game with a positive attitude. This attitude led to
defeats over Darthmouth, Maine, and C.W. Post, the last two wins coming
at the end of the season.
Faced with a demanding schedule that included five nationally ranked
teams and one regionally ranked team, Holy Cross lost only four games
by two goals. Most losses were by no more than one goal. The team
improved upon the 1988 season statistics by decreasing the opponents
goals to 26 from 40 in 1988. . This improvement is a record for the Holy
Cross team since moving to Division I five years ago.

Highlights from the season include defeating Darthmouth and the University of Maine, as well as holding both regionally ranked Harvard and
nationally ranked Boston University to 0-1 losses. Both games were
exemplary demonstrations of the level of hockey Holy Cross is capable
of. On the road highlights were in Philadelphia where Holy Cross had a
very tense game against LaSalle University. With LaSalle scoring first,
Holy Cross tied the game 1-1 at the half. In the second half LaSalle
scored again, seemingly having the win. However, the die-hard attitude of
the lady Crusaders resulted in a 2-2 tie, sending the game into over-time.
Holy Cross would not be defeated as the game ended 2-2 in double
overtime.
Throughout the season the team showed continual improvement, both
offensively and defensively, as they maintained a positive and competitive
attitude for each game. The team demonstrated their offensive and defensive strengths in that all the wins were shut-outs and they were often
not defeated until the second half. This is an aspect of the game that can
be improved upon, making Holy Cross a team to be respected and wary
of for the upcoming 1990 season.
Kimberly Plourde
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appeared in post-season play for the first time in eleven years. The
Crusaders held the second best record of any team in the tournament
field, but the NIT did not prove any more productive for the Crusaders.
Amidst controversy concerning the fairness of the tournament, they fell to
the Scarlet Knights of Rutgers in yet another close game.
Still, the improvement from the previous year's 13-15 record to a 25-4
record was listed as the third best turnaround of the season in the NCAA.
But the statistics do not tell the true story of a team consisting of
incredibly diverse personalities that gelled magnificently. Senior Co-captains Lorn Davis and Dwight Pernell formed the nucleus of a talented
squad. Davis, the guard/forward from Jacksonville, Florida, finished his
career with 969 points—not bad considering Davis was the Crusaders'
sixth man until this season. He scored in double figures 18 times in his
senior campaign, rolling over Assumption with 19 points and 10 rebounds, and controlling New Hampshire with 18 points, 5 rebounds, and
6 assists. Davis' success on the court was a result of his consistent hustle,
tenacity under the basket, and deadly accuracy from long-range.
Dwight Pernell finished the season as the third all-time leading scorer in
Holy Cross history, behind Ron Perry, Jr. and Jack "The Shot" Foley.
Pernell surpassed former Holy Cross greats Bob Cousy, Tom Heinsohn,
and Togo Polazzi this season, ascending the scoring ladder and finishing
with 1,891 career points. "Dazzling Dwight" set the school record for
three pointers in a game (6) this season against Siena. His outstanding
play-making abilities and awesome shooting touch landed him a spot on
the First Team MAAC squad for the second consecutive year. Yet the
accolades extended beyond the MAAC—Pernell was also named Third
Team All-East. He received the Bob Cousy Award for the best New
England player under 6'0" and was named as a candidate for the Naismith Award, given to the best sub-six foot college player in America.
Pernell attracted the attention of NBA scouts, and shortly after the NIT
he was named First Team All-New England, along with Nadav Henefeld
and Chris Smith of UConn, Carlton Screen of Providence, and Kenny
Green of URI. After Pernell had torched Army for 26 points, 6 assists, and
6 steals early in the season, Army Coach Les Wothke joked, "Pernell's
not a problem as long as he's not in the game. Several times when he sat
out we were able to stop him." The NBA is certainly within the reach of
the 511" guard from Chesapeake, Virginia.
But, although their leadership was undeniable, Pernell and Davis comprised only the core of a group of dedicated players. Center Jim Nairus
had a stellar season and was selected to the MAAC All-Academic Team
for the second straight year and was Second Team GTE-Co-SIDA Academic All-American for his averages on the court and in the classroom.
Nairus blocked 33 shots this season, narrowly missing the school record
of 38 blocks.
Junior Earl Weedon and sophomore Leon Dickerson joined Nairus in
the front court this season. Weedon's rebounding strength and leaping
ability proved valuable to the team throughout the regular season. Weedon recorded a career-high 21 points and 10 rebounds in the season
opener against Colgate and had 17 points, 7 rebounds and 3 blocks at
St. Peter's. Dickerson. the 6-5 forward from Baltimore, was the youngest
player to start for the team this season. He gave the fans hope for the
future, with a 19 point, 13 rebound performance against Harvard, and by
overpowering Colgate with 18 points, 7 rebounds and 4 steals.
• The "bench" was not really a bench at all this year. Coach Blaney had
a group of veterans and young players to bolster the starting squad.
Junior point guard Aaron Jordan returned to the hardwood after recovering from back surgery, and his exciting brand of basketball was a welcome addition. Jordan's game-saver against Fordham was just a single
instance of a season characterized by confident play for the junior guard
from Suitland, MD. He poured in 16 points against Siena and had 12 at
Manhattan. His floor leadership earned him the selection by his teammates as Team Captain for the '90-'91 season.

In the 1953-54 season, the Crusaders assembled a group of players
and went straight to the top. Back when the NIT was the most prestigious
post-season collegiate tournament in America, the squad finished with a
25-2 record and went on to win the NIT title. NBA Hall of Famer Tom
Heinsohn and HC Athletic Director Ron Perry Sr. started for the NIT
champions.
This year's team has placed Holy Cross in the limelight once again,
finishing the regular season with a 23-4 record, the best Crusader mark
since Heinsohn and Perry graced the hardwood. But times have changed
and college basketball has changed with the times. This season the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference welcomed Canisius College, Loyola (MD)
College, Niagara College and Siena College to make the twelve-team
MAAC the largest conference in the NCAA and the only one with North
and South Divisions. Army, Canisius, Fordham, Holy Cross, Niagara, and
Siena comprised the North Division, while Fairfield, lona, LaSalle, Loyola,
Manhattan, and St. Peter's comprised the MAAC South.
But this was to be the Crusaders' last season in the MAAC before
entering the newly founded Patriot League. To say that they went out with
a bang would be an understatement. Holy Cross captured the first North
title in the history of the conference, losing to only two MAAC foes. The
Hart Center had been reborn as the team raced to a 12-2 start, losing
only to Texas A & M, as well as Big East rival, and eventual NCAA
tournament participant, Providence Friars. This was the best start in the
team's history since the 1976-77 squad won the ECAC Championship.
In addition, the Crusaders lost only one home game this season, falling
only to 17th ranked LaSalle in a battle-royale. Before a capacity crowd
and a Sports Channel-America audience, the Crusaders lost a hardfought contest by only three points in the last seconds. Holy Cross led 136 early in the game, but LaSalle boasted a 46-43 halftime lead. Holy
Cross' first field goal in the second half came after almost six minutes had
elapsed and LaSalle had taken a thirteen point lead. But the Crusaders
would not fold and Jim Nairus helped engineer a spectacular comeback.
The Crusader junior center scored a career-high 28 points and snagged
13 rebounds. Nairus' teammates were able to contain LaSalle Ail-American forward and 1990 College Player of the Year, Lionel Simmons, in the
second half. Dwight Pernell's trey and layup tied the score at 76 with 2:57
to play, but LaSalle's defense thwarted Holy Cross' final attempt to win.
The Explorers had preserved an 84-81 victory.
Weeks later, the Crusaders found themselves in another Hart Center
thriller. In front of a standing room only Winter Homecoming crowd, the
Crusaders found themselves trailing Fordham, 92-85 with 1:59 left on the
clock. But the crowd would not let the team quit, and the purple cagers
went to work. Dwight Pernell tallied five quick points and Earl Weedon's
three point play brought HC within one point, 94-93. Fordham botched a
one-and-one attempt, Weedon rebounded the missed foul shot and
handed the ball to junior point guard Aaron Jordan. Jordan drove coastto-coast and laid the ball in the basket with only seconds remaining to
give Holy Cross the lead. Lorn Davis' clutch defense forced Fordham to
settle for a long-range desperation shot that missed the basket. The
crowd stormed the floor and the team carried Jordan away jubilantly. The
Crusaders had done the impossible and everyone who witnessed it knew
this was no ordinary season.
March brought the MAAC Tournament in Albany's new Knickerbocker
Arena. Head Coach George Blaney was named "MAAC Coach of the
Year" at the pre-tournament banquet. Blaney and his assistants, Greg
Herenda, Bill Raynor and Glenn Senecal, did an excellent job of leading a
team with only two seniors to the Division title. Holy Cross received a bye
in the first round of the MAAC, being the North Division champs. In the
quarterfinal round, the Crusaders crushed Army, 87-62. Senior Co-captain Dwight Pernell poured in 29 points and his backcourt partner and
fellow Co-captain Lorn Davis added 13. Yet, Holy Cross fell to Fordham in
the semifinals. Nevertheless, the team received a bid for the NIT and
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Sophomore center Scott Martzloff emerged as more of a force this
season and caused many to turn their heads. Martzloff recorded 12
points and 12 rebounds against Assumption and had a career-high 14
points and 10 rebounds in the last game against Canisius. He is joined in
the frontcourt by fellow sophomore Kevin Kerwin and junior Steve Herman. Kerwin and Herman saw limited action this season, but figure
prominently in the team's frontcourt rotation as they enter the Patriot
League.
Another major factor in this season's success was the addition of six
new players. Freshman Roger Breslin (Oradell, NJ), Derek Farkas (Alpharetta, GA), and sophomore Dave Rothstein (Hollywood, FL) provided
Coach Blaney with an excellent guard rotation. Freshmen Frank Powell
(Hingham, MA), and Rick Mashburn (Grand Blanc, MI) gave Holy Cross
some of the rebounding strength it needed in the front court. Powell,
dubbed "The freshman who makes no mistakes", had 15 points and 8
rebounds against Siena and 13 points and 7 rebounds against Assumption. Mashburn gave the team consistency off the bench, scoring in all but
three games this season. He scored 9 points against Niagara and Canisius at the Hart Center. Coach Blaney also recruited a 6-3 swingman Bill
Walker (Portage, MI), whose high-flying antics often brought the crowd to
its feet. Walker had a season-high 11 points against Harvard.
Tenacious defense was often the catalyst of this team's success,
sparking the transition game. The team broke the Holy Cross single
season steals record of 223 set in 1987-88 with 258 this season. They
also broke the school season record of 81 blocked shots with 129 blocks.
In all, this Crusader squad provided the college with some important
intangibles. Following the loss to Rutgers, fans attached a note to the
door of Coach Blaney's office that read: "You still have 25 wins! They
didn't disappear. You have made Holy Cross Basketball exciting and
important once again. We are proud of this team and its hard work. Thank
you." 'Nuff said.
Dave Mahaffey
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The 1989-1990 Lady Crusader basketball team was the type of team
that "Profiles in Courage" would have been written about. After starting
the season at a somewhat disappointing 5-8, that included losses to such
national powerhouses as the University of Virginia and Stanford University, the eventual National Champion, they came on to once again challenge for the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference title, and finish the
season with an excellent record of 20-10. It marked the third consecutive
20 win season for the Lady Crusaders and made it their sixth in the last
seven.
After the slow start, the Lady Crusaders put together an eleven game
win streak that included a variety of wins over the likes of LaSalle, Siena,
and Fairfield. Head Coach Bill Gibbons reached a milestone that few
coaches get to after only five seasons on the job. That milestone was his
100th win, coming against Fordham in the final regular season game. He
now owns a record of 102-45.
Coach Gibbons reached his milestone with the help of many talented
players, many of whom will be around for the 1990-1991 season. Those
who will not be, seniors Nicole DeQuattro, Robin Arnold, and Diane Hollis,
helped this team in ways that will certainly be missed. DeQuattro became
the career steals leader at Holy Cross and rose to tenth place on the alltime scoring list. She also was named to MAAC All-Academic team for
the third consecutive season. Arnold solidified her top spot in the blocked
shots department and became the fifth leading rebounder in Lady Crusader history. Hollis came through with many clutch points, rebounds,
and assists that kept her team from the down side of a final score all
season.
The rest of the team, though, showed that there is little reason to want
the past, as they should make the future just as bright. Junior Kris Shields,
a second team all-MAAC and MAAC Tournament Team selection, led the
team in scoring with 15.3 points per game and rebounding, pulling down

7.8 per game, proved that her all-out style inside produced many of these
positive results. Fellow juniors Ann Lambiotte, 14.5 points per game and
a first team all-MAAC selection, and Mary Helen Walker, 10.6 points per
game, displayed the ability to carry this team with both their scoring and
passing talents.
Sophomore Anne Davis, another MAAC Tournament Team selection,
led the team in assists, dishing out 150 free gifts, and should be ready to
bring her up-tempo game back for another season. Classmate Amy Ross
showed that she could be an important part of that up-tempo style with
her quickness and inside moves. As the team's only walk-on, sophomore
Andrea Tucker proved she could play with a Division One team and her
talents should come in quite handy down the road.
Leading a talented freshman quintet is Norinne Powers, a MAAC AllRookie Selection, who came in and provided a much needed scoring and
rebounding punch at the beginning of the season and was the team's
third leading rebounder, averaging 5.2 per game. The rest of the freshman
class, Rebecca Stowell, Carrie Ramenofsky, Beth Godfrey, and Meghan
Sullivan should be able to provide an early season challenge for the
upperclassmen and fill some of the gaps lost to graduation.
While climbing again to the 20 win plateau was nice, it was perhaps not
as important as going "Back-to-Back" in the MAAC," a goal sidetracked
only by Manhattan in the championship game of the MAAC Tournament.
That championship game was to be the last MAAC game the Lady
Crusaders will ever play as they pack their bags and head off to the
Patriot League. With the entrance into the new league, the Lady Crusaders will be forced to match the efforts of the past if they hope to reach
new heights, and with the team that is coming back, don't say they won't
do it.
Dan Boyle
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The Crusader hockey team battled through the 1989-90
season only to post a losing record and fall short of a playoff
berth. Inexperience, bad luck, and many frustrating losses
seemed to plague the hard-working Crusader squad all year.
The team struggled early as they worked through a grueling
first semester schedule, facing the talented squads of Notre
Dame, Alaska-Anchorage, and number-one ranked Babson
College, just to name a few. The team battled courageously but
could not seem to find the winning touch. During the second
semester, the Crusaders improved their play tremendously, but
still found victories difficult to come by. At the close of the
season, however, the 1989-90 Cruskaters turned it on and
played confidently, going unbeaten in their last four games.
During the unbeaten streak, the Crusaders skated nationallyranked Babson College to a 2-2 tie, proving their worth and
earning respect throughout the league.
Seniors Scott Barker, Jeff Bernier, and Jim Gale led the Holy
Cross scoring attack throughout the season; all three boasted
their most productive collegiate seasons. Senior Nick Genovese led a young, but steady defensive squad with solid play all
season. In the nets, seniors Rob Arena and Mark Balzarotti
both turned in strong performances as they faced a recordbreaking number of shots on goal. Goalie Rob Arena fell just
one vote shy of being named as a Second-Team All American.
As these six seniors graduate, coach Bill Bellerose must now
turn to his younger players for the upcoming 1990-91 campaign. Up front he will look to Tom Sartorelli and Pete Verrier
for offensive production, along with the steady play of Dan
Logan on defense. With much remaining talent and the confidence instilled by the end-of-the-season streak, next year's
team has much to look forward to.
In spite of this year's losing record, the Crusader squad
always stayed together and never stopped working hard. Because of this, the 1989-1990 Holy Cross hockey team has
much to be proud of.
Nick Genovese and Scott Barker
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look doesn't matter. What DOES matter is that in ten minutes, you have
to haul your aching body into the Escambron pool and discover the
motivation for completing this last Puerto Rican workout. Who will be the
first crazed swimmer to lead the way? As you assess the pros and cons of
that auspicious title, there is a sudden splash and you see a black capped
head with blond wisps of hair visible go streaking down the pool, oblivious
to any cries to stop, seemingly propelled by almost webbed feet. Sophomore Heidi Mogavero's example sets everyone in motion, and soon
everyone has started . . .
Much of the focus for most teams is on their top swimmers at the yearend three day meets—those who have the greatest potential for qualifying in the top twelve. But when Holy Cross senior Joanne Brawley gets up
on the blocks for the 200 free, she receives a resounding cheer from her
teammates for this, the final race of her four year varsity career. With a
nod to acknowledge the support, she listens for the gun and springs out.
Gutting out this painful event with a strong final kick, she comes home in
her best time ever . . .
The 1989-90 Holy Cross women's swim season was full of many such
stories—events which just begin to reveal the spirit and energy which
propelled the team. While senior co-captain Jennifer Maxon and junior
co-captain and team Most Valuable Swimmer Carrie Flanagan were the
titled leaders, no team cohesiveness or enthusiasm would have evolved
without the everyday achievements of each swimmer on the team.
"Knowing that I was going to have such a new look to this year's team

After five and a half months of competitive, collegiate swimming, it has
come down to this moment. It is freshman Amanda Ferry's turn to prove
herself at the February New England Championships at the University of
Rhode Island. The two previous swimmers have had their shot at staying
with the competing swimmers; now she needs to perform for her important leg of this 200 free relay. Accompanied by the raucous cheering of
her teammates and coach, she picks up a swimmer or two heading into
the anchor leg and helps to qualify them for that evening's finals. "I took
in a small mouthful coming off the turn, but besides that, the race felt
great!" reported a jubilant Ferry . . .
Everyone knew it would be a close meet, and that every point, whether
from first or fifth place, could make the difference. First Holy Cross would
pull ahead, then the University of Rhode Island would finish one-two in an
event and take over the lead. As anticipated, it comes down to the final
400 free relay to determine the winner. The Hart Center resounds with the
screaming encouragement of both teams as the third relay leg sprints
home. With Holy Cross a half body length (almost a full second) back,
sophomore Jill Addesa dives in against URI's best sprinter. Three lengths
later she pulls even, but the URI swimmer hangs tough coming off the turn
and the two swim stroke for stroke the last 25 yards. Only the electric
touchpad can differentiate the two . . . Jill takes it by 15 hundredths of a
second for the Holy Cross victory! . . .
After eleven days of 12,000 yard double session workouts, the sun
doesn't matter, the waves don't matter, that highly desirable bronzed
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(after losing last year's eight seniors), I wasn't quite sure what to expect,
although I was confident that we would have a good year," said Head
Women's coach (and eventual MAAC Coach of the Year) Barry Parenteau. "But I can honestly say that this group of women, with their
competitive drive, diligent work ethic, and positive attitudes, certainly
made this one of my most enjoyable and rewarding seasons ever! Our
fourth place MAAC finish and highlights such as Jill Addesa's MAAC A11
Academic Team award added a fitting touch to the end of the season."
The team was supported by an invaluable cast of freshmen and transfer students. Included among this group were freshmen Sara Naill, who
provided a sure first or second in the sprint events and was an invaluable
relay team member, and Laura Whalen, an "all-purpose" swimmer who
achieved one of the many MAAC Championships surprises by improving
her 200 I.M. time four seconds, to drop several spots and qualify for the
finals.
In addition to sophomore breaststroker Heidi Mogavero, who set the
new team 200 breast record and was the only Crusader swimmer to
qualify for finals at the New Englands (where she set a new 400 I.M. H.C.
record), transfer student Tracey Vumbacco provided much needed depth
in the exhausting 200 butterfly. And overcoming numerous health problems was junior Katie Shumway, an invaluable team butterflyer, freestyler,
and relay member.

These swimmers joined a strong corps of returning letterwinners, including the sophomore trio of Kelly Mulry, Julie Sippel, and Maura Walsh
(the team's Most Improved Swimmer), freestyler Genny Castruccio, and
junior backstroker Sarah Fairbank. "This group's performance was essential for our team's success," commented Parenteau, "especially the
tremendous swims put in by Maura over the year."
Another trio which figured prominently in the team's success was the
divers, Heather Fouche, Jen Laden, and Laura Nepomuceno (the Most
Improved Diver), all of whose improvement under new coaches Morgan
and Andrea Littlefield provided and invaluable source of points for the
team. "We constantly looked to our divers, any one of whom could grab
first, to pull some tough points for us," Parenteau said. "I was especially
pleased with Heather's seventh place finish at the New Englands, which
was the highest Holy Cross finish there."
The team expects to come back extremely strong next year after losing
only two swimmers to graduation. Gaining the services of injured freshman Amy Donahue and a score of freshmen recruits, and supported by
Coach Parenteau and team mentor and manager, Kim Marsden, the
1990-91 season looks to be every bit as successful as the 89-90 term.
- Jennifer Maxon
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And I think it's true, what they say about the swim team. I mean, we
really ARE crazy. I'm not talking about people who literally have something WRONG with them. It's just that there's a special drive you need to
have in order to be even a mildly successful swimmer, and those inner
passions just can't always be understood by some people. I mean, most
people can't deal with the notion of swimming two hours a day, six days a
week for over six months straight. I can't always deal with it myself, but
that's where team work comes into play. It's a grueling sport, and the
constant support from your teammates not only pulls you through it but in
the end, makes it all worthwhile.
Head Men's Swimming Coach Paul Parenteau called us "the hardest
working group we've ever had," among other things. Averaging 50,000
yards a week throughout the season is really an amazing feat. That's
about four or five miles of swimming A DAY. When you consider the
staggering length of the season, which began the first week of classes in
September and lasted through March, you begin to understand the inner
determination that is required to last on the swim team.
But surviving and excelling are two entirely different things. Coach Paul
said, "The attitudes in the water were really outstanding, and everybody
contributed to all the wins. The hard work that the swimmers put in
definitely showed, and the progress was everywhere."
Completing our fourth straight winning season with a 6-4 record, winning the Worcester Relay Carnival for the fourth year in a row, placing as
the number one non-scholarship school at the MAAC Championships,
and having our best showing EVER in the New England Championships,
Coach Paul couldn't get over the amount of team spirit this year. "This
was the best year we've ever had conditioning-wise and attitude-wise.
and the results really showed it." Also, "This was the first year we had
guys shaving down, I mean SHAVING DOWN." Captain Jim Coviello
explains the shaved head syndrome best, "It's a fever—Catch it!" The
bald heads were cool but the all-over body stubble was a drag. Overall,
though, the year, the hard work, and all the sacrifices were definitely
worth it.
The team picked up four talented freshmen this year. Kevin Carolan got
a late start due to fall baseball, but became a real power as a backstroker
and a freestyler and went on to take tenth place in the 200 back at this
year's MAAC Championships. Mike Smith, a versatile sprint/distance
man, became a great asset to the team even though he refused to shave
his head. Rich Cohen, our only diver, had a fine year. With the support of
our new diving coaches, Morgan and Andrea Littlefield, he improved
considerably and put in a quality performance at the MAAC's. And Bill
Po(r)tter, the world-renowned king of "Team Bill," led Team Bill to
innumerable and distinguishing second places. Bill went on to become
our surprise distance-man of the year and will definitely be a power next
year in the 500 and 1000 yard races. Bill said, "I'm just happy to be
here"
The team also had a powerful set of returning sophomores. Mike Walsh
broke his own school records in the 100 and 200 free, as well as taking
the 200 and 400 medley relays to sixth and fifth at the MAAC's. Jim Shea
took twelfth at the MAAC's in the 200 fly. Chris Cote swam incredible
times at the MAAC's in both the 50 and 100 free. Chris commented that
"there was a real sense of comradery on the team this year. The team
Spirit encouraged each individual swimmer to work hard in order to make
a contribution to the team as a whole." Ed Kubosiak really excelled at the
MAAC's this year. The awesome times he achieved in both the 100 and

200 breaststrokes reflected the impressive amount of work he put in.
"After a rocky start at the beginning of the season, with the weeks of
practice without meets and the resulting injuries, the team really pulled
together and had fantastic showings at both the MAAC's and the New
England Championships."
Junior Kevin Walsh, this year's Most Valuable Swimmer, had an incredible year, taking third at the MAAC's and fourth at the New England's in
the 200 breaststroke, along with a fourth place in the 100 breast at the
MAAC's. Walsh describes this season as "by far the most successful year
for H.C. Swimming." John Murray once again excelled in backstroke
throughout the year, taking ninth in the 200 back and tenth in the 100
back at the MAAC's. John commented that "the support I got from the
coaches and trainers was priceless. Working with Trainer Kim Marsden
really made a difference in perfecting my strokes and rapid attitude
changes." Andy Hammond had a great year. Excelling in the cursed and
painful 500 and 1000, and making great strides in the 50 and 100 free,
Andy said, "It was a really rewarding year, and shaving my entire body
was an unexpected bonus." Junior Kevin Healy had a lot to say, but it
was mostly about himself. "This was without a doubt the year of the
Duck. My fans were everywhere and my times fell like an Oscar in the
wind. I don't want to sound like an escape from a C.Y.O. rally, but it's
true. Hard work DOES pay off." Thanks, Duck.
All the swimmers acknowledged the leadership of our senior Tr -captains: Jim Coviello, Dean Butterworth, and Roger Favano. The first class
of Holy Cross Swimmers to graduate with four winning seasons, Coach
Paul said a big part of our continued success had to do with the three
seniors sticking it out through the years. Kevin Walsh articulates: "The
team's efforts in the pool were spurred on by the excellent leadership of
the Tr -captains." Kevin Healy said, "I think a lot of it had to do with me. I
mean, it was ME that brought all the screaming fans, right?" Thanks,
Duck.
Jim Coviello had another awe-inspiring season. Taking sixth in the 200
fly at the MAAC's, and taking part in the 200 and 400 medley relays, he
went on to be selected for the distinguished All-MAAC Academic Team.
Said Jim, "It was a great year. The hard work we all put in was definitely
worth it, and it was a great way to finish off my swimming career."
Dean Butterworth finished off a great season in typical Dean B. Asuki
style, taking eleventh place in the 200 fly and taking part in the powerful
medley relays at the MAAC's. "It was a satisfying season in every aspect
possible. Literally every swimmer on the team improved dramatically. It
was a real pleasure to watch the group come together. Personally, I've
never had a better season. I definitely ended my swimming career on a
high note.
Likewise, Roger Favano had a super season. Taking tenth in the 200 fly
at the MAAC's and being a part of the "Team Supreme" on the medley
relays, he couldn't have been happier. "I can't believe it's all over. My four
years swimming at Holy Cross were definitely the highlight of my swimming career and possibly my life. I mean, it's nothing to shake a stick at,
you know? Now that it's over, I'm nothing."
The entire team salutes our Manager, Leighan Kennedy, our Trainer,
Kim Marsden, our Captains, and Coaches. We look forward to next year's
ambitious season with the enervating realization that yes, it's true . . . WE
DON'T TAKE THE BUS.
Kevin Healy
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team was back in Worcester at the Worcester City Championship Meet.
Holy Cross took second place in the meet, behind WPI. Freshman Bill
Potter's fifth place time of 31.23 led Holy Cross to a second place finish in
the meet. Junior Brian Gallivan (8th place) was the next Crusader to cross
the finish line. Gallivan, running in his first cross country season, was a
pleasant surprise to the coaches. The rest of the Crusaders soon followed
Gallivan: Dave Murree (12th place), Rob Kania (13th place), Mike Pucci
(15th place), and Mike VanHoof (16th place).
Everything indicated that the Crusaders would dominate the annual
Cod Fish Bowl, run the following week at Boston's Franklin Park. Usually,
the Crusaders place among the top 5 or 6 at the Cod Fish. Holy Cross did
not disappoint, going for it all, and capturing first place, taking home the
coveted sterling silver Cod Fish Bowl. Senior Tom Lawlor led the Crusader
effort, placing first overall in the meet at 26:43. Freshman John Carron
came next placing seventh overall followed by John O'Brien (10th place),
James Noonan (15th place), Tim O'Brien (24th place), Bill Potter (32nd
place), and Chris Petrone (35th).
Unfortunately, the Crusaders lose eight members of the graduating
class of '90 this year: Rob Dangelmaier, co-captain Tim Delehaunty, Rob
Kania, co-captain Tom Lawlor, Frank Morrissey, Andrew Noga, Jim
Noonan and Mike Pucci. Lawlor finishes a productive cross country
career at Holy Cross as one of New England's premiere runners.
However, the team boasted some incredible freshmen talent collectively known as the "Purple Brat Pack": John Carron, Jim Desmond, Dave
Murree, Chris Petrone, Bill Potter, Justin Renz and Mike VanHoof. With
such incredible young talent, the future of Holy Cross Crountry looks
promising.
In addition, the Holy Cross coaching staff had the pleasure of welcoming a new Assistant Cross Country Coach this season, Rich Houston (HC
'78). Coach Houston brings the program the experience of an accomplished and able runner who can train with the team. His verve and
tremendous organizational capabilities proved a major help to Coach
Kavanaugh and the team.

You reach the top of the final hill and look down as the last green mile
stretches out before you. Already exhausted, you wring the last remaining
drops of adrenalin from your body and push on to the finish line. When
you finish there is no bombshell to greet you with a kiss and your face
does not instantly appear on a box of Wheaties. Instead, you are left with
only pain and the satisfaction of knowing you've finished. This is precisely
what a Holy Cross cross country athlete experiences in training for the
season. But, all the hard work and long hours paid-off for the Crusaders in
1989.
On October 20th, 1989 the Metro Atlantic Conference Commissioner
Enser and all the conference teams bid farewell to the Holy Cross Country
Team. The Crusaders bowed-out gracefully in their final season in the
MAAC. Indeed, the "Purple Blur" left its mark on New England cross
country this season with strong showings at the National Catholic Championship and the Cod Fish Bowl.
This year Holy Cross had one of its largest teams ever with 30 athletes.
Due to this rare luxury, Head Coach Kavanagh and New Assistant Coach
Houston were able to run certain athletes in specific meets and rest
others. In general, both coaches were extremely pleased with the team's
overall performance and development as their nine meet schedule came
to an end.
On October 23rd, the team sent its top seven runners to the South
Bend, Ind. campus north of Notre Dame University for the 1989 National
Catholic Championship Meet. Freshman John Carron (36th overall) led
Holy Cross to an eleventh place finish in this national competition. Sophomore John O'Brien was the next Crusader to finish, placing 42nd. Senior
James Noonan and Junior Tim O'Brien followed in 60th and 84th places
respectively. Freshman Chris Petrone (95th place) crossed the finish line
soon after, followed by Tim Delehaunty (106th) and Justin Renz (118th).
Unquestionably, the Notre Dame meet had some exceptional individual
efforts. Six of the seven Holy Cross runners recorded their best times ever
in a five mile race. More importantly, however, was the team's eleventh
place finish. This was the second best finish ever by any Holy Cross team
at the NCC's. At that point it was obvious that Holy Cross was a force to
be reckoned with in New England cross country.
While one group of Crusaders was busy at Notre Dame, the rest of the

- Dave Mahaffey
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The Holy Cross Women's Cross Country team embarked on their fall
'89 season with high hopes and great expectations. Returning five solid
seniors from their 1988 outing, success appeared imminent.
However, early misfortunes resulted in the season's loss of three "top
seven" competitors: Kristin Kraeger '91, Kathy Moloughney '92, and
Courtney Finn '92. Sickness and injury prior to their initial intercollegiate
contest forced a reassessment of team goals and strategies. The team
regrouped and other runners moved up in position to fill the void. Responding to added pressure and responsibility, the harriers turned in a
solid and respectable performance.
The team placed sixth at the National Catholic Championships at Notre
Dame, a move up from eighth place in 1988. That same weekend, the
Varsity B squad continued its domination of the local cross country
scene, taking the Worcester City Championship. First runners-up in the
MAAC Championships, the harriers speculated on Fordham's good fortune that three varsity Crusaders were still out of competition. The Purple
finished again in the top ten at the New England Championships, missing
fifth place by a mere five points to take eighth. In the NCAA qualifier/ ECAC Championships, the women ran their most cohesive "team race,"
placing tenth in District I (which includes all Division I New England
schools) and twentieth overall.
Although the team as a whole fell short of pre-season goals, several
individuals contributed more than their share to the fight. Tr -captain Terry
Livingston '90 led the team as top Crusader in six of eight meets. She
gained All New England honors and placed sixth at the MAAC Championship. Her consistent leadership and top performances earned her this
year's "Outstanding Upperclassman" award.
Tr -captain Christine Manning '90 was one of the top five Crusaders for
a good portion of the season. Arriving strong from a summer of preparation, she displayed consistency and determination, serving as a stabilizing
force in this difficult year.
Senior Tr -captain Jean Reilly struggled at the onset of the season
before running her best race of the year in the NCAA qualifier. A "top
seven" Crusader in each of her four years, Jean also earned New England
honors in her junior year.
Yael Van Hulst '90 provided several outstanding performances this fall,
strengthening as the season progressed. Her mental fortitude proved to
be an indispensable asset, enabling her to withstand a chronic knee injury

which has plagued her career. Her continual perseverance earned her this
year's "Coaches Joy of Effort" award.
Senior Mary Chmura has been a fine role model for the Varsity B
runners throughout her four year association with the team. This year was
no exception, as she displayed true support and enthusiasm, with some
fine performances.
With the loss of five graduating seniors, the team will fall into the hands
of equally capable underclassmen. Nancy Sullivan '91 captured the win in
the Crusaders' first meet at Bryant College. Although she followed up with
late season All New England honors and a seventh place finish at the
MAAC's, Coach Al Halper feels her potential has yet to be fully realized.
Freshman Kathleen McKnight provided a pleasant surprise to the program in this very vulnerable season. A newcomer to cross country with a
solid background in gymnastics, her versatility will be an asset to the
team. She was the team's "Outstanding Freshman" and number three
runner in most meets. With a year of experience behind her, she can only
improve.
Karen Bradley's extensive pre-season preparation and her determination to improve facilitated her move up to the top seven for several meets
this season, providing the depth needed on this year's team.
Denise Ambrogi '92 demonstrated remarkable endurance, surpassing
her 1988 performances although injured early in the season. For her
notable comeback, she was this year's "Most Improved Runner."
Solid backup runners on the Varsity B squad provided the necessary
depth in most large meets. While the Varsity A team was in the Midwest
for Catholic Nationals, the B team successfully defended the home
crown. They also performed well in the junior varsity division of the New
England Championships. This group found its strength in the efforts of
Judith Linnehan '91, Eileen Farrell '92, and Jean Donnelly '93, as well as
many others.
The Holy Cross Women's Cross Country team will lose five talented
runners to graduation this year. However, barring illness and injury, the
solid returnees and incoming freshmen will promise continuing success.
The 1989 squad dealt with adversity and proved itself to be a formidable
team. The future looks bright as their perseverance in overcoming adversity should undoubtedly prove to be an advantage.
- Kathy Moloughney
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Although the 1990 men's lacrosse team got off to a less than auspicious start, by season's end it was quite apparent that the Crusaders had
truly turned their season around. They knew very well that the first half of
their schedule was to be extremely tough, yet the Laxmen never gave a
thought to turn tail and run. They fought to come together as a team and
they proved that hard work does pay off. This was quite a tribute to both
the team and their first-year Head Coach Ed Craver.
Led by Captains Joe Saab, Cris Zenobio, and Dave O'Brien, the
'Saders opened their season against the highly ranked squads from
Brown, Colgate, UNH, and Villanova. Needless to say, the team realized
they were in for a tough period. Despite this, the Crusaders were able to
keep their composure, regroup, and improve their offensive and defensive
play.
In fact, the turn-around began when Holy Cross battled the Eagles of
Boston College into overtime. Who ever said that "The Rivalry" in New
England was dead? The Laxmen proved that old rivalries never die, they
just go into periods of hibernation. However, the day was not meant to
belong to Holy Cross as they fell 13-12. Despite the loss, strong efforts
were put in by Tom Sullivan, John Kane, Matt Conroy, and Joe Saab.
Next in line for the aggressive Laxmen was the University of Hartford.
This game, although never a blowout, was clearly one in which the
'Saders' offense began to click. Everything started to gel in this 11-7 win
and Coach Craver's players began to believe in themselves.
In goal was the irrepressible Dave O'Brien. He turned in steady performances game in and game out. More importantly, he was a great help in
directing his defensive corps and helping them to come together as a unit.
Midfielder Jamie Sheffler stated about O'Brien, "If you've followed the
team's play this year, you can't help but realize how important he is to
us." O'Brien usually played between fifty and sixty minutes of every

game, and was relieved by sophomore Ed Martin and freshman Bill
Slimbaugh.
Next on the Crusaders' hit list were the Saints of Siena. To be honest,
this game was settled in the first period as the N.C. Laxmen exhibited
their superior skills. The final of this drubbing was Holy Cross 19, Siena 7,
as Charlie Deckers recorded a career-high five goals.
The next game up for Holy Cross was Merrimack College. On this day,
the 'Saders knew that they were in for a fight as the teams proceeded to
trade goals in this defensive struggle. However, Holy Cross was able to
get the last possesion of the game and Joe Saab would not be denied a
chance to carry the Crusaders to victory. After scores from Conroy, Kane,
Greg Swanson, and junior Phil O'Donnell, the 'Saders put in a little
"turbo" charge to finish off Merrimack. Joe Saab then took center stage
as he tallied the last two scores. Amazingly enough, the final goal was
scored with just three ticks remaining on the clock. Holy Cross came
home to Worcester 7-6 winners.
Finally, Holy Cross rode this momentum into their final game of the
season against the Friars of Providence College. On this day, the Crusaders vowed to garner their fourth consecutive victory and Tom Sullivan
would not let them down. In the second overtime, Sullivan rifled a shot
past a stunned Friar goalie to ice the win, 12-11.
All in all, the Crusader Lacrosse team is to be commended for their
never-say-die spirit. They hung tough all season long and refused to give
up. A final round of applause goes out to the nine graduating seniors:
Captains Joe Saab, Cris Zenobio and Dave O'Brien, along with Tom
Sullivan, Dan DeBono, Tom Massey, Thom Reid, John Demilt, and Greg
Esemplare. Cross Pride!
- Paul Delaney
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Does a 4-8 record reflect the true ability of the women's lacrosse team?
No way!! Together the team has made it through Spring Break in Barbados, St. Patrick's Day in Maryland, numerous "Bar Runs", as well as a full
schedule against many top-ranked teams. The leadership of the tricaptains had a lot to do with the team's success. Four-year starters Kim
Morrow and Courtney Fanning, along with three-year veteran Kristen
Hogarty, have watched the squad progress to its best record in ten years.
Coach Meg Galligan agrees: "It's been a long, rough way. Thank God our
seniors stuck with it. They each improved their game to contribute to the
team's development. It's really made a big difference for the sake of the
program."
Despite their superb quality of play, the team suffered many close
defeats against tough opponents. As evident by a comparison of scores
and statistics of H.C.'s foes, teams that have previously dominated the
Lady Crusaders faced a much more well-composed and united squad.
Kimba provides an example: "The games we played against Bates and
Bowdoin speak for themselves. We were right with them from off the
draw." The Purple defense was superb against Bates, offsetting large
opponents' control off the opening draw. Although H.C. dominated
ground ball control, and was evenly matched in every other phase of the
game, they came up a goal short of the win.
When the Lady 'Saders took on the nationally-ranked Bowdoin Bears
the following day, the defensive unit was once again solid, creating many

turnovers. The attack was varied, reflected by the seven players that
scored: season scoring leader Janine Cunningham (3), Kate Feeley (2),
Courtney Fanning, Edith Wagoner, Finola Halpin, Kristin Mikulka, and
Janet "Bonus" Burke. But it was not enough as the Crusaders once again
finished one down despite having the ability to win.
Another game that remains vivid in the captain's minds is the double
overtime loss to Springfield. With tremendous passing, Holy Cross traded
goals with S.C. for a close and exciting game. At the end of regulation,
the teams were tied 8-8. Game MVP Kim Morrow put in two of her five
goals of the night to send a feisty H.C. squad into a second overtime
period—this one sudden death. In an indescribably heartbreaking moment, Springfield slipped the game-winner past H.C. goalkeeper May
"Boo-Boo" Coughlin, who had saved 60% of opponents' shots.
Kristen "Hoagie" Hogarty's favorite game was definitely the win over
St. Michael's. It was a beautiful game day for the team's victory, making
the parents' tailgate afterwards so much more enjoyable. H.C. started
strong, winning draws and capitalizing on their possessions by going to
goal with confidence. Although the halftime score was only 5-3, the game
was dominated by the hungry Lady 'Saders. The team worked well
together utilizing attack plays, as evidenced by the seven players that
scored and the six players that assisted. Hats went off to Morrow (3),
Janine Cunningham (3), and Katy Cox (3), with Fanning, Edith Wagoner,
Finola Halpin, and Kate Feeley each contributing a notch. Defensive
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Players Kyle Kasprzynski and Kristin Mikulka each added an assist, and
Halpin had a pair as a result of quick midfield connections. Rookie of the
Year and season ground ball control leader Janet "Bonus" Burke was, as
usual, superb on "D".
The team's development continued with each contest. By the time the
final game r011ed around, H.C. was prepared to take no prisoners. Courtney uses this game as an illustration of the true spirit of the team. "We
have so much fun together. Today against New England, we relaxed and
let our skills that we've been working on all year take over. Our "give-andgo's" left them way behind." Yes, a good time was had by all; eleven
Lady Crusaders contributed either goals or assists to stun New England
by a score of 18-4.
Coaches Galligan and Sue Landau attribute the positive outlook for the
future to the leadership of the captains. "During the fall, they worked with
the newcomers, allowing us to be that much better when the season
actually started. Even now that we have the talent to play competitively,
they have continued to set an example of high standards on and off the
field as captains." As a team, women's lax had "improved by leaps and
bounds. We're closing the gap. We're gaining respect from our opponents for our hard work."
Defensively, Hoagie's quiet example supported the development of a
well-disciplined and composed unit. Paired with the outstanding play of
Most Improved" keeper Coughlin, the defense intimidated opponents as

well as added to the midfield play. Back on the attack, Courtney and
Kimba teamed up to lead the team in many offensive categories. The two
finished with 19 and 15 goals along with with 5 and 2 assists. Their wellrounded play earned them the team's MVP and "Unsung Hero" awards,
respectively. Galligan describes Courtney's play as "finessed; she's pretty to watch because of her fantastic stick work. She was responsible for a
lot of connections." The team's "added spark" was provided by Kimba.
Both coaches recognize her as "a composed and spirited competitor.
She helped the team stay mentally focused. It's always a plus to have a
steady player like Kim."
The off-the-field friendships made were the real key to the team's
success. Hoagie, with a typical one-liner, claims that "Barbados was
helpful!" "The Bar Runs were the most memorable, says Morrow, the
veteran of eight. "We're such a close team; we have so much fun!"
Courtney adds, "It's been a fun four years—all the friendships we've
made on and off the field mean so much." The team thanks its seniors for
what they have given, and wishes them the best for the future. But the real
question is, "Will you come back for bar runs?"
- Kristen Cardone
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The Holy Cross women's crew team got off to an early start this year by
competing through the summer. Five of this year's varsity members
travelled throughout the East and Canada, competing in the Empire State
Games, the Bay State Games, The Canadian Henley, the Barnstable
Stake Race, and the Nationals in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, where captains
Kristin Conroy and Shelagh Gallagher took third place in the pair.
With the largest team in the history of the women's program, the
Crewsaders, coached by Patrick Diggins '86, rowed well throughout the
fall, winning the Head of the Textile Regatta and finishing strongly in the
Head of the Connecticut, as well as the Snake Race, hosted here in
Worcester. Unfortunately, Holy Cross received no entry in the coveted
Head of the Charles Regatta in Boston.
At the end of the fall season, the team continued indoor workouts,
which included a challenging weightlifting program, running, swimming,
water polo and workouts in the rowing tanks and on the erg.
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When Spring Break arrived, the team once again headed down to
Melbourne, Florida for a week of good weather and intensive land and
water workouts. The crew returned in top shape, excited for the competitive spring season, and were on the water as soon as Lake Quinsigamond
thawed.
The hard work paid off with races at Coast Guard, Simmons, a second
place finish against Lowell and Amherst, and third place against Union,
SUNY, Connecticut College, Hobart, Williams, and Smith. The lightweight
boat also handily defeated Boston College. The Varsity lightweight eight
and Varsity four also won first place trophies at the Worcester City
Championships for the first time in four years against all of the local
colleges, including longtime rival WPI. The season culminated with the
New England Championships hosted here at Lake Quinsigamond. The
lightweight Varsity took the first place trophy, the Varsity four took fifth
Place and the Varsity eight also finished strongly.
Those rowers who did not have exams travelled to Philadelphia for the

Dad Vail Division Championship, where the Varsity four placed twelfth in
the time trials and the lightweight four competed until the quarterfinals.
This year's Varsity team included seniors Kristen Conroy, Shelagh
Gallagher, Lisa Germer, Melissa Guerin, Kelly Ladendorf, Susan Nolan,
Kristine Perry, Mary Ann Scali, Missy Seidel, juniors Kerry Carlson, Sue
Gardiner, Jill Hazel, Christine Schmidt, Rachel Virostek, sophomores
Patty Baxter, Mary Burns, Kerrianne Combe, Jane Ferguson, Kate Kane,
Maureen Kloempken, Terry McCollum, Karen Mulready, Maura O'Keefe,
Sue Pucci, Mary Beth Sposito, Robin Stewart, Mary Sullivan, and Patty
Williams, and freshman Jill Novak.
Holy Cross now looks to the women's novice team, coached by Matt
Keating '86 and Rosemary Shea '87 to build on the experience, strength
and speed of this year's Varsity team.
- Lisa Germer
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The Holy Cross baseball team completed its best season in a number
of years with a two-game sweep of Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference
rival LaSalle on May 6. Promising freshman pitcher Jim Liebler completed
a fine rookie season with a 3-3 record, beating LaSalle 4-3 in the first
game, and junior Nick Bergamotto finally established the winning record
he deserved, beating the Explorers 3-1 for his third victory against only
two losses.
Aside from a bit of a mid-season slide, the Crusaders appeared to be
on the verge of dominating the MAAC and moving into post-season play.
The season began with a four game road trip in the Washington D.C. area
from which the Crusaders returned with three victories, including a 25-11
bashing of VMI and a 10-3 drubbing of the University of MarylandBaltimore. The bats appeared to be revived from their slumbering state of
the previous season, and sophomore Richard "Chip" O'Neill pitched a
great game at Maryland. The return to Fitton Field over St. Patrick's Day
weekend proved a fitting success, as Holy Cross swept a three-game
series with MAAC rival lona. Pitchers Dave Leonard, Tim Rogers, and
Chip O'Neill all registered their second wins, with O'Neill throwing a
masterpiece against lona, shutting them down 2-0. The weekend series
also witnessed the emergence of a new crowd favorite at HC, third
baseman Jerry "The Rat" Tabler, who drove in the winning runs in both
games of the St. Patrick's Day doubleheader.
The following weekend the Crusaders took two of three from Fairfield
University, another MAAC rival, with victory number three from staff ace
Dave Leonard, as well as Tim Rogers, now 3-0 in relief. Tabler knocked in
his fourth game-winning RBI of the young season, and earned some ink in
USA Today by going 5-for-5 in the first game. Then on Thursday, March
29, came what was probably the highpoint of the season. Playing the Big
East powerhouse Providence College, sophomore rightfielder Mark Roman hit a home run onto the 1-290 ramp to tie up the game in the seventh
inning, and the Crusaders rallied with three runs in the eighth for a 5-3
victory. Jim Liebler pitched with confidence, going eight strong innings for
his first win. On April 5, Nick Bergamotto held Colgate to only one run
while the Crusaders pounded out nine, and Holy Cross baseball won its
tenth game out of only twelve, and was 5-1 in league play. That week they
were ranked #1 in New England.
From the second game on April 5 against Colgate up to an April 24
contest at Siena College, Holy Cross baseball went 2-8. By the end of the
season, the squad recovered somewhat, taking two of three from St.
Peter's, including a grand slam by catcher Stefvan Drezek, a 10-5 victory
at BC behind Liebler and a game-winning RBI from senior co-captain
Brian McMillin, and the season-ending sweep of LaSalle. The Crusaders
finished with an overall record of 17-13 and a MAAC record of 10-7.
Overall it was a great season, highlighted by the diverse and sometimes
surprising pool of talent. Centerfielder Todd Dextradeur hit .347 with 20
RBI's, and was 4-for-4 in stolen base attempts. These efforts, plus a 21game hitting streak, earned him the Ray Dobens Award, given to the most
improved player. Sophomore Mike Neary played an outstanding second
base and led the team with a .370 batting average. McMillin (16 RBI's)
was the backbone of the infield and the senior leader at shortstop, while
Jerry Tabler at third base hit an impressive .323. Junior Tom Miller played
a smooth first base, hit .333 with 15 doubles, and knocked in 26 runs to
lead the team. Junior catcher Stefvan Drezek was solid behind the plate,
displayed an impressive arm, and drove in 24 runs with his clutch bat.
Mark Roman led the bangers with a .659 slugging percentage, 5 home
runs, and 21 RBI's, while sophomore Matt Morgan in left field hit .301 and
knocked in 19 of his own.
Four Holy Cross hurlers boasted winning records in 1990. Dave Leonard was 4-3 with 6 complete games and a 1.85 ERA, and 34 strikeouts to
only 8 walks, a testimony to his outstanding control. He was awarded the
Hop Riopel Award for team MVP, and was named 1991 Team Captain,
and was one of only five on the East coast to make the ECAC second
Kieiy
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team. Leo will play for the Falmouth Commodores of the Cape Cod
Summer League. Nick Bergamotto went 3-2 with a 3.40 ERA and 23
strikeouts. Chip O'Neill was impressive in three wins, including the shutout
of lona, and Tim Rogers won five games as a reliever while saving two.
Freshman Jim Liebler went 2-3, but posted an ERA of only 2.73, and
defeated Providence and BC of the Big East.
Seniors McMillin, Dextradeur, Tom "Big Daddy" Dutzer, Dave
"Sparky" Markham, and Craig "C.J." Jones will all be missed next
season, but 1990 proved that the Crusaders have enough depth of talent
to continue their amazing improvement and again be a force in the MAAC
next season.
- Matt Roy
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The 1989-90 men's track team proved to be one of the most talented
and spirited groups Holy Cross has seen since Rich Houston terrorized
the college track circuit. This team, led by Crusader of the Year Tom
Lawlor and fellow captains Mike Pucci and Brian Foster, earned respect
throughout New England and beyond for strong performances in meets
from Iowa to Philadelphia to Orono, Maine.
Although they travelled far and wide on their quest for glory, by far the
sweetest moment occurred right here at home in the Worcester City
Championships. On this cold day in April, the Crusaders dispatched the
WPI Engineers, along with three other Worcester teams in a fiercely
contested meet. This Holy Cross victory, engineered by Head Coach Jim
Kavanaugh and sidekick Rich Houston, was the first in four years in the
outdoor Worcester Championships and was definitely worth the wait.
Strong performances across the board were essential to this victory
over a formidable WPI squad. The Crusaders dominated the throwing
events, led by senior Brian Foster and bolstered by Peter Cummings,
Marcus Watkins, and Chas Lees. This group was able to slam the door on

WPI's hopes with an inspiring third place effort in the shot put by Foster
with a badly injured wrist. The sprints and jumps were blessed with strong
leadership from "player/coaches" Andy D'Angelo and Brian Welsh, who
honed the talented underclassmen into a fearsome unit. Frank Morrissey
and Mike Pucci ran like horses as they anchored the middle-distance
squad, which was greatly improved this year by a strong freshmen group,
and featured the strongest mile relay team in years. Finally, the women
would swoon as Tom Lawlor, Jim Noonan, Rob Kania, and the remainder
of the "heartthrob" distance crew made laughingstocks of the
competition.
The team eagerly anticipates next year as a chance to continue its
winning ways. With a strong junior class and a number of gifted underclassmen, this could be a team to watch in the years to come.
Side note: Andrew Nickerson set a new school record in the pole vault
at 16'5". Best of luck to him next year at Columbia University.
- Mike Pucci
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The Holy Cross women's indoor track season resulted in 15 individuals
plus two relays qualifying for the New England Championship and three
individuals as well as two relays qualifying for the ECAC Division I Championship. Finishing 9th overall in the New Englands, the Crusaders saw
the crowning of a Holy Cross individual New England champion: Sue
Daley '92 (West Sayville, NY) in the 55-meter hurdles. Other scorers
included Terry Livingston '90 (Conway, NH), 5th in the 600-yard run (she
also set a new school record in this event in the trials); Courtney Finn '92,
(Staten Island, NY) 6th in the 800-meter; Kristin Kraeger '91 (Newport,
RI) 5th in the 1000-yard run; Nancy Sullivan '91 (Marsfield, MA)4th in the
mile run; Joanne Zern '91 (Attleboro, MA)5th in the pentathlon; and the
4x800-meter relay team of Livingston, Kraeger, Finn, and Sullivan finishing 2nd. The women tied for 20th out of 45 teams in the ECAC Division I
meet, with Livingston finishing 4th in the 500-meter, breaking the school
record twice over the weekend. The same 4x800 relay team from the New
Englands came in 4th, also breaking their own school record twice. Other
indoor school record-breakers this season include Sullivan in the 800 and
1000-meter runs, Livingston in the 600-meter, and in the 4x220-yard
relay, Sue Daley, Kelly Abercrombie '90 (Newark, NJ), Jackie Davis '93
(Medfield, MA), and Tanya Baskin '91 (New Haven, CT).
The outdoor squad continued to add to the success of the indoor
campaign. The outdoor season produced 17 individual qualifiers plus all
three relay events for the New England Championships, and four individuals plus the 4x800-meter relay for the Division I ECAC Championships.
The Crusaders improved their finish to sixth overall in the New Englands
just 8 points out of third place and trophy honors in a close competition.
Two outdoor individual champions were crowned with Joanne Zern '91
taking the heptathalon event, breaking her own school record in the
process, and Sue Daley '92 winning the 100-meter hurdles to go along
with her indoor title. The 4x800 quartet of Terry Livingston '90, Kristin
Kraeger '91, Courtney Finn '92, and Nancy Sullivan '91 continued to
dominate their specialty with another championship win. This highly regarded foursome was ranked nationally and competed in the Penn Relays
Championship of America Final for the first time, after qualifying two days
earlier with their second fastest time ever.
Other scorers at the New Englands were Terry Livingston 2nd and
Kristin Kraeger 5th in the 800-meter, Courtney Finn 3rd and Nancy
Sullivan 4th in the 1500-meter, Jean Reilly '90 3rd and Kathleen McKnight
'93 6th in the 3000-meter, Jean Reilly 5th in the 5000-meter, and Cindy
Carton '93 7th in the javelin.
Adding to the six All-New England and four All-ECAC distinctions from
indoors, the above mentioned athletes that placed from 1st to 6th place
earned All-New England honors for the outdoor season.
School records were toppled on several occasions by Joanne Zern in
the heptathlon and Terry Livingston in the 800-meter. Also having fine
seasons were seniors Yael van Hu1st and Mary Chmura; junior Tanya
Baskin; sophomores Eileen Farrell, Michelle GoII, Kathy Moloughney, and
Egetta Schumski and freshmen Shannon Carroll, Kim Coulter, Jackie
Davis, Jean Donnelly, Kim Klaus, Katie Pothier, Kristal Rice and Susan
Morrissey, many who qualified for the New Englands or had personal
records for the 1989-90 season.
The track and field team also honored their graduating seniors at their
annual banquet. Special awards were given to upperclassmen Terry
Livingston as the outstanding track athlete, Joanne Zern as the outstanding field athlete, Kathleen McKnight as the outstanding freshman, Jean
Reilly as the most improved athlete, and Jean Donnelly '93 winning the
Coaches Joy of Effort Award.
The team will rely heavily upon the underclassmen and incoming freshmen to keep the tradition of success alive for the future. With such a fine
example set by this year's seniors, it should be an easy task to develop
the remaining talent into another formidable squad for 1990-91.
- Alan Halper
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Christopher M. Abell

Jacqueline Abercrombie

Political Science

Kerry A. Acker

Tina R. Adams

Christopher H. Agan

History

English

Psychology

History

Elizabeth Anne Ahern

Daniel J. Akowitz

History

Molly R. Allen

Ellen Marie Andersen

History

Paul M. Andrews

Classics

Mathematics

Psychology

Alicia C. Angeles

Helene R. Arcand

Psychology

Donale Paul Ardine, Jr.

Ronald M. Arena, Jr.

Robin Deane Arnold

Chemistry

Mathematics

Economics

Economics
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Susan M Ashe

Charles Francis Asta

Mark Edward Balzarotti

Scott Peter Barker

James N. Barrett

Economics/English

Art History/Premed

Economics

History

English

James P. Barrett

Claudia M Barry

Andrew R. Bartolini

Economics

Biology

Economics

Happiness consists in activity. Such is the constitution of our nature. It is a
running stream, and not a stagnant pool. — J. M. Good

Jane M. Baxter

Julia M. Beauchamp

Kathleen Shea Beecher

Susan E. Beisaw

Karin M Belsito

English

Classics

History

English

Biology
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Brenda A. Bennett

Jeffrey L. Bennett

Paul Daniel Bernard

Jeff C. Bernier

Michelle M. Berube

English

History

Economics

Economics

Mathematics

Maria R. Bevacqua

Peter S. Birch

Noel C. Birle

History/Spanish

Psychology

English

Anthony Michael
Bonanno

Any man who will look into his heart and honestly write what he sees
there, will find plenty of readers, -Edgar Howe

Daivd A. Bisaccia

Lisa Alice Bjorkman

Stephanie A. Block

Alison M. Boleski

Psychology

Mathematics

Economics

Visual Arts/History

Economics
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Friendship is a sheltering tree. -Samuel Taylor Coleridge

Daniel R. Bonnette

Lauren D. Bradford

Joseph J. Bradley

Economics/Accounting

English

Chemistry/Pre-med

Carrie L. Braunstein

Joanne Bra wley

Christopher J. Brej

Catherine Mary Brennan

Frank P. Briamonte

History

Economics

Biology/Pre-med

English/Pre-med

Psychology

Lisa Ann Britt

Michael J. Brodeur

Bridget Lee Brooks

Charlotte B. Brown

Timothy James Brown

Economics/Pre-med

Mathematics

English

Political Science

Political Science
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Carol Ann Bryda

Doreen Laura Bucher

Mary Francis Buckley

Paul V. Buckley

Joseph A. Bulbulia

Biology/Pre-med

Sociology

English

Mathematics

Philosophy

Elizabeth Anne Burke

Peter F. Burke

Claire B. Burns

Kathleen A. Butler

Dean C. Butterworth

English

Classics

English

English

Political Science

Timothy G. Caffrey

John J. Calabro

Stephanie Callaghan

History

Psychology

Physics/Mathematics

They are never alone who are accompanied by noble thoughts.
-Sir Phillip Sidney
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Cathleen Canney

Christine Anne Caputo

Jennifer Marie Card

Hugh F. Carlisi

Chemistry

Ronald D. Carlivati

Russian

History/Pre-med

English

French

But, whether they work with marble or sod, the builder is hand in hand
with God.-William Dunbar

Christine M. Caron

Shelley Anne Carozza

Lesley W. Carroll

Medical Ethics

Political Science

Spanish

Robert W. Carter

Michael W. Casey

Stephen R. Cassell

Kristen A. Cavaliere

George E. Ceballos

Political Science

Visual Arts-Studio/History

Economics

English

Economics/Pre-med
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As every thread of gold is valuable, so is every moment of time. -J. Mason

Kevin M. Cedrone

Wendy R. Charest

Vijoy Paul Chattergy

Mathematics

Classics

Economics

William E. Chave
History

Chemistry

Stephanie Anne Coleman William T. Coleman, Jr.
Political Science

James D. Cleveland

Lynn M. Colangione

Philosophy

Economics

Political Science

Maureen Colgan

Julia Marie Columbo

Kevin J. Comcowich

French

Psychology

History

Mary Elizabeth Chmura Maria Christine Cimitile

History
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Jerome Michael Conley

Christopher J. Connolly

Sheila Marie Connolly

Kristen Ellen Conroy

Meaghan Conte

Economics

History

English

Psychology

Economics

Joseph James Corcoran

Karen M. Cornyn

Alexis Anne Cotsalas

Amy Peyton Cotter

Corneilius John Coughlin

History

Political Science

English

Biology

Psychology

Wendy M. Coughlin

James Michael Coylello

Craig A. Cox

Sociology

Chemistry

Psychology/Pre-med
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The world may be divided into people that read, people that write, people
that think, and fox-hunters. -Shenstone

Cynthia M. Creeden

Dennis M. Cronin

Maureen C. Crowley

John R. Cunniff

Kevin John Curley

Economics/Accounting

Mathematics

Economics

Mathematics

Political Science/Pre-med

-44#.

John D. Curtin

Daniel A. Daglio

Stephen J. Dallolio

Joanne Marie Daly

Joseph P. Daly

Economics

Physics

Political Science

Psychology/Pre-med

Classics

True friendship's laws are by this rule expressed, welcome the coming,
speed the parting guest. -Homer

Robert L. Dangelmaier Andrew Michael D'Angelo
Political Science
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Political Science

Michelle A. Daunais
Biology

Dan P. DeBono

Lisa L. Decker

Mathematics

Peter G. DeGroat

Biology

Deidre M. Deignan

English

Ann M. Delaney

Spanish/Political Science

Mathematics

Kathleen A. Delay

David William Delea

Timothy Sean Delehaunty

Political Science

Economics

History

Lisa Claire DePetrillo

Suzanne Marthe
Deschenes

I have been drunk more than once and my passion often borders on
madness; I regret neither. -Goethe

John M. DelPrete.

John M. DeMilt

Political Science

Lisa B. Demko

History

Sociology

Biology/Pre-med

Biology/Pre-med
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Laura Ann Deters

Todd C. Dextradeur

Biology

Physics/Pre-med

Timothy E. DiDomenico Christopher E. DiGiacento

Donna A. DiLullo

Political Science

History

Chemistry

Peter J. DiLullo

Patricia A. DiNeno

Francine M. Dion

Economics/Political Science

Economics/Accounting

Psychology

D. Patrick Dodman, Jr.

Kerry Anne Doherty

Sean P. Doherty

Christine P. Dolan

Maryann R. Donahue

English/Philosophy

Chemistry

Philosophy

History

English
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We must laugh before we are happy, for fear we die before we laugh at
all. -Jean de La Bruyere

Robert P. Donahue, Jr.

Timothy P. Donovan

J. Thomas Dooley

Psychology

History

Classics/Pre-med

Seana M. Dowling

Mary Margaret Doyle

Patricia A. Dudzinski

Elizabeth Ellen Duggan

Patricia A. Duggan

Psychology

Religious Studies

Biology

Psychology

Economics

Joseph M Dulac

Daniel P. Dunn

John E. Durkin

Sharon L. Duronio

Thomas M. Dutzer

Chemistry

Economics

Classics

Mathematics

History
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Jennifer Ruth Dysan

David J. Edwards

Gregory F. Esemplare

Lorraine M. Faehndrich

Timothy M Fagan

French

History

Mathematics

Economics/Accounting

English

John P. Faggiano

Patrick M. Fahey

Michael J. Falite

Courtney E. Fanning

Nancy Lynne Faria

Political Science

Political Science

History

Economics

Mathematics

Orran A. Farmer

Gina M. Faro

Nabil Mohammed Farooq

Philosophy

Psychology/Pre-med

Psychology

If all be true that I do think, There are five reasons we should drink: Good
wine-a friend-or being dry-or lest we should be by and by- or any other
reason why. -Henry Aldrich
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Gerald E. Farrell

Kerni A. Farren

Darren F. Farrington

Elizabeth Anne Fasy

Roger Tod Favano

History/Visual Arts History

Economics/Accounting

Spanish

English/Pre-med

Economics

Patricia A. Feury

Althea Angella Forde

Christine M. Fioretti

Psychology/Art Studio

English

Biology/Pre-med

It is not necessary to light a candle to find the sun.
- Algernon Sidney

Brenda M. Flanagan

Garrett Scott Flynn

Stephen Joseph Foley

Brian G. Foster

Scott A. Francoeur

Economics

Political Science

Economics

Mathematics

Economics
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True friendship is never serene. -Marie de Rabutin-Chantal

Philip Andrew Fraterrigo Robert Alton Fullerton

Denise M. Fyrberg

Biology

Psychology

Psychology/Philosophy

Kevin T. Gahagan

Elizabeth Anne Gale

James E. Gale

Physics

English

Elizabeth A. Gallagher
English

History

Christopher Sean
Gallagher

Cynthia Elizabeth
Gallagher

Psychology/Pre-med

Chemistry

Shelagh P. Gallagher

Timothy G. Gallivan

Ernest C. Garlington

Marybeth C. Gauthier

Sociology

Economics

Psychology

English
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Cynthia R. Gayton

Eric C. Gaze

Cammy M Gee

Eugene C. Genco

Maria Elizabeth Genecco

Economics/Accounting

Mathematics

Physics

Religious Studies

Economics/Accounting

Nicholas Andrew
Genovese

Robert Charles George

Timothy A. George

Lisa A. Germer

Mona Ghazaleh

Chemistry

Economics/Accounting

Psychology

Mathematics

Katherine L. Gibson

Thomas Kane Gilardi

Laura Gioiella

Kimberlee J. Goggin

Carlos I. Gomez

Political Science

History

Biology

English

Sociology

Economics
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Thomas A. Gormley, III

Edward J. Grass

Brian T. Gray

Catherine A. Griffin

Thomas P. Gualtieri

Classics

Political Science

Psychology

English

Economics

James W. Guckert

Stephen D. Guerette

Melissa L. Guerin

Maria A. Gulluni

Maura Curran Haggerty

Economics

Economics

History

Political Science

English

Martha J. Hallisey

Beth A. Hamalainen

Siobhan A. Handley

English

Visual Arts Studio

Political Science

Unity is plural and, at a minimum, two. -Richard Fuller
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via

Kerry Michael Hanifin

Patricia Halpin

Brian Keith Harrington

Economics

Sandra Ann Hayes

History

William P. Healy

History/Political Science

Music/Pre-med

Sociology

Failure is impossible. -Susan B. Anthony

Nellie Anne Heffernan

Christine T. Henault

Melissa A. Henriksen

English

Psychology

Chemistry

Karen A. Heveron

Michael P. Hines

Michael Robert Hobbs

Biology

Karen Hoffman

Economics

Political Science

Kristen M. Hogarty

Economics/Accounting

Sociology
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In the faces of men and women I see God. -Walt Whitman

Terrence R. Holihen

Diane M. Hollis

Patti A. Holloran

Mathematics

Economics

English

Christin Hopkins

Charles T. Horgan

Jennifer Horgan

John J. Hoyas

Sociology

French

History/English

Visual Arts Studio

History

Kimberly Ann Hubert

Christopher B. Hughes

Heather Lynn Innes

Maria M. Jaunarena

Craig Emerson Jones

English

Political Science

French

Psychology

Political Science

Miles M. Holt
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Daryl H. Jones

Susan K. Jones

Kevin Michael Jordan

Eileen K. Joyce

Teresa M. Julian

Psychology/Pre-med

English

Economics

Psychology/History

English

Katrina Marie Kandra

Timothy P. Kane

Robert F. Kania

Rachel Kaprielian

Paula A. Kelleher

English

English

History

History

Psychology

Maura B. Kelly

Michael M Kelly

English

English

Timothy Gerard
Kenneally
English
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The test and use of man's education is that he finds pleasure in the
exercise of his mind. -Jacques Barzun

Paul C. Keohane

Christopher R. Keyes

Kathleen A. Kilbride

Shannon Kiley

Thomas Michael King

Mathematics

Political Science

Economics

Economics

Psychology

Matthew John Kinne

Reed C. Kleinle

Paige Theresa Kleve

Sociology

Psychology

Biology/Pre-med

Woman reduces us all to a common denominator.-George Bernard Shaw

Jon M. Knight

Pamela J. Kostka

Gregory F. Kozielec

Timothy J. Kreimer

Paul Joseph Kutz

Economics/Psychology

Economics

Psychology

Physics

Economics/Accounting
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To burn always with this hard gemlike flame, to maintain this ecstasy, is
success in life.-Walter Pater

Kelly A. Ladendorf

Matthew R. LaFlamme

Suzanne J. LaFleur

Spanish

History

Psychology

Robert J. Laliberte

Michael J. Lambert

Donna Marie Lamontagne

Kenneth G. Lampert

Maryann Lee Landrigan

Physics

Philosophy

Political Science

Economics/Accounting

Classics

Lorraine D. Lane

David M. Lappin

Michael Patrick Lasch

Robyn Ann Latessa

Jeanine M. Lavergne

Sociology

History

Political Science

Music/Pre-med

Economics/Accounting
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Dominique LaVopa
Mathematics

Kelly Ann Lee
Economics

Brian H. Leary

Betsy A. LeBlanc

David Brian Labudzinski

Mathematics

History

Psychology

Physics

Maurice Paul Leger

Brian M. Legere

Kim Lynn Lehnert

David P. Lennon

Economics/Accounting

Biology/Pre-med

Psychology

English

Thomas P. Lawlor

A man must be a little mad if he does not want to be even more stupid.Michael Eyquem de Montaigne

Edward J. Licitra

Jennifer E. Liddy

Jane F. Linehan

Chemistry

English

Psychology
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Christine M. Linz

Carol Ann Liuzza

Therese M. Livingston

Colleen M. Logan

Christine A. Lombard

Psychology

Mathematics

Political Science

English

Psychology

Man is a successful animal, that is all. -Remy de Gourmont

Theresa Ann Lombard

Allison H. Long

Mary Frances Loughney

English

English

Psychology

Camille M. Luhring

Nancy MacDonald

Maureen M Madden

Catherine G. Magetteri

Kathleen M. Mahoney

Sociology/French

Biology/Pre-med

History

Mathematics

Economics
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What is a friend? A single soul dwelling in two bodies.
-Aristotle

Theresa A. Mahoney

Steven L. Mancini

Christine Manning

English

Biology

Economics

Jennifer M. Markey

David M. Markham

JoAnn J. Maroto

Craig M. Marsden

Kathleen A. Marshall

Visual Arts Studio

Biology/Pre-med

Psychology/Pre-med

Chemistry

Political Science

Lisa Ann Martins

Chris A. Maruca

Christopher J. Masi

Robert Massarelli

E. Thomas Massey

Economics

History

Chemistry

Economics

History
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Kathleen T. Masterson

Karen Lynn Mathieu

Tara Anne Matthews

Jennifer P. Maxon

Debbie A. Mays

Psychology

Russian Studies

Religious Studies

English

Sociology

Thomas G. McAndrews

Cinnamon E. McAuley

Christopher J. McAuliffe

Thomas F. McBride

Karen J. McCall

Economics

Psychology

History

Psychology

French

An angel! or, if not, an earthly paragon! -Shakespeare

Linda R. McCall

Kerry E. McCarron

Linda K McCarthy

Sociology

Classics

English
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Maureen A. McCarthy

Julie A. McCole

Stanley B. McCrea

Kristen M McCue

Glen M. McDermott

Economics/French

Spanish/Pre-med

Economics

Economics

English

Michael A. McDermott

Crispin J. McDonald

Dina J. McDonald

Economics

Mathematics/Pre-med

Mathematics

Brothers all in honor, as in one community, scholars and gentlemen. William Wordsworth

Shannon J. McDonald

Jennifer A. McDonnell

Amy M. McGarry

Anne T. McGrath

William D. McKinneY

Psychology

English

Russian

Psychology

Economics/Accounting
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I get by with a little help from my friends. -Paul McCartney

Anne M McLaughlin

Joseph M. McLaughlin

Matthew F. McManus

English

English

Economics

Brian J. McMillin

Maureen E. Meade

Camille A. Mechley

Catherine M Meek

Michelle M Mercier

History

Political Science

Psychology

English

Biology

Amy E. Meyer

Monica M. Miele

Kevin David Miller

Kristin G. Miller

Robert F. Miller

English

English

Biology

Psychology/Pre-med

Psychology
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Christina Marie Minalga

Kathleen P. Miscoll

Shelane Mixon-Sillie

James F. Mooney

Christian J. Moran

Psychology

English

Political Science

Political Science

History

Jennifer R. Moran

R. Michael Moran

Richard John Moran

Karen A. Morgan

James Spencer Morris

English

Economics/Accounting

Physics

Biology/Pre-med

History

John G. Morriss

Francis P. Morrisey

Kim A. Morrow

Maura A. Moynihan

Anne Therese Murphy

History

Classics

Economics

Economics/Accounting

Philosophy
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!

Brian Edward Murphy

David P. Murphy

Kenneth F. Murphy

Mark J. Murphy

Annie R. Myers

History

Economics

English

English

Sociology

David W. Nadolski

Mary Elizabeth Nardone

Carlos J. Nassar

Economics/Accounting

Psychology

Biology

The laughter of girls is, and ever was, among the delightful sounds of
earth. -DeQuincey

John More Nataro

Jo-Ann Nessralla

Christine M. Nestor

Andrew Francis Noga

Brian W. Nolan

Economics

Political Science

Economics

Classics

Chemistry/Pre-med
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John P. Nolan

Susan A. Nolan

Amy E. Nowak

Keith E. Nyhan

David T. O'Brien

Classics

Psychology

Sociology

Russian

English

Elizabeth Anne O'Brien

Jane Elizabeth O'Brien

Jeanne E. O'Brien

Chemistry

Psychology/Pre-med

Biology

One good thing about music is that it makes you feel no pain. -Bob
Marley

Keith L. O'Brien

Mary C. O'Brien

Matthew J. O'Brien

Paul V. O'Brien

Neil P. O'Callaghan

Political Science

Biology

History

Political Science

Economics
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Daniel T. O'Conor

John J. O'Connor

Kevin D. O'Connor

James T. O'Farrell

Paul M O'Grady

History

History

History

History

History

Contact with a high-minded woman is good fo the life of any man. -Henry
Vincent

Brian P. O'Keefe

Carolyn E. O'Mara

Harold V. O'Rourke

History

French

Philosophy

Brendan N. O'Scannlain

John T. O'Shea

Holly E. O'Sullivan

Kelly Marie Olson

Thomas Austin Osmond

Political Science

Political Science

Psychology

Psychology

English
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What we learn with pleasure, we never forget. -Alfred Mercier

Robert G. Ouellette

Manuel N. Pacheco

Michael J. Paglia

Music

Biology

Biology/Political Science

Sara Elizabeth
Pasqualoni

Stephen C. Peck

Robert M. Pedlow

Pasquale Penta

Kristine Perry

Economics

English

Economics

Biology

Paul J. Peters

Kristen A. Pfaff

Gregg S. Phalen

Sarah E. Philbin

Elizabeth K Piccione

Biology

English

Economics

History

Psychology/English

Psychology/Pre-med
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Karen Ann Pickett

Christopher M. Picone

Marylee Erin Piper

Khalid M. Pitts

Economics

MaryEllen Plaisted

Biology

Psychology

History

Psychology

Kimberly A. Plourde

Maureen G. Pollitt

Sarah A. Pore]]

Michael D. Port

Michael W. Pucci

French

Economics/Accounting

English

German

Economics

Edward C. Puchalla

Robert A. Racine, Jr.

Lisa Marie Raffaele

John P. Raffier

Michele E. Randazzo

Classics

Economics

English

History

English
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Michael C. Randone

Donald J. Rassiger

Joseph Peter Reck

Elizabeth J. Reed

Kathryn Mary Reed

Sociology

Psychology/Pre-med

Physics

English

Political Science

Carla A. Rees

Sean M. Regan

Thomas Reid, Jr.

Jean M. Reilly

Leslie Anne Reilly

Economics/Accounting

History

Economics

History

English

Martha M Reilly

Mark E. Rickard

Ralph A. Riley

Daniel G. Robinson

Jennifer M. Rodriguez

English

Economics/Accounting

Psychology

Economics

Psychology
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Brian Kevin Ross

David A. Rourke

Rebecca Anne Rourke

Matthew Albert Roy

Justin T. Rubin

Music

Economics

History

History

History

Edward M. Ryan

Tracey A. Ryan

Joseph Richard Saab

Michael R. Sabra

Joseph A. Sack

English

History

History

Economics

Political Science

Hit hard, hit fast, hit often. -William Fredrick Halsey

Lisa M. Sacovitch

Christina M. Sadowski

Lisa M. Salvacion

English

English

Political Science
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Donald A. Salvucci

John J. Savarese

Mary Ann T. Scali

Christine A. Scanlon

Brad Michael Schimelman

Economics

English/Pre-med

Political Science

Spanish

Psychology/Pre-med

Rebecca J. Scholz

Beth Schwartz

Shannon E. Scully

Linda R. Seager

English

Sociology

Donna Marie
Schweinberger

Chemistry

Economics

Elizabeth A. Seidel

Elizabeth A. Shea

Patrick F. Shea

Peter John Shea

Scott I Shea

Economics

Biology

English

Classics

History

Biology/Psychology
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Michael D. Sheahan

P. Kerry Sheehan

Debra A. Shields

Richard D. Shumilla

Peter Charles Sinatra

Philosophy

Economics/Accounting

Political Science

History

Mathematics

Lisa Marie Skorvanek

Daniel P. Slattery

Michelle A. Slysh

History

English

English

More men are killed by overwork than the importance of the world
Justifies. -Rudyard Kipling

Janine M. Smith

MaryAnn E. Smith

Kristyn M. Snyer

Charles R. Soriano

Karen M. Spinola

English

Biology/Psychology

English

English

Economics
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Nancy Jeanne Stewart

Kimberly A. Stone

Constance M. Suarez

Michelle M. Sugden

Gerard J. Sulentic

History

Political Science

Economics/Accounting

Economics

English

Christopher W. Sullivan

Maureen E. Sullivan

Sheila Ann Sullivan

Thomas J. Sullivan

David P. Supple

Economics/Accounting

Economics/Accounting

Psychology

English

History

Daniel A. Sweeny

Kathleen S. Swift

Philip Talamo

Lisa Tarantino

Carolyn J. Tenero

History

Mathematics

Economics

Political Science

Economics/Accounting,
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Elizabeth A. Thompson

Matthew L. Tittemore

Melissa Anne Tohis

Timothy D. Toole

Michael J. Tormey

English

Classics/Mathematics

Biology/Pre-med

Economics

History

Think where man's glory most begins and ends, and say my glory was I
had such friends. -W.B. Yeats

Timothy J. Tower

David P. Trainor

Lisa Ann Trevani

Economics

History

Psychology

Maria C. Trigo

Deborah A. Troidle

Tamara S. Trombetta

Isabelle Troya

Yael C. Van Hu1st

Art History

Psychology

Mathematics

English

Sociology
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Pamela Anne Vasile

Roy C. Vella

Arthur Robert Vendola

Christine M Venier

Anthony S. Villar

English

Mathematics

Psychology

English

Economics

Todd D. Vladyka

Elizabeth H. Wadsworth

Geoffrey Wadsworth

Megan E. Wagner

Jennifer P. Wallace

Biology/Pre-med

Visual Arts-Studio/Pre-med

History

Visual Arts-History

History

James Hobson Walter

Richard F. Wareing

Vivian C. Washington

Andrew R. Welkley

Brian F. Welsh

Religious Studies

History

Political Science

Psychology

Economics/Political Science
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Mark P. Wkkstrom

Richard J. Wickham

History

Yolanda T. Williams

James Wilson

Economics

Suzanne B. Wilz

Political Science

Philosophy

Mathematics/Studio Arts

Kazimierz Wrzeszczynski

Colleen Keane Wyse

Chemistry

Karen L. Yelle

Stephanie Haas Zaiser

History

Anne T. Zecha

Psychology

Economics

English

Oubi, Oubi, est sub ubi? -Ancient Latin Proverb

Cris E. Zenobio

John S. Ziemba

Raffaele A. Zingone

Economics

Political Science

Mathematics/Economics
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BUST A MOVE
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Oh, What A
Beautiful Day!
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ONE
HUNDRED
DAYS

In Memoriam

Cynthia Creeden

Annie Myers
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Then we'll give another Hoiah
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As we go down Linden Lane,
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And we'll hear it in the echo
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Up along, and join the chorus

)

)

Of the Hoiah's glad refrain,

266

HOLY CROSS
COLLEGE

CD
C0
CV

On the hill of Linden Lane.

..%

I am each of us at some near or far
time, drawing life and strength and
hope from this place, this bond this
faith, this love, this Holy Cross . . .
William Jenks '54
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The Directory on pages 276-281 has been remove
to protect privacy.

PURPLE PATRON
Richard and Joan Abdoo
Mr. and Mrs. John Addesa
Don and Judy Allen
Horace and Rose Marie Andersen
Alfred and Louise Arcand
Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Asta
Thomas R. Beecher, Jr.
Ambrose and Margaret Bonanno
Dr. Paul W. Braunstein
John P. Brennan
Dr. and Mrs. A. Bulbulia
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Caffrey
Dr. and Mrs. Robert W. Carter
Mr. and Mrs. George P. Chave
Dr. and Mrs. James Coviello
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremiah Cronin
Jay and Sharyn Decker
Bill and Gerry DemiIt
Mr. and Mrs. P. N. Dequattro
Robert M. Dutzer
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Esemplare
Atty and Mrs. Gerald E. Farrell, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Farren
Mr. and Mrs Frank Favano, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Ferguson
William F. Fishbaugh Sr, M.D.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel F. Flynn
George M. Ford '60
Dr. Thomas G. Gahagan
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Galasso
John and Kay Gallagher
DR. and Mrs. Michael Genco
Vince and Anita Genecco

William Getzinger
Allessandra A. Girolamo, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Gormley, Jr.
Dorothy Grady
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Guckert
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas F. Halpin
Stephen F. Herman
Calvin Ho
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M. Holihen
Dennis and Pamela Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund J. Kelly
The Kileys
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kleinle
Marie and Bob Laliberte
Albert D. Lappin, Sr.
Mary Ellen and Lasch
Mr. and Mrs. Jeremy Stephen Lee
Kim Lynn Lehnert
Mr. and Mrs. John Maher
Timothy G. Maloney
Phillip Margiotta
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Matthews
Mr. and Mrs. William F. McCall, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. John J. McNally
Braden and Eileen Mechley
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. Menges, Jr.
Dr. and Mrs. Francis Merlo
Joseph A. Miller, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Mooney, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Morrow
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph C. Nuzzo
Dr. and Mrs. Edward P. O'Brien
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BENEFACTOR
Mr. and Mrs. Charles P. O'Connor
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald P. O'Keefe
Anthony S. Oliva
Oral Surgical Association
Dr. and Mrs. Frank X. Pedlow
Dr. and Mrs. Anthony M. Pisacano
David W.C. Putnam
Fred, Eleanor, and Nicole Randazzo
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Riley
Dr. and Mrs. Richard J. Saab
John and Patricia Savarese
Mr. and Mrs. Bert G. Scannapieco
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Schaefer
Dr. and Mrs. Karl Schmitt
Gary J. Sekulski
William R. Shields
Edward J. and Anne Snyder
Mr. and Mrs. F. Martin Smith, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jonathan Stott
Mr. and Mrs. Robert P. Swanson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sweeney
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin R. Swentkofske
Atty and Mrs. Dominick J. Thomas, Jr '68
Justin M. Tobia
Mr. and Mrs. James J. Toole
Dr. and Mrs. James B. Tormey, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Tower, Jr.
Frank M. Walsh
John A. Wickstrom
Edmund P. Wyse
Mr. Lenoir Zaiser
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Zenobio

Mr. and Mrs. Leonard N. Andrade
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph P. Boyle
Mr: and Mrs. Joseph Brandi
John and Mary Ann Delach
Frank and Eileen Faggiano
Mr. and Mrs. Lewin L. Foster
Marie and John Linz
Eugene Mascarenhas
Eileen G. Simons
Richard T. Stewart
Robert and Teresa Strong
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CONTRIBUTOR
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph McAuliffe
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas McDonald
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mcgrath
Mr. James E. Meek
Laurence and Doris Mercier
Mr. and Mrs. John Mileski
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Miller
Mr. and Mrs. James P. Miscoll
Mr. Patrick J. Mongan
William and Sandra Morrissey
Harry Mulry '67
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Murphy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Murphy, Jr.
Joseph M. Murray
Joseph M. Murray
James J. and Mary E. Nagle
Dr. and Mrs. Alexander T. Nardone
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Nessralla
Emil Nigro, M.D.
John P. Nolan
Lee O'Brien
Dr. and Mrs. Daniel J. O'Connor
Mr. and Mrs. Michael E. O'Connor
Dr. and Mrs. D.R. Olson
Mr. and Mrs. Normand E. Oullette
Mr. and Mrs. Peter A. Papa, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Parrish
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pedro
Leonard and Vivian Pernell-Williams
Dr. Guillermo Pico, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman J. Plourde
The Poznanski Family
K.C. Quan
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Randone
William and Barbara Reed
Mr. and Mrs. John T. Regen
Mr. and Mrs. G.M. Reischmann
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Rickard
Dr. and Mrs. Richard Rieger
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Robinson
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Rollins
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt M. Sanger, Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Schultz
Dr. and Mrs. Robert A. Seidel
J.T and K.J. Sheridan
Eleanore J. Sierra
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Thompson
Mr. and Mrs. George C. Tobis
Beato and Amelia S. Villar
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Witsken
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Wozniak
Mr. and Mrs. R.J. Ziolkowski

Donald and Jane Akowitz
Bruce R. Anderson
Dr. and Mrs. Jose D. Angeles
Mr. and Mrs. Balzarotti
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berube
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph D. Birle
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Buckley
Dr. John Budzinski
Mrs. James Butler
Dr. and Mrs. William J. Casey
Lou and Diane Colangione
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. Corcoran
Redmond P. Costello
Patricia A. Coughlin
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Cunniff
Anita M. D'Angelo
George F. Dinneen
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel Divino
Mr. and Mrs. William R. Dolan
Edward A. and Mary A. Dowling
Mr. and Mrs. Jean-Paul Dulac
Mary and Dennis Fallon
Evelyn Finn
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph V. Fisher
Mr. and Mrs. William C. Flanagan
Mr. and Mrs. Robert R. Freeman
Doreen A. Garrity
Mr. and Mrs. Frank D. Gulluni
The Handleys
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Hannigan
Richard M. Hart
Marcel Hoyas
Atty. and Mrs. Jones
Ray and Kathy Jorgensen
Mr. and Mrs. Myron J. Kandra
Bin G. Kang
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick G. Kearney
Michael P. Kelleher
Dr. and Mrs. Dennis B. Kelly
Mr. and Mrs. R.V. Kennedy
Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Kennedy
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Kenny
John and Ellen Laden
Mr. and Mrs. William LaFleur
Linda Leahy
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lebudzinski
Young-Soo Lee
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A Malone
Dr. and Mrs. David Marsden
John E. Martinelli
Antero L. Martins
Mrs. Emmy Maslowski
Mr. and Mrs John J. Massarelli
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Mr. and Mrs. Albert Akeke
Kent and Marie Anzilotti
Donald and Alice Ardine
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Belsito
Barbara and Jerry Bennett
George and Joan Bennett
Wilbur E. Bjorkman
Monica Boczek and Gary Geldart
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Brewer
Mr. and Mrs. Richard J. Brooks
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Bucher
Donald C. Butterworth
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Ciaccio
Mr. Robert D. Commito
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Coulombe
John Cunningham
Mr. and Mrs. William Davis
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Deguzman
Mary T. Derrell
Phyllis DiMattia
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Doyle
Mr. and Mrs. James Drumgoole
Kenneth and Noreen Duronio
Gloria Falite
Mr. and Mrs. William Faria
Lionel and Violet Forde
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Fras
Joan Gallivan
Kenneth M. Garschina
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Germer
Denis Goodwin
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond J. Grabow
Mr. William V. Guenn
Dr. and Mrs. Paul A. Gualtieri
Saba Hashem
Herbert Heilmerl
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian J. Hilera
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Hjort
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jablonski
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Johnson
Fran and Jim Kalmer
Rudy and Lee KaIns
Ms. Lynne Kania
William and Kathleen Kavanah
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Keane
Taj.H. Khan
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Kloempken
Dr. and Mrs. Russell Kraeger
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Lavopa
Bruce A. Leslie

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph F. Loughney, Jr.
William F. Lynn, Esq.
The Mahaffeys
Mr. and Mrs. Maher
Jose and Donna Manes
Mr. and Mrs. John Manning
Blanche Maroto
Dr. Belisario Matta
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis L. Maurao
Jack and Kathy McCarthy
John and Rosemary McCauley
Mr. and Mrs. Brian W. McCollum
James and Deborah McCue
Paul and Betsy McDermott
Gerald McGowan
Mr. and Mrs. James Meade
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Miller
John and Shelia Moran
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Moriarty
Mr. and Mrs. James Morris
Mr. and Mrs. James T. Nangle
Thomas J. Noonan, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel E. Nyhan
Mr. and Mrs. John B. O'Conor
Drs. Fernando and Celia Ona
Catherine and William Oullette
Sheila C. Perry
Mr. and Mrs. William Finer
James and Mary Jo Reilly
Mr. and Mrs. P. Riccardo
Mr. and Mrs. H. Rissetto
Mr. and Mrs. John F. Roche
Carmen M. Rosa
Mr. and Mrs. Carl H. Ross, Jr.
Thomas F. Roy
Mrs. Jarrett C. Russo
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph W. Sack
Judy and Jerry Salomone
Frank Scatoni, Sr.
Bob and Peggy Skorvanek
Mr. Michael Spinola
Francis J. Taplin
Jean R. Terlonge
Mr. and Mrs. L.D. Umlaut
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph R. Vasile
Ralph J. Wadsworth
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Walsh
Dr. and Mrs. Raymond Zambito
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Sail on silver girl
Sail on by
Your time has come to shine
All your dreams are on their way
See how they shine;
Oh, if you need a friend;
I'm sailing right behind
Like a bridge over troubled waters
I will ease your mind.

The Holy Cross
Bookstore
Congratulates
The Graduating
Class
Of
1990

To Shelagh
Love, Cletus

ANNAPURNA RESTAURANT
Serving and Catering
VerViat4:424,

Flower Shop

%r7c7tPee 06e C9iIdea,
(Specialists in Udipi Cuisine)
483 Cambridge Street
(Near Holy Cross College)
Worcester, Mass
01610
Tel (617) 755 - 7413
Lunch. 11.30-2 pm Weekdays
Dinner. 5-10 p m Daily

RAY LEVINE
891 Main St
Worcester, Mass 01610
756-4329

808 Pleasant St
Worcester Mass 01602
791-1410

EDWARD J. COLLINS
GENERAL MANAGER

Healy wishes the best of luck to
the Class of 1990.

AMERICAN LINEN SUPPLY CO
280 GREENWOOD STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01607
TEL (508) 752-4647
FAX (508) 754-8683
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Thank You: Q. Lorraine Faehndrich, Karen G. Hoffman, C.J. Jones, Marylee ("Mel")
Piper, Martin Andersen, Crispin McDonald, John Cunniff, Claudia Barry, Stephen
Guerette, Thomas Osmond, Maria Bevacqua, Tom Carty, and Maureen Pollitt.
Special Thank You: Dr. Peter Simonds, Sandra Shook, Varden Studios, Jostens
Printing and Publishing, and Dan Smith, Jostens representative.
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It is hard to believe that the 1990 Purple Patcher is virtually complete. I thought
that this moment would be a time of relief. I am, however, a bit nostalgic for this is
apparently the end of my life as an undergraduate. It does not seem possible that it
has been four years since I entered Wheeler 524 to find Karen Hoffman as my tall
roommate from New Jersey. I have not really considered myself an alumnus of N.C.
because of having to complete the yearbook. Yet, it has been one month since Mo
Leger bid farewell to us all af the commencement exercises on Fitton Field. And now
I say good-bye to the Purple Patcher.
Nine months have passed since the first time this year's Purple Patcher staff
assembled in Hogan 425. After having reviewed previous yearbooks, we unanimously decided to deviate from the "typical" Purple Patcher. It was thought that
previous books did not fully capture Holy Cross. We chose to abandon the path that
prior books followed of using as many photographs as possible. Instead, we used
only pictures which we thought best conveyed life at Holy Cross. The 1990 Purple
Patcher's intent is to represent what it meant to be a Crusader in the 1989-1990
academic year. Both the rediscovery of the 1970 Purple Patcher and long brain
storming sessions last fall formed high ideals for this yearbook. We hope you find
that we have accomplished at least some of our goals.
Lorraine Faehndrich ridiculed me for changing the size and the color of the book
because the 1990 Purple Patcher will not fit in her bookshelf along with her 1987,
1988, and 1989 volumes. I tried to offer her poetic reasons for the change in
aesthetics. Yet, Lo always countered with "Ellen, you're trying [and failing miserably] to be on the cutting edge." She probably knows me too well, but it was surely
fun being different at Holy Cross.
My roommate, Beth, told me that language is the house of being and being the
pseudo intellect that I am, I tried my best to incorporate this thought into the book.
Consequently, the preceeding 287 pages are filled with more words than previously.
A cross section of students have offered their insights into Holy Cross. I hope that
these essays will aid in remembering 1989-1990.
Besides student input, the views of the faculty are apparent in this book. I would
like to thank Prof. Lawler, Fr. Kuzniewski, Prof. Vannicelli, Prof. Freeman, Prof.
Crunkleton, and Prof. Makarushka for offering their time and wisdom. Their commentary at the Purple Patcher's symposium contributes significantly to the intent
of this book.
I would also like to thank all who worked with me. Geoff Wadsworth and Roy Vella
did a tremendous job in taking, developing, and printing pictures. They remained
level-headed in a job that was under constant attack by panic stricken editors trying
to meet deadlines. Tricia Chesanek was a great help as editor of both the Life and
Events sections. In addition, as the only non-senior layout editor, Tricia reminded us
all that the classes of 1991, 1992, and 1993 did exist. Ken Lampert, who did the
sports section for the third year, was the most proficient and trouble-free member of
the staff. Sarah Scannapieco had the least enviable but most important job—
business editor. We all are indebted to Sarah for selling and distributing hundreds of
Purple Patchers. Finally, Lisa Salvacion, Linda McCarthy, Kelly Olson, Sheila
Connolly, Maria Gulluni, and 'Suzanne Wilz spent many hours laboring over the
yearbook. I am very grateful for all your help.
Now my four years at the Cross are complete— It is time for me to Bust A Move!
-Ellen Andersen
6-25-90
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